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ANNOTATION
This book describes modern methods for the hiph-veloc-

ity deformation of metals and alloys and examines the charac-
teiistics of the deformation mechanism under a pulsed lead
application, as well as the structural characteristics of
strengthening by deformation. The book is intended for metal
research engineers and scientists concerned with the field of
plastic deformation of netals, It may also be useful to stu-
dents preparing for work in the field of "Physics of Metals".
128 fiurvesg 32 tables, and 273 bibliographic entries.
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FOREWORD

High-velocity deformation of metals occupies a very
important place in contemnorary progressive technological
processes. The first patents on explosive deformation wereIobtained more than seventy years ago, but it has only been $

for the past ten to fifteen years that the number of prod-
ucts manufactured and treated by the methods of high-veloc-
ity deformation has grown sharply.

Technologists, who are primarily interested in prac-

r tical utilization of the process, very quickly became con-

vinced of the perceivable successes to be attained by using
the various types of pulsed operation for the treatment of
metals. The punching of large-scale Darts from high-strength
alloyr, the creation of new composite materials, the strength-
ening of large parts of complex shape, and many other complex
and important operations became possible as a result of using
the energy from high-pressure shock waves.

Unfortunately, solution to the essentially important
problems in metallography, involving study of the mechanism
of high-velocity deformation and the properties of metals,
obtained as a result of the effect from shock waves, is still
not sufficiently developed to permit introduction of these
methods into industrial use.

The major problem obviously involves whether it is
possible to combine a favorable technological process with
the production of optimal properties. To solve this partic-
ular problem it is first of all necessary to know the mech-
anism of high-velocity deformation. It is important to study
the possibility of combining high-velocity deformation with
other methods used for the strengtheninp of metals, since it
is these complex methods of treatment primarily that permit
assurance of the best results. rinally it is important to
limit the region in which the tue of high-velocity treatment
methods Is rational.

-2-
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The attitude of re•Larchers and practical workers to

the metallographic a:ýp'cts of high-velocity deformation has

not been constant e.:' for the brief Period of time in which
this comparatively yuotng branch of science has devel.:•.,ed.

I. Z The first forecasts pertaining to the possibility of obtain-
ina the best properties by shock loadinp sounded ontinistic.
It seemed that the difference in the structure produced, and
in particular, in the deormation strenjthenii.r in comparison
with quasi-static deformation would be quite larpe and could
be de:acted with the "naked eye". However these forecasts
were nt 1u•;tified and the first results were found to be
more -t,..n mudes,. And, as often hanvens, in place of the un-

Just !,, o imism, a certain dispnnointment came to Pass.
But at '':e snme . these disappointments stimulated more
profouis.. rescepc', .3- A result of which many interesting and Z
import~.rt characp-½tics were cfscovered for the behavior
of metal. durinp ý-;'h-velocity deformation, both in the Drac-
tical and in the theoretical sense.

At the nresent time investigationas involving high-
velocity dcPormation are beinp conducted in many directions.
Almost all metals and alloys of practical interest have been
tested under con-4itions of high-velocity loading. It is true
that these results do not always find the neces.;ary explana-
tion. The data obtained have been successfully generalized
to an even lesser degree. Without Dretending by any means
to an exhaustive list of the various dirertions, we assume
that the major ones may be those shown on the diapram riven
in the roREWORD.

4 Each of the questions outlined on the diagram undoubt-
edly contain several independent significant problems. ror
example, study of gliding during high-velocity deformation
must answer questions concerning change in the number of ef-
fective glide systems, the possibility of non-octahedral
gliding under the effect of high-nressure shock waves in face-
centered cubic crystals, etcetera.

It is also impossible to examine the various sides of
the behavior of metals during high-velocity deformation inde-
Pendently. The mechanical properties, nProduced in components
-after high-velocity deformation, are determined by the forminp
microstructuro which in turn depends on the deformation mecha-
nism.

This book does not even encompass all those questions
shown on the diagram. The main ennhasis is on examination of
the deformation mechanism and strengthening, formation of the
structure of metals, and the mechanical properties under con-
ditions of high-velocity loadinr (Chanters 2 - 4). Several re-
lited questions to a greater or lesser degree have fo~und roflec-
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tion on the pages of this book. Chapter 5 is-.oncerned with
the phase transition under conditions of hirh-velocity deform-
ation. ,

The metallographic aspect predominates in Chapters 2-5.

These chapters are preceded by Chapter 1 where a description
is given of several methods for hsph-velncity deformation.
This description does not entirely encompass the technolor'i-
cal side of the processes but pives some idea to the reader
of those parameters that influence the properties of the
treated materials, 

1

Sections 2-6 in Chapter 2 and Chapter 5 were written

by O•A. Kaybyshev, the remainder of the book was written by
G.N. Epshteyn.

The authors wish to express their appreciation to Pro-
fessor Doctor of Technical Sciences N.L. Bernshteyn, Candi-
date of Technical Sciences R.L. Novobratskiy, Professor Doc-
tor of Technical Sciences V.!!. Rozenberf, Professor Doctor
of Technical Sciences Yu.A. Skakov, and to the reviewer Pro-
fessor Doctor of Technical Sciences V.H. Finkel' for his use-
ful comments, which he made in discussinp the manuscrint.
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CHAPTER 1

MODERN METHODS OF HIGH-VELOCITY DEFORMATION

In this chapter we examine a limited number of ques-
tions involved with the methods of high-velocity deformation.
As concerns the problems discussed in this book, these are
first of all the parameters that determine the structure of
the metal in the process of high-velocity loadingt the de-
formation rate, the amount of pressure developed, and the
temperature of the most widely-used processes.

It is fully possible that such an epproach may be ob-
jected to since the quite complex interaction of shock waves
with metals is of course not exhausted by these characteris-
tics. However the greatest amount of experimental material
on the influence of a pulsed load on the structure and Proper-
ties of metals has been compiled mainly with respect to these
parameters.

1. Interaction of Shock Waves With Metals

No matter what means is employed for formation of the
high-pressure front (detonation of explosives in contact with
the deformed material or separated by some mediun, by collis-
ion of the sample with a rapidly flying obiect, by a short
magnetic pulse or by pulsed discharge of a battery array),
certain general premises allow us to place all methods of high-
velocity deformation into a single series, where the differ-
ence of one method from another will only be a quantitittive
one,

High-velocity (or as it is often called, pulsed) de-
formation is a result of the extremely rapid propagation of
a pressure front, the amplitude of which may exceed the yield
stress of the material by tens and even hundreds of times.
Since the individual displacements (deformation) in the solid
state are assumed to be small, we thdn speak of the propagation
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of elastic oscillations or waves in a solid Ell. In investi-
gating the state of metals and alloys acted on by shock waves
with a pressure up to hundreds of kilobars, as the basic par-
ameters that characterize the state of the thermodynamic equi-
librium, we take the pressure P, the change in volume &V, and
the change in intrinsic energyAE. But since the expanse of
"the pressure front is very small, it is necessary that the
thermodynamic equilibrium be established for a time of about

lO to 10 seconds, this being determined by the processes
taking place in a compressed sample. However, we can never
state that this time in all cases is sufficient for establish-
ment of equilibrium, and this then leads to a disruption in
the usually accepted relationships between these quantities.

The second assumption is that the compression acted
on by a shock wave, with a pressure P max will be the same

as under hydrostatic stress of the same magnitude. This con-
§ dition can not be satisfied with sufficient accuracy since

first of all the relaxation processes also take place in time
and furthermore, under the influence of hydrostatic stress,
the stressed state is near the hydrostatic stress, and under

* the influence of the shock wave it may differ greatly from
the hydrostatic stress and even correspond to uniaxial stress.

I-

Figure 1. Pressure distribution during the direct contact
of an explosive with a metal 1 and during the collision of
metal with a flying plate 2. The arrows show the direction
of movement of the shock wave front.

1. Distance from contact surface
I

From Figure I it is clear that the front of the shock
wave is terminated very abruptly. The natal placed before
this front is still found in the original stateand the metal
located behind the line of pressure termination undergoes
stress at pressure P. The amplitude of the shock wave varies

* with time. If at some moment of time t1 (Tigure 2) at a piven

Spoint the pressure reaches Pmax' then at the moment t 2 it

drops to P following the law

-7-
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Pt=P 1e, (1)

where P is the pressure through the time interval t after
t

reaching Pmax Pmax is the maximal peak pressure at a piven

distance from the site of the explosion; 0 is a tine constant
that depends on type and mass of the charge, as well as on
its placement.

(1) (1)
LI

t ti

Figure 2. Amount of pressure at point x at moment of time t.
corresponding to maximal amplitude, and at moment t+ t. The
wave front shifted by Ax : u X &t.

1. Distance from contact surface

The intensity in pressure drop, i.e., the difference
between Pmax and Pt after some predetermined time interval t.

will depend on the value of 1.

The effect of an elastic wave may in fact be treated
as the propagation of two independent waves. In one of them
the displacement of particles of the material is directed
along the propagation of the wave itself, Such a wave is
called longitudinal and is propagated at a velocity of cl.
This wave involves change in volume, which takes place during
the interaction between metal and shock waves. Here the
normal stress along the shock wave will be:

j ~~a -- PCIU9 (2o = •qu,(2)

where P. is the density of the material; u is the displacement
rate of the particles of the material acted on by the shock
wave.

-8



The second wave is a transverse one. The displace-
ment here lies in the plane pernendicular to the direction
of propagation of this wave, and the rate of its provapation

itis approximately two to three times smaller than c€. Tra-

vel of the transverse waves leads to the fornation of tanren-
tial stresses •. producinp a relative shift in the individual
masses of the metals

I pcI. (3)

The methods of high-velocity deformation are actually
distinguished by the velocity u which they impart to the par-
ticles of the metal. Table 1 shows the values of the tangen-
tial and normal stresses for different metals at a 1 m/sec
displacement rate of the particles.

Table 1. Stresses Arising in Different Metals at a Particle
Displacement Rate of I n/sec

~~~~~S )OV MN4.4/,A . 2.) (6

120

- 12. -l-in-,-. -te I

.) I.N ._*1 r 2(7) / v. i
I ~(51

(2) AjuamourniA 17.1 (1,74) 19.3 (0,95) COUuaa 24.4 (2.49) 8.8 (0.9)
(3) JAa?~hb 38.4 (3,71) I17.2 (1568) ClaM. 'ffi.l!(4,6) 24,2 (2,47)

() eAka. 40,4 (4,12) I20,0 (2.04) (6) _____

1. Material 5. Lead
2. Aluminum 6. Steel
3. Brass 7. '7 fn/m2(kpf/mm2)
4. Copper 8. 11tn/m2(kFf/mm2 )

The travel rate of the shock wave front U and the par-
ticle displacement rate u differ significantly from one ano-
ther. The state of the metal before the shock wave front is
characterized by the pressure P0 anA the specific volume vot

but directly behind the front this will be P and vs respect-

ively.

Change in the state of the metal In the process of the
Sshock wave influence on it may be characterized by the curve

in the coordinates P-v (Figure 3). Each of the points on the
curve OA characterizes tl- state of the metal for some value
of U and u. For a uniform material, not undergoing transi-'r tions associated with change in the specific volume, the

F curve has a continuous character. If phase transitions take
place in the metal In the pressure range up to P then the

max

-9-



curve has a break, but within the state of each phase it is
continuous.

DA

P,-

Figure 3. P-V-diagram of shock stress: PH1 is the impact adi-

abatic curve of !lugoniot; 1'T=O is the curve of "cold" contrac-

tion at = 00 K.

Table 2. Evaluation of Temperature Produced by a Shock Wave

in the Deformation of Various :etals [3]

AU.AcreH#, I Oyaioc" Tt.r,I,oene I(
Kelep , I Mor*an ~ ~ o'''s.'

100 ((4)lContlu I ,8S 231
(5 )Menb 0,940 61
€6 )BoAo[Apu 0.970 35

200 ~ DHCI 0,798 628: () A~e•b0.897 Ila
(6 )Bo.•14PM 0,944 55

scW (4 )Cn Qct 0,693 2440
( 5 ),ea. 0,814 446

1(6 )BOJ•t4psIm 0,882 199

1000 (4 )Coi.iest 0,619 8990
&( ro•uV paM 0,737 1480

_ _ _i_ _o_ 0,812 761

1. Pressure, kbar 4. Lead
2. Metal 5. Copner
3, Relative change in volume, 6. Tungsten

v/v 0  7. t ° C0tn,

The total increase in intrinsic energy E durinp the
process is characterized by the region boui.ded by the curve
OA [2]. Part of this energy AE., bounded by the curve of

-10-
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cold contraction PTo (v), is the elastic component and is not

associated with the change In temperature of the metal. The
difference AE-&E characterizes the heat energy of the pro-
cess and is expended in heating the metal under conditions
of adiabatic contraction. The amount of this energy prows
strongly with increase in Pmax' thus making it difficult to

compare temperature conditions of the various processes which
differ by the amount of the maximally attainable pressure.
But even at one and the same pressure, the temperature of
the process will depend on the metal found under conditions
of adiabatic contraction. Table 2 shows values of the temp-
erature developing in various metals under conditions of adi-
abatic contraction acted on by a shock wave. The temperature
was comouted from the Hugionot curve E3]. A pressure of 100-
200 kbar, which has a catastrophic effect on lead, produces
comoletely moderate heating of tungsten and copper. However,
for the structural investigations it is almost always not the
temperature t , found by computation, that is the more sig-
nifi cant one tnd is retained in the metal for a period of
several microseconds, but rather it is the temperature of
the metal t0 directly after unloading at atmospheric pres-

sure. The difference between these temperatures is quite
substantial, especially at a pressure greater than 100-200
kbar (Table 3). This temperature may exert a great influence
on the structure 6f the metal. According to the data of the
authors in reference E3], a sample of iron after impact at a
pressure of 750 kbar cools to room temperature in about five
minutes.

Table 3. Temperature of Iron Under Conditions of Adiabatic
Contraction (t n) and After Unloading (t) [3

(211

130 130 30 So53250

_ _ _ - _ _

MF5 50 75500 0 400

1. Pressure, kbar; 2. tn C

According to Karman and Taylor there must be a criti-
cal rate of impact U 9 by the attainment of which the con-

tact surface receiving the impact is fractured:

° i~
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%here E is the degree of instantaneous deformation; -, is
the degree of deformation corresponding to the vield stress;

dl/d6 is the slope of the curve 1-6 under static tension.

If we substitute the value U into formula (2), we can
cr

then determine the amount of normal pressure of the shock wave
at which surface fracturing or partial cracking of the body
receiving the shock must take place at a velocity greater
than or equal to U cr'

To evaluate the deformation velocity we usually employ
either the absolute rate of movement of the sample v or the
relative deformation velocity 1. which additimnally depends
on the length or thickness of the sample in the direction of
the effective force. This characteristic has preat sirnifi-
cance not only for comparing the properties obtained by dif-
ferent methods of deformation and differing in velvcO.ty by
several orders of magnitude, but also for standard mechani-
cal tests.

The concept of deformation velocity is easiest to in-
troduce after looking at uniaxial tension. The linear defor-
mation velocity A is defined as

it_ d(t - .) I di itI- di "W = W (5)

where n is the initial length of the stretched s..mple; l is
the lenath of the sample after the time t. v is the rate of
movement of the sample determined by the tension at the dis-
placement velocity of the test machine clamps.

This equation is valid only as lonp as no local de-
formation develops during stretching, that is, as long as
no neck is formed. If we evaluate the true amount of defor-
mation in this case, the relative deformation rate will be:

de d12 U~I/4I di v

dl 71i=T(6)

To retain the constant true relative deformation ve-
locity when the displacement velocity is increased, it is
necessary to increase the length of the sample.

-12-



The relationship between the relative true and the lin-
ear deformation velocities can be found from the two previous
equations:

= t o T " I- de

In analogy with equation (6), for contraction the rel-
ative defcrmation velocity will be

I
where h is the amount of the displacement; for thin sheets of
billets it is commensurate with the thickness; for thick ones
it corresponds to the layer of the shock wave effect.

The quantity L is convenient to use for studying Pulsed
deformation. However it can be reliably determined only if
the deformation diagram and the direction of the deforminp
stress is known and if it is possible to estimate h.

Many papers have mentioned the dependence of yield
stress and other strength characteristics on velocity, which
has made it necessary to establish the conditions for meas-
uring them during static, or more precisely, quasi-static
tests. In the standard quasi-static tests it has been as-
sumed that the rate of movement of a sample, or the displace-
ment rate of the clamps must not exceed 4 mm/min.

However, such a formal approach is inapplicable for
distinguishing dynamic deformation from quasi-static.

Chapter 4 will show that the deformation velocity at
which the yield stress is sharply increased, and which is dif-
ferent for the various materials and even for one and the
same material, depends on its microstructure. So this is
the threshold of deformation above which a sharp increase be-
gins in the yield stress of a given material and serves as
the boundary between the quasi-static and dynamic deformations.

Table 4 gives the deformation velocit.-s during differ-* ent loading procedures. In the traditional methods of treat-

* ing metals with pressure such as the drawing of a wire, and
the rolling of thin sheets, the relative deformation velocity

may reach about 102 to 10 sec" 1 0 But these methods differ
from the high-velocity deformation in that the h'ph deforma-
tion velocity here is reached by localizing the tsformation
in a small volume, and not by increasing the velocity of sample

-13-
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displacement. Here such processes as rolling and drawing
should be treated as stable or quasi-static processes, whereas
in a pulsed treatment we are concerned with the propagation
of a stress wave over the volume.

Table 4@. Typical Deformation Rates for Various Processes of
Treating Metals

I AfOA•IO2m. 01?NOCNTC.-Iblis

1 ) " lpo saeco C I-OPOCTb A C OP hptI O K tax.- CxopoC -
1184"N 0. qu,,-, A4 PRUN 8 ,,ou . i

M10 ) /C )1r t.k"I

MCM ITSaui1c 11a pacrnteuie 0,00001-0,01 0,03 3.10-'-3.10-"
rnlpoa'nmca Tpyd .... 0,05-0:5 0,01 5-50

4 Aydoxaas surancca mic'ra 0,05-1 0,01 5-100
J5NCIosUx npOXAT .. 0,25-25 0,001 250-25 000
Kosxa us monax ... 2,5-10 0,1 25-100
Hcnumaxe na Konpe . 6 0,01 6.103( 8) IpoTSXa I0oY.oA Upo9•-

"(8) . . . . .o. . . ... 5-40 0,0001 5.104-4.10s
(9) HMRnym.Caaw ,.CopUawag 30--15 0,001 3.104-1,5.106

1. Process 7. Ram inpact machine test
2. Tensile test 8. Drawing of a fine wire
3. Drawing of pipes 9. Pulsed deformation
4. Deep-seated drawing of 10. Absolute deformation velocity

a sheet v, mi/sec
5s Sheet rolling 11. Order of magnitude of m, i

6. Hammer forging 12. Relat:iv deformation velocity
sec

Of the other factors associated with the formation of
a structure in the process of high-velocity deformation, we
should mention the directionality of the shock wave with re-
spect to the surface of the sample. Ferbrak showed that the
structure of iron will depend on whether it was formed under
the effect of a plane incident wave or under the effect of
an unloading wave. The influence of directionality and struc-
ture of the shock wave has been studied in greater detail in
the book by Pashkov and Gelunova [4].

2. Deformation by Explosion Through a Transmitting Iledium

The first patents on using explusives for the deforma-
tion of metals were issued in England and in the USA in 1897
and 1901. However, only several decades later when the prob-
lems of utilizing high-strength low-plastic materials were
posed to machine builders did this method receive broad rec-
ognition. By increasing the strength of the charge its pos-
sibilities are practically unlimited, this being especially

-14-
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important for punching large-scale finished parts. For exam-
ple, the Japanese firm Japan Steel Works [5) Prepared snheri-
cal gas containersq 1.6 m in diameter, from a 1.58-i' thick
steel having a yield stress of 500-600 Mn/n 2 (50-60 kgf/mm2 ).

Figure 4, Diagram of explosive deformation of a sheet billet
through a transmitting medium.

Explosive deformation and several metallographic as-
pects of this Process have been described in detail in a non-
ofraph by Reichardt and Pierson [6]. One of the diaprams of
explosive deformation is shown on Figure 4. The sheet bil-
let 1 is placed between the matrices 2 with a spring 3. Du3--
ing explosion of the charge 46 having a mass G and Placed
above the billet at a height R. a detonation wave is first
formed that is propagated over the volume of the charge at
a velocity from 3000 to 7000 m/sec depending on the type of
explosive used, This velocity determines the amount of the
peak pressure. At the moment the detonation wave enters the
charge-water boundaryg ioeog at that moment when all the
charge in transformed into gas, being under a high Pressure,
an operational (shock) wave forms that is transmitted throuph
the medium filling the reservoir 59 toward the billet. The
rate of propagation of the shock wave in the liquid is sip-
nificantly greater than the rate of notion of a compressed
gas. This rate is in fact determined by the rate of propa-
gation of sound in the liquid, i.e., by the rate at which
any abrupt change in pressure is transmitted from one part
of the liquid to another. The rate of propagation of sound
in water (ihis medium is most often used for explosive defor-
mation) is 1460 m/sec.

If no special measures are taken (setting up a shapinR
matrix), then following the explosion the component has the
shape of a bowl with the bending magnitude h.

-15-
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Table 5. Parameters of the Explosive Deformation Modes

Ho-ep O.#R. XXO•¢el'

(1 ) ...... 12 ) ( .{ r ¢ 'l " . I { 4 )',,

Cm'i i 0 0,28% C (5)

1 6,0 36.5 0,0040 3,0
2 10'0 60.0 0.0040 2.4
3 13.2 67.6 0,0041 2,2
4 15.0 80.0 0,0040 1,9
5 20.0 95,0 0,0041 1,8
6 25,0 1110 0,0041 1,6

Cum, Or.4I 6)

1 5,0 46,8 0,0032 2,4
2 13,2 95,0 0,0031 1,5
3 15,0 102.0 0,0032 1A4
4 20.0 124,0 0,0034 1 ,4
5 25.0 146.0 0,0032 1,2

1. Mfode number 4. Pmax' kbar
2. G, g 5 Steel with 0.28% C
3. Magnitude of pulse, 105 t

n.sec/m2 (kgf.sec/cm
2 ) 6. OT-4 alloy

In studying the explosive method of deformation we
should distinguish the two groups of parameters of the pro-
cess. The first group includes t'Ve technological parame-
ters associated with dimensions and shape of the comoonent,
required depth of drawing, and number of successive transi-
tions; here the type and mass of the explosive, the height
of the placement of the charge above the billet, the trans-
mitting, medium, the size of the container, etcetera, are
all varied. However, of themselves the parameters do not
influence the deformation mechanism and the character of
the strengthening. In reference [7] the deformation of
sheet billets was done with various .roups of placement and
mass of the charge, but chosen such that the magnitude of
the pulse and the pressure had practically identical values
(Table 5). Testing of samples, cut from deformed components,
showed that by retaining the nagnitude of the pulse and the
peak pressure the mechanical properties are found to be at a
single level (Table 6). Only zonal stresses, measured in the
center of the half-sphere, drop with increase in the height
of the charge placement (rigure 5). The influence of the
technological parameters on the results of explosive deforma-
tion has been studied in detail in special naners [8-10].
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Table 6. Mechanical Properties of a Mletal After Deformati.on

Hoxop pe amus M IA (2xrl "t) M./ b' ( /N ,} 'I.

Cmaab e 0,28% C (4)

1 698 (71,3) 748 (76,3) 9,4
2 698 (71,3) 764 (78,0) 10,1
3 704 (71,8) 787 (80,4) 9.6
4 715 (73,0) 776 (79,2) 9,8
5 732 (74,7) 789(80,S) 8.78 710 (72,S) 781 (79,8) 10,0

CnA, OT'4 (5)

1 810 (82,6932) (96,3) 7.62 765 (78.0) 83(1 84.8) 8.077] 3 78.,9) 1 0,)7•,
4 819 (83,6) 893 (91,0) 6,4

5 735 (75,0) 825 (84,3) 8.0

1. Mode number 4. Steel with 0.28% C
2. "0.2' Mn/m 2 (kff/mm2 ) 5. OT-4 alloy

3. Tb' Mn/m 2 (kgf/mm2 )

The second group of parameters which permit evaluating
the physical characteristics of the process J.•clude the amount
of pressure (or pulse) of the shock wave, ttie defo"mation ve-
locity (duration of the process), and the temperature. Change
in the pressure in time is described by equation (1). which is
valid only in the initial period, until P ;'0.3 P [103. In

max
turn, the peak pressure along the shock wave front during de-
tonation of the explosive can be determined from the formula

where G is the mass of the charge, kg.; R is the distance from
the center of the charge to the point where the pressure is
measured (in this case the height of placing the charge above
the billet), m; K, oc are coefficients which depend on the prop-
perties of the explosive and the transmitting ioedium; with the
detonation of TNT in water, K = 533, and of a 1/3.

Small charges with a mass of several tens of grams ore-
ate a pressure along the shock wave front of several kilobars,
and powerful charges with a mass up to 3 kg create a pressure
up to about 50 kbar.



7 7N

During detonation, in addition to the basic shock
wave, secondary and reflected waves arise, however the mag-
nitude of their pressure does not exceed (0.1-0.2)P1a 9]•

max
Experimental measurements showed that the rate of dis-

placement of the billet during detonation is 200-300 m/sec
[11i. If the sheet billet has a thickness of 1 mm, then the
relative rate of deformation • (2-3).106 sec-l. The rate
of propagation of the high-pressure front here is near the
speed of sound.

4

wm)- J00-2O

JO 40 50 s 00 t o 2 I

Figure 5. Change in zoneal stresses (i) in medium-carbon

steel (1) and the OT-4 alloy (2) as a function of height of

placing the charge with a constant pulse magnitude.
4÷

1. Mn/rn (kgf/mm2

The greatest complexity is represented by evaluating
the temperature during explosive deformation. This is ex-
plained on the one hand by the purely experimental problems
and on the other by the sharp dependence of temperature on
deformation mode, which makes it practically impossible to
"tevaluate the temperature by analogy". Several methods of
determining the temperature have been described in the re-
view article [12). As a rule the experimental and computa-
tional methods permit only indirectly establishing the temp-
erdture region for the deformation. In reference [10] the
temperature of the sample under a dynamic load at a deform-
ation velocity of about 10 sec-i was measured by a low-
inertia thermocouple. In deforming the sample, prior to
fracture the temperature was raised to 1000 C.

Below we shall attempt to evaluate the temperature of 9

a sample during hydroexplosive loading, based on the follow-
ing premises.

The sources for elevating the temperature may be: 2

! 
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(1) Plastic deformation of the metal;

(2) The effect of high pressure on the metal and the
change in volume associated with it;

(3) fleating under the effect of light radiation;

(4) The direct interaction of combustion prcducts
with the billet.

The interaction of combustion products and liplvt radia-
tion can not have independent significance during explosive
deformation. We can Judge as to the influence of high pres-
sure on the basis of reference [2] in which contact detona-'

tdon was carried out on nickel. It was shown that at a
pressure of 100 kbar, when the relative change in volume was
0.9549 the temperature did not exceed 3210 K. But with fur-
ther increase in pressure up to 500 and 1000 kbar, the temp-
erature grewg respectively, up to 550 and 11000 K. Conse-
quently, with explosive deformation through a transmittinp
medium where the pressure comprises a maximum of tens of kilo-
bars, this source of hetat also can not be attributed to the
elevation in temperature that is essential for structural
changes. Then there remains only to evaluate the increase
in temperature associated with the plastic deformation itself
of the metal.

Eliminating such extraneous factors as heating of the
water, scattering of the energy flux (which may only lower
the temperature of the billet), we assume that the energy

Sflux of the detonation puý:e through unit of surface, ar-
ranged normal to the dire ion of wave propagation, will be
equal to:

E=Ed EQ, (9)

where Ed is the energy required for deformation of the com-

ponent; E is the energy going into heating of the billet. A
Q

In reference E10] it was given that E is equal to:

where c ane are constants; for TNT they are equal, respect-

ively, to %K.iI3 and 2.05.

The energy flux of the detonation pulse per unit of
surface Is expressed as



E=2-. (11)

The energy of deformation during the drawing of a
sheet billet with rigidly restrained flanges will be

Ed [4/3 7"s (12)

where h is the maximal bending (see Figure 4); 9 is the
thickness of the sheet; r 0 is the radius of the billet; B

and 0( are coefficients which depend on tie material; .-or low-

carbon steel they are equal, respectively, to 590 Hn/L. 2 (abou2

59 kgf/mm2 ) and 0.23 [9].

From formulas (9), (11), and (12) we find that the
energy going into heating of the component is equal to

Assuming the specific heat of the material to be con-
stant in the temperattire range &T, we have

EQ r..T

where i is the mean specific heat of the material; m is the
mass of tha billet.

Then the elevation in temperature will be

(3 2.4D[4, (a2]1+4.r€ a (14)-
AT' - \ (14),I! .c¢

Assuming the conditions of detonation punching for the
billet of low-carbon steel type St 3, with a thickness of 0.3
cm, for which G = 20,.• R a 0.04, and h/r 0 a 0.4, we find that

the temperature is increased by no more than 100 degrees.

Furthermore, the evaluation of increase in temperature
of the billet during detonation was proven experimentally.
B,, lectrodeposition we coated a 10-15 Jim thick film of low-
.m ;%ing metals -- zinc and tin -- on the surface of the com-
pone;.i, and made fine rectangular lines on the films. After
detonating a 50-g charge in the water container at a distance
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of 30 mm from the billet, on none of the components were there
found traces of fusion either in the structure nor on the edges
of the lines.

Radiograms taken from the deformed samples (Figure 6)
showed that recrystallization occured only in the film of
tin. The temperature of recrystallization for tin was equal
approximately to 200 C, and for zinc -- approximately 400 C.

Thus we can assume that under the conditions of deto-
nation punching through a transmitting medium using charges
whose mass does not exceed several tens of grams, the temp-
erature is not raised to values that would influence the
state of the structure* It is probable however that for
contact detonation such a conclusion would be incorrect.

The sequence of displacement of the individual sep-
ments of the component was studied by Gouforz [13) (Figure
7) under the pulsed effect of a shock wave. At the initial
moment a deformation takes place of the Peripheral segments,
located near the edges of the matrix and the clamp. On
these segments the diagram of the deformation is quite com-
plex -- it involves bendLng, the effect of the clammed end,
and other factors. But in the central deformation zone a
biaxial tension takes place.

In the general case the magnitude of the deformation
at any point is determined from the formula

3 1 ? + (_ - r) + (_ - (15)

where 6l' 1 2* and e3 are the displacements along the three

mutually perpendicular directions.

Under biaxial tension 61 62. Expanding formula (15)

under this condition we find that t 1 L39 i.e., we can Judge

¾ as to the degree of deformation of the half-sphere made of
sheet billet by using a shock wave based on tapering the ma-
terial in the direction of the effect of this wave (C 3 ) Ref-

erence [14] also mentions the diagram of biaxial tension dur-
Ing pulsed deformation "into an open matrix".

The characteristic distribution of taperinp alonp the
profile of the half-sphere is shown on Figure 8. Such a dis-
tribution of tapering and hardness was found In the deforma-
tion of nickel, Vichrome (l1Kh7), KhltIlOT steel [15), and
other materials [16, 17). Leavinr to one side the different

-21-
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technological arguments, we must mention that to study the
questions involved in the deformation mechanism or the
characteristics of strengthening durinA pulsed treatment,
it is necessary to investigate only the central part of the
component in which the biaxial tension takes viace.

3. Pulsed Deformation Using Mlagnetic riald EnergyiiIf the energy accumulated in the condensors is dis -
charged in a period of fractions of a second throuph the coil'-
solenoid, then the forming high-strenrth magnetic field de-
velops a pressure of several tens of kolobars. If the spe-

illi

cific pressure here exceeds the yield stress of the material
in the zone where the magnetic field has an effect, then
plastic deformation will occur. This principle is used as

X the method of pulsed deformation alonp with others. In comn-
parison with detonation deformation, electromagnetic punching
makes it possible to obtain a w. ll-reproducible stable nulsed
load that can be regulated in a lara e ranre of velocities and
strength.
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Figure 7. Diagram of the successive disa•lacement of a sheet
billet ne h feto shock wave in time t 3 ) t 2 > t1

1, Dformtion2. Distribution of deformation

4 H4

Lin

aO 169

a bs

Figure 8. Diastrabuton of de ree of deformetoon and hardness
over the profile of the hal-spheoe afater detonation (b) and
quas1 -static (a) deformation.

1. Distance fr~om center, mm j'
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Figure 9. Diagram of the deformation of a tubular billet in
an electromagnetic field.

One of the widely-used diagrams of deformation by the
energy of the electromagnetic field is shown on Figure 9.
The sample 4 in the form of a tube of a material with a
good electrical conductivity is placed inside the coils-sole-
noid 3. According to the data in [183, the specific electri-
cal resistance of the material must be 4.00015 ohm.m. By
discharging the condenser 1, located under high stress, through
the discharger 2, a magnetic field is formed between the coil
and the sample which develops a high radial pressure (as
shown by the arrows on Figure 9). The diameter of the 1-nn
thick tube can be decreased in this case by 20-25% E193.

* The described diagram has great practical significance, how-
ever its disadvantage is the non-uniformity of deformation
along the length and throughout the thickness of the sample.
In this sense it is more advantageous to use the diagram of
electromagnetic deformation of a flat sample. An improved
instrument was developed by Svistunov and Bernshteyn [20)
for studying the characteristics of the deformation mecha-
nism and strengthening under a pulsed load (Figure 10).

The sample 1 is placed between the support 2 and the
plate 3, which in the non-operating state presses down on
the sample. The coil-solenoid 4 is placed in such a manner
that its axis 0-0 was located at an equal distance from the
plate and the lower support 5. The battery array is dis-
charged into the coil using a trigotron which ensures an
individual pulse. During the pulse the load grows from zero
to Pmax' as shown on Figure 1. At first the forces P2 and Pl.

acting on different sides of the coil, are equal, but at some
moment the force P2 exceeds the yield stress of the sample2!

and becomes less than Pie Then the plate is shifted by a dis-

tance jk; the coil is raised to the position of the axis 0 -0.

and remains there until the condition P2  P is recovered.
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Figure 10. Diagram of the deformation of a flat sample in an
electromagnetic field.

4

Figure 11. Oscillogram of the process of deformation in an
electromagnetic field: I. segment of energy accumulation;
II. period of plastic flow of the sample of about 50 usec.

Then the cycle is repeated as long as the forces of the mag-
netic field are sufficient for deformation of the sample.
The oscillogram (Figure 11) permitted determining the time
of the process and the displacement rate (100-200 m/sec).

Here the relative deformation velocity will be on the order
£4 5 -1

of 10 -10 sec,. i.e., near the deformation velocity in de-
tonation punching,. For copper and brass the displacement
rate during deformation using the diagram shown on Figure
9 is estimated to be, respectively, 130 and 86 m/sec E193.
The authors assume that the maximal rate which can be reached
in modern equipment does not exceed 300 m/sec.

The pressure of the magnetic field is determined [213
from the formula
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P=rR • 1 .0-1 tinlm2m (16)

where H is the magnetic field streng~th, oersted; x As the
magnetLS permeability of the material; in htgh-st engh mag-
netic fields the value of p for practically all of the mater-Lals used can be assumed equal to unity.

In turn the magnetic field strength can be obtained
from the folloging formula:

I

where c is the capacitance of the battery array, pF; v is
the voltage on the capacitor plates, V; I is the length of
the coil, cm; a1 is the radius of the coil, cm; K is a coef-

ficient which depends on the form of the solenoid and the
rate of damping of the oscillations in the circuit, equal
to 0.3 1

1 45 f$ 2 AS 3'vkV

Figure 12, Dependence of pressure developing by the magnetic
field on voltage applied on the condensor (C 4 '000 jaF).

1. p
1. Pmax' Mn/M 2 (kgf/mm2 )

For a more detailed definition of K see: Karasik, V.R.,
Fiilka i Tekhnika Sil'nykh Magnitnykh Poley. (Physics and
Technology of Strong Magnetic Fields), USSR Academy of Sci-
ences Publishing House, 1964.*
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Figure 13, Diagram of the set-up for electrospark pulsed
deformation: 1. high-voltage generator; 2. discharge gaD;
3. battery array; 4. electrodes; 5. sample; 6. matrix.

With a battery array capacitance of 4000 pr, a voltageof 3000 V, and a coil length of 0.9 cm, the field strength j

will be equal to 360 kOe. Then from formula (16) the nres-
2 2sure will be 207,000 Mn/mr (about 20,700 kgf/mm2).

Thus, the amount of pressure developed during electro-
magnetic punching is of the same order of magnitude as durinp
detonation deformation, but can be easily regulated by vary-
ing the voltage but with the same condensor capacita.:.e (Fig-
ure 12).

4. Electrohydraulic Deformation

A high pressure is developed in carrying out spark dis-
charge under water in the space between the two electrodes for
a short period of time. The liquid which washes the electrodes
converts into vapor which is rapidly spread, as a result of
which a high-pressure zone is generated that creates a shock
wave. The method based on this principle, Just as the method
of electromagnetic punching, is used for the deformation of
tubular billets and for the manufacture of components such as
half-spheres from a sheet. The theoretical diagram of the
electrospark equipment is shown on Figure 13. Reference [22)
shows that during electrospark punching the same stares of
flow of the metal are retained as during detonation deforma-
tion of 3heet material (see Figure 7).

The deformation rate during electros.park discharge is
slightly lower than during detonation and electromagnetic
punching; the pressure developed is 2-5 kbar.

iN-27-
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5. Pulsed Deformation at Superhigh Pressures

The methods of pulsed deformation described above are
connected by one common condition: the sources of the shock
wave and the sample are separated by an intermediate medium.
In spite of the broad possibilities of these methods, their
use is limited by the rate of propagation of the shock waves,
and consequently by the amount of pressure developed.

We know the methods of pulsed deformation which per-
mit increasing the deformation rate and the magnitude of Pmax

by tens and hundreds of times. The use of these methods has
permitted obtaining much interestinp data on nhase transitions
at high pressures (23-26).

Here we shall lock at two methods of deformation at
suverhigh pressures: contact detonation and the castinp of
thin plates.

Contact Detonation

In detonating a charge located in direct contact with
the metal, the amount of pressure will depend on the charac-
teristics of the explosive, the density of the metal, the
rate of propagation of sound in the given mecal, and on other
fac-ors. With this type of loading, regions of localized
stresses are created in the material that determine the pro-
cess of fracture. If a high-power stress wave acts along
the axis of the sample, then an unloading wave acts in the
perpendicular direction that may significantly exceed the
yield stress of the material and therefore facilitate its
fracture.

The pressure developed on the surface of the metal P
is determined by the formula

pmc + pxDx

where P is the detonation pressure of the explosive;'Q is
x

the initial density of the metal;(Jx is the initial density

of the explosive; D is the rate of detonating the explosive.x

In detonating TNT the pressure on the surface of alum-
inum is equal to 234 kbar, and on the surface of iron 312 kbar,

-8
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The contact placement of the charge with a directed

effect from the shock wave is used for strengthening large-
scale products and producing multi-layer composite materials
E27].

Casting of Thin Plates at High Velocities q

The greatest vatue of the peak pressure alonp the front
of the shock wave may be obtained by using the energy of a
thin plate, flying at high velocity. Various devices based
on this principle are being used with increasing frequency
at the present time for research as well as for practical
purposes.

aclredbprdcs of deoain[)
IIo

Figure 14. Diagram of the deformation usinp thin steel plates
accelerated by products of detonation F2].

The diagram of one such device is shown on Figure 14.
A steel disk 1, (1-1.5 mm thick) under the effect of the de-
tonation products assumes a velocity of several thousand km/
sec. At such an initial velocity the disk flies a distance
of about 90 mm inside the control nozzle. In order to de-
crease heating of the disk itselfo a thin spacer of plastic• ~3 is placed between the explosive charpe 2 and the disk.

Two waves are generated and propagated on both sides
of the impact surface by the collision between the striker
1 and the sample 4. If the speed of the striker Prior to
the moment of impact were W , then after impact the speed of
the material behind the wavX front will be U. and that of the
striker will be W -U E2). If the acceleratinp disk and the

-29-
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sample are made of one and the same material$ then U : 1/2 W
A screen 5 made from a material with a known Hugoniot adiabayic
curve is often placed between the samle and the flying, plate.

In several papers it is shown that the speed of the
flying plate prior to slowing down may reach 9 or even 14
km/sec. This process has been described in preater detail
in the survey report [2].

LS
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CHAPTER 2

GLIDING UNDER CONDITIONS OF HIGH-VELOCITY DEFORMATION

By applying an external load$ processes are realized
in metals that diminish or eliminate the stress peierated.

Elastic and plastic deformation, as well as fracture,
are basic types of reaction of a metal to an external load;
they may be studied as different procedures for the relaxa-
tion of external stresses. The specific type of relaxation
of external stresses is determined by many factors, mainly A

iuch as the type of crystal lattice of the metal, the de-
gree of purity, the pressure, and the velocity and tempera-
ture of deformation.

gt

Two basic mechanisms of deformation are known: plid-
ing and twinning.

In the present chapter we shall examine the character-
istics of gliding during the pulsed loading of metals. However
we must first briefly describe the behavior of individual de-
fects in the process of high-velocity deformation and the
methods by whose use we can experimentally study the process
of gliding. Sections 1 and 2 are concerned with these ques-
tions.

1, Characteristics of the behavior of Crystal Lattice Defects

During Pulsed LoadZn
Loding

The different behavior of crystal lattice defects dur-
ing high-velocity and quasi-static deformation has been men-
tioned in many experiments. There are several theoretical ba-

5es for this effect [28-31J. The change in concentration of
any kind of defects C1 in the process of plastic deformation"i~can be evaluated from the following formula%:
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C1=ZCI(O)e (19)

where CL(o) is the original concentration of defects; t is

the duration of the process; t is the relaxation time for
rithe given process.

The quantity tri may be either the time of effect of

the dislocations source or the time of the interaction between
the defects, or the time necessary for migration of the bound-
aries, etcetera. It is obvious that only those processes will
enter into the deformation for which tri t. if

then under the given deformation conditions, this process can
not take place.

Consequently with high-velocity deformation there must
be a redistribution of the contributions from the various
processes which in turn will determine the change in proper-
ties of the materials. Furthermore, any significant change
in the properties must be associated with some definite de-
formation velocity and will not be the same in any of the
velocity ranges.

Let us look only at several of the more important as-
pects involving the effect of high-velocity deformation on
the individual crystal lattice defects.

Rate of Motion of Dislocations and the Forces of Friction.
Durinhg Their Displacement

The displacement of dislocations along the glide plane
is one of the determining operations in the process of plastic
deformation. To increase the strength properti4s ofthe metal it
is not absolutely necessary to have a large number of disloca-
tions (or maximally small); it is important only to create•
conditions which make their displacement difficult for any

density of dislocations.

When the theory of solid-state defects was created,
dislocations were treated as mobile linear defects in an iso-
tropic medium, actually not associated with the crystal lat-
tice or associated purely geometrically through the shift
vector (Burgers vector) b and the direction of the axis or
the line of the dislocation ..

Later Pauerls and Nabarro E32, 33] studied the influence
of the periodic structure of the crystal lattice on the condi-
tions of displacement of the dislocation through the crystal.
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They determined the force of friction which the dislocations
had to overcome in the transition from one equilibrium state
to another:

20 r2ni)e--xp Lic)'(20)

where G is the m,-.-lus shift; K is a constant near unity; b
is the distance between the atoms in the direction perpendi-
"-ular tothe shift plane; A is the width of the dislocation
which characterizes the extent of the deformed segrent around
the dislocation (Figure 15).

The width of the dislocation depends stronply on the
type of interatomic bond and on the temperatnre of deforma-
tion and can be figured only approximately. The error may be
quite substantial moreover since the rate of motion of the
dislocation along the plane also exerts an influence on the
width of the dislocation. Taking into account that the
quantity X appears in the exponent, the shearinp stress nece-

ssary to overcome the force of friction from the side of the
crystal, is determined only approximately. It was found that,
for pure crystals with a metallic bond, these forces are
quite insignificant. For example, in metals with an fcc
lattice in the plane of dense packing (111) 1 z 10-3 G for
the edge dislocation and r • 10-2 for the Burgers disloca-
tion. During the displacement of a dislocation in a crystal
with a directed bond of ion or covalent type the force of
friction is increased by 10 times.[34] in comparison with
that computed from formula (20) on the basis of the Peierls
model.

Figure 15. Distribution of dislocation energy W as a function
of distance x from the dislocation center. The effective width
of the dislocation h may be figured only approximately.

The forces of friction may grow abruptly during the
motion of the dislocations if the deformation conditions arechanged, A substantial change in the friction force should be

expected by changing the temperature and the deformation ve-
locity, as well as the magnitude of the shock wave pulse. The
changes may be rather large. The dependence of friction force
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Figure 16. Comparison of the experimental and theoretically
computed dependences of shift stress on tenmperature in iron%
1, computed from the Lot-Hirsh equation on the basis of the
Peierls forces; 2. computed according to •rrdel, on the ba-
sis of the Peierls forces; 3. experimental data.

M,• nlm lkgflmm2 '

on temperature has been investigated in the greatest detail.
For the temprature dependence there are computational formu-
las and sufficiently reliable experiments. As is clear from
Figure 16 [353 when the temperature is lowered the friction
force may grow by an order of magnitude. There is a certain
critical temperature (or narrow temperature range) at which
the Peierls force is abruptly increased. We should mention
the rather good agreement between the connuted (after Fridel)
and the experimental data, In any case, in the te~nerature
range for which a large friction force is characteristic.

For the present it is still impossible to determine
the dependence of friction force on the rate of disnlacement
of the dislocations in the crystal with the same degree of
reliability since the necessary experimental data and analy-•
tical formulas are lacking to do so. The dependence on ve-
locity can be figured only qualitatively by varying the energy
of the moving di!.location..

The energy derivative over the parameter a (in the di-
rection of the glide plane) aw/ila represents a force which

ma be written as the product G. 2cr' where 2cr is the critical
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stress necessary for motion of the dislocation which can be
treated as a force that inhibits motion of the dislocations,

i.e., the force of friction.

In accordance with the theorv of the motion of dislo-
cations, formulated in general form by Frank and Eshelby [36,
37] the motion of the dislocations is similar to the motion

of the particles described by the special theory of relativ-
Ity. Then3

where vd is the rate of displacement of the dislocations in

the glide plane; Wv is the energy of dislocat'ion being dis- j

placed at a rate Vd; W0 is the energy of dislocation in the

state of rest; ci is the rate of propagation of transverse

sonic waves in the metal.

From formula (31) it follows first of all that by in-
creasing the rate of displacement of the dislocation its en-
ergy grows and when it reaches the value ci the dislocation

energy tends to infinity.

The width of the dislocation also depends on the
rate of its displacement:

•d= (22)

S here i• the width of the stationary dislocation.
From comparison of formulas (20) and (22) and also

from formula (21) it follows that increasing the rate of
displacement of the dislocations will lead to an increase
in the friction force, as a resutt of which an additional
strengthening of the metal will take place during high-ve-
locity defoi'mation.

From these premises the deformation under conditions .
of pulsed loading should be treated as the effect of a very
large cleavage stress along the glide ?lane at the displace-
ment rate of the dislocation, since in Chapter 1 we she~wed that
the peak pressure during high-velocity deformation ma7 grow
by several orders of magnitude.
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The numerous experi.mental data giveing the dependence
of the rate of displacement of the dislocation on the amount
of stress applied, obtained by various researchers [38-46],
can be described quite well by the formula

d \TO (23)

where i' is the amount of cleavage stress in the glide plane;
is the stress of resistance of the lattice to motion of

the dislocations; -C is the constant amount of stress neces-

sary to apply in order for vd = 1 cm/sec; m is an exponent

which depends on thetype of crystal.

Table 7. Value of the Index m Which Characterizes the Mobil-
ity of the Dislocations in Various Crystals

'II
Tenunpatyps JAIMcpATYPHwR

I- HCn~aIu 10 ) 2 ()C104111K

SI 600-90o 1,4 1381
In el8 1,4-, 13810_

InSb 218 1,87 1381
GaSb 450 2,0 1381W20 5.0 1401

-- 196 14,0 401

Fe + 3,25,% SI 4 -77 38-.42
20 34-35 ,.42,431

-40 43
100 41

LIP 20 14,5 1441
Cu - --200 1451
Ag -- -300 1451

I * cioA NU.O m? no rM .oCOCTE (aio) (4)

1. Material 3. Literature source

2. Test temperature, °C 4. *Gliding takes place alonp
the plane '1103.

Table 7 gives the value of the index m for several
crystals. We must first pay attention to the sharp depend-
ence of m on type of crystal lattice. The lowest exoonent
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in crystals with a directed covalent bond is in silicon and
germanium, which are the most sensitive to increase in defor-
mation velocity. The maximal exponents in crystals with an
fcc lattice are those which are most plastic under conditions
of high-velocity deformation. The exponent m in metals with
a bcc lattice differs by more than an order of magnitude in
comparison with the fcc metals; the hcc lattics, as we know,
possess a more abrupt temperature and velocity dependence of
the strengthening characteristics.

As yet we have insufficient data for a categorical
judgement of the influence exerted by type of lattice on be-

havior of the dislocations during pulsed deformation, lut the
cited results permit us to mention certain laws.

However, formula (23) is valid only in certain limits
of deformation velocity since in principle T and m may be
sufficiently large and then we can show that vd * ct.

Gilman [29, 473 suggested the following formula for
describing the dependnece of rate of motion of the disloca-
tions on the magnitude of the cleavage stresses

th=voe '*(24)

Gilman assumes that this is the simplest function that
the setting up of the experiment itself is complex and the re-

sults obtained have a large amount of scatter.

Figure 17 snows the curves of the dependence of the
logarithm of dislocation velocity on the amount of pressure
applied for various crystals. For each crystal there is
some critical value of the cleavage stress, which will lead
to a sharp growth in the dislocation velocity. Lavrent'yev
and Salita [48) studied the mohilit- of dislocations in the
pyramidal plane 11112] of zinc sinple crystals during imnact
loading. They also established an exponential dependence of
the velocity of dislocation displacement on stress, although
they distinguished two segments: the first when the depend-
once is very acute, and the second when a four-fold increasein stress raises the dislocation velocity by only 10 times.

For NaCl crystals doped with bivalent strontium, two values
are determined for the index m: for low and high values of

In one of his later works [493 Gilman showed that for
a number of crystals the bremsstahlung of moving dislocations
is simply proportional to 12 .
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Thus, during high-velocity deformation characterizing
extremely high values of applied stress, the rate of disloca-
tion displacement grows sharply along theglide plane, which
in turn is associated with an increase in the resistance of
nomenon is undoubtedly one of the important causes for the

additional increase in strength during high-velocity defor-
maeion in comparison with quasi-static deformation strength-

ening.

(1 -CNOPOCMb 38YIfa

#44

(22
A A

%: .. /0

I C

*I *t ... lea 10# I.

• • 8 to W 1•r/mn' (3)

Figure 17. Dependence of rate of motion of dislocations on
applied stress at room temperature: 1, edge dislocations;
2. Burgers dislocations; A. for NtaCl according to the data
in [302 ; B. for L.F according to the data in C44]; C. for

Fe + 30% Si according to the data in [42).

1. Speed of sound
2. log v•, cm/sec3, * gfý4m2

Furthermore it is completely possible that the differ-
ence in additional strengthening of the different metals is
de(ermined to a significant degree by the index m in equation
(23).

Campbell and Harding [50) studied the influence of de-
formation and neutron irradiation on the lower yield stress
f of iron and low-carbon steel, by determining the values o;

a y
the coefficients in the familiar Petch equation:

where Ci is the stress necessary for displacement of the dis-

locations through the crystals; k is the strength of blocking
of the dislocations; d is the diaxeter of the grain.
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The data in Table 8 show that both with irradiation and

without neutron irradiation, the value of prows abruptly

with increase in deformation velocity, the degree of the in-

crease in resistance of the lattice in the selected velocity

range virtually not varying as a function of the irradiation

dose, although the absolute of i does increase.

Table 8. Influence of Deformation Velocity and Neutron Bom-

bardment on the Values of the Coefficients in the

Petch Equation [50]

A0os o6ayqe. )Zeeso CTmiab
Una NeXT".* Capcm I3

UNION AtEopmaSn". -- (4)-- -

. I0 k- , -I

0 10"- 0,048 1,86 0,08 1,i
10' 0.800 1,88 1,04 1.212.6.103 0,910 1,86 1,.16 I,41!

0,8 10-" 0,30 0,81 0.21 0.f
030 1,07 0,61 1.05 IE)

2,6.610 1,20 0.20 1,09 1,5)

5 10-3 0.37 0,25 0,26 1,0.10 3 1 .20 0 .15 1.10 1.I 1

2.6.I10 1..30 -0.05 1.21 1.1

1. Neutron bombardment dose, 3. -Iron
neutron.10 1 8  4. Steel

2. Deformation velocity, 5. U1, Mn/r 2

see-l 6, fin/(m2,mml/2

The value of• k remains virtually constant with in-

ycrease in deformation velocity but drops abruptly during, bom-

bardment due to the f~ormation of point defects.

AccordinF to the data in [30) and [441 there in a dif-ference in displacement velocity of the edpe and Burp.ers dis-

locations-with one and the sane ,'tress value. H'ere the dis- .

placement velocity of the edre c,iniocatjons is np:•roximately .

10 times ,reater, this obviously being due to :the ,hility of

the edge d'slocations to remain in the linits or one Flide

plane,
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The limits of change in the velocity of the edge andBurgers dislocations are also different, The velocity of

the first may vary from zero to the propagation velocity ofRayleigh waves (c r). and the velocity of the second -- from

zero to ci. The propagation velocity of the Rayleigh surface

waves is less than the transverse speed of sound Propagation
by 5-13%, depending on the material. For materials with Pois-
son coefficients p : 1/2, Cr = 0.95 c ; when • = 1/3, c

0.93 ct; and for a material with p , cr = 0.87 c .

It should be mentioned that the change in temperature
of deformation does not change the character of the dependence
of dislocation velocity on the magnitude of the stress ap-
plied (Figure 18). In logarithmic coordinates the lines are
shifted only along the abscissa axis.

Formation of Dislocations of Several Spherical Types

In accordance with the general theory of dislocations
the velocity of the dislocations must be limited by the ve-
locity of the transverse sonic waves. However the theoretical
works on the motion of dislocations by Eshelby and other re-
searchers [28, 519 52] Fhowed that this limitation is not a
general one, and in particular that the edge dislocations have
a finite energy value at supersonic displacement velocities.

Another limitation on the dislocation velocity follows
from equation (22) according to which the width of the dis-
location is equal to zero when a velocity of ci is reached.

If by width of the dislocation we mean the number of vertical
curved planes along both sides of the excessive half-plane,
then the possibility of forming supersonic dislocations may
be explained in the following manner [283. Let us assume
we have the positive dislocation shown on Figure 19, a. With
increase in displacement velocity its width is decreased and
for ct reaches zero (Figure 19 b). But with further increase

in velocity a dislocation of opposite sign is formed (Figure
19 c). Since the presence of a dislocation leads to a bend-
ing of the glide plane itself, by increasing the displacement
velocity of the dislocation of the opposite sign, the angle
of bending will be constantly increased.

A diagram of the supersonic edge dislocation was given
by Eshelby (Figure 20). The atoms arranged above the glide
plane may occupy two positions. To the right of the dislo-
cation A the position is unstable, and to the left it is
stable. The position of the ators to the ripht of A nav vary
if they are shifted to the left and occunv a stable nosition.
This movement will be equivalcnt to thae dislocation being

i °•0-
|I
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Figure 18. Influence of temperature of deformation on the
displacement ve-locity of edge dislocations versus the amount
of stress [42].

2 a 2 9
1. Vdt cm/sec 2. t, n/• .10 (dyn/cm .10 )

I Figure 1 Conversion of the positive edge dislocation to a

negative one through the intermediate state at which the width

of the dislocation is equal to zero (after Weertman).
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Figure 20. Formation of a supersonic dislocation after Eshelby.

1. Glide plane 2. Direction of dislocation
motion

shifted to the right in the direction shown by the arrow.
The energy of the unstable position also creates that driving
force which determines the motion of the dislocation. If all
theatoms located to the right of A are displaced simultan-
eously from their unstable positions to a stable position,
the dislocation will be displaced at an infinitely high ve-
locity.

The displacement velocity of the dislocation is first
of all a function of the effective stress. Reference [51]
shows that to reach a velocity near that of sound the stress
in the sample must be G/75, ioe., for iron approximately 10
kbar. In pulsed deformation (see Chapter 1) the peak pres-
sure may far exceed this value.

r On the other hand, according to Eshelby, the forma-
tion of supersonic dislocations must be accompanied by the
presence of an interface, sitilar to the surface forming
during diffusionless processes. When a shock wave exerts
an effect on the metal, such an interface will be narrow
and not exceed several microns; the band in which the pres-
sure drop is comprises hundreds of kilobars.

However for the present there are no exnerimental data
which would confirm the existence of supersonic dislocations.
Even in studying the motion of dislocations in the subsonic
range the investigated velocities fail to reach the speed
of sound by at least an order of magnitude.

Short-Term Effect of a Large-Amplitude Pulse on Dislocation
Sources

The Frank-Reed diagram is one of the most conmon for
explaining the mechanism of multiplication of dislocations

under the influence of an axternallv apnlied load. In this
case the potential sources of the dislocations may be the
individual segments of the dislocation line, consistinp oF

'a grd of dislocations a-'fixed between the point defects and
inclusions and located inside the grain and at the boundary.
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There are certain conditions which must be energeti-
cally satisfied in order for one or another sepment of the
dislocation line to be converted into a Frank-Reed source.
If we treat this line independently in an elastic medium,then for multiplication of the dislocations we must apply

a critical stress.

01 o (2 5)

where £ is the length of the dislocation line; G is the mod-
ulus of shift; 5 is the Burgers vector.

In addition to the Frank-Reed source found in a real
crystal, for the production of dislocations it is necessary
to overcome the resistance of the stress fields (• created

by the various barriers; grain boundaries, vacancy clusters,
dislocation forest, etcetera. Here the value of the stress

c acting on the source depends on the nosition of the dis-

location line in the crystal and may also vary in wide lim-
its. Hart E53] shows that even a small liberated loop may
act as a Frank-Reed source with a stress ?<'cr if it moves

at a velocity near the speed of sound, since with motion it
possesses a high kinetic energy. Thus, in a crystal there
is a wide spectrum of potential dislocation sources, which
begin to act under quite different conditions. One thing
is clear, increasing the effective pressure will facilitate
the formation of new sources as a result of realizinp sources
with small I and overcoming of the resistance Ir, Simple

computation shows that if take for iron G = 84,000 Mn/m 2

(8400 kgf/mm2 ), S• . 0.1 Unm (1 A), then with quasi-static

22
deformation when the pressure does not exceed 2000 Mln/m2i

(200 kgf/mm 2) and consequently T does not exceed 1000 Mn/mi2

(100 kgf/mm2 ) 1 only those sources may act for which e is
no less than 8 nm (80 A).

During pulsed deformation with a pressure of 100 kbar
the dislocation sourses are found to be lines with a length
of about 1.5 nm (15 A).

According to the data in reference [543 the time nec-
essary for operation of the Frank-Reed source is 5.10-5 sec

I The Schnid orientation factor is taken as maximal -- 0.5.
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with a stress on the order of 104 gf. This time is at
least an order of magnitude less than the time of effect
of a shock wave, and by increasing the load (during pulsed
deformation it is far greater than 10-4) it is reduced even
more.

Formation of Point Defects

The formation of point defects during the motion of
dislocations was first examined by Seitz E553, As a result
he suggested several mechanisms for this process, including

the formation of point defects during the displacement of
dislocations with thresholds.

IA
A B

a

NtneusRpa~reve

b

Figure 21. Diagram of the motion of low-velocity (a) and high-
velocity (b) dislocation loops, bounded by the the thresholds
A and B [28].

1. Direction of threshold motion

If a dislocation having thresholds A and B (Figure 21
a) moves through the crystal at subsonic velocity, then a
segment of the dislocation line is formed between the thresh-
olds that is perpendicular to the glide plane of the dislo-
cation coinciding with the plane of the drawing.

In this case the purely edge thresholds have the vec-
tor 5 with the same direction as the Burgers vector of the
basic part of the dislocation line. Such a conservative mo-
tion of the thresholds in the glide plane does not lead to
the formation of new point defects [28, 55) and the character
of the threshold displacement does not depend on the type of
dislocation.

During motion of the dislocations at velocities near
the sonic, the stress actinp on the dislocation line tends to



infinity and the number of kinks to zero (ripure 21 [28].
Under these conditions, both conservative and noncons •vative
motion of the thresholds is Dossible. The force component
of the conservative motion is proportional to the angle 8.
At high velocities of displacement, when the angle 0 is
small, a nonconservative motion of the thresholds A and B
sets in for which point defects are formed. The concen-
tration of defects is Freater as the dislocation disnlace-
ment velocity is higher.

Interaction of Dislocations

The interaction of dislocations has preat sirnificance
for final formaticn of the dislocation structure. The forn-
ation of thresholds, annihilations, alipnment of dislocations
at the wall, the formation of point defects -- all these Pro-
cesses are determined to a larre depree by the interaction
of the dislocations.

If there are two parallel Burgers dislocations lo-
cated at a distance r from one another, then the force of
the interaction between them may be defined similar to the
force acting between two point electric charges:

F= (26)

where G is the modulus of shift.

The force acts alonZ the radius connectinp the two
dislocation lines, and if b1 G2 > 0, then it will be renuls-

ive (+); if bS1 2 G 0 then it will be attractive (-). This

simple interaction of the Burgers dislocations does not de-
pend on the dislocation displacenent, velocity, and conse-
quently is retained during high-'elocity deformation.

The interaction of two edge dislocations is more com-
plex. If two edge dislocations are arranged in Parallel
glide planes (on Figure 22 the dislocations are conventionally
denoted by the points), then the effect of one of then (placed
at the origin) on the second is determined by two forces:
the radial Fr and the tangential Fe:

(26a)
Gb,4 sin 20

Taking into account the major nronertiss of the edgedislocations -- the conservativeness of the mot-ion in the
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primary glide plane, we can determine the resultant force

acting on the dislocation in this Plane from the equation

t2= F-F 0 _ al - cosOcos20.-o -- It)2 (28)

Formula (28) in the x-y coordinates will have the form:

oi y X (x-• Y) ( 2 9 )

The stressed state produced by the presence of an
edge dislocation is one-dimensional and does not depend on
the third coordinate. From formula (29) it is easy to see
that the sign of the stress will depend on where the dis-
locations in the neighbokIng planes are located (that is,
what are the coordinates of x and v) with respect to the
dislocation found at tho origin. Figure 23 shows the re-
gions of mutual attraction and repulsion of the edge dis-
locations having identical sign (5 1 S2 > 0). For disloca-

tions with different sign (Slb 2 < 0) the picture will be
the reverse.

Figure 22. Radial rr and tangential F9 forces, actinp be-

tween two edge dislocations located in narallel glide planes.

As shown by Weertman [283 the angle of slope@( of the
lines dividing the fields of different interaction of two
edge dislocations depends on the velocity of their displace-
ment. If the dislocations are found in a state of rest or
are being displaced at a low velocity, the angle ( is equal

2 The first index shows the direction of the effect of the

stress component, and the second -- the direction of the
normal to the area on which this stress acts.
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to 450; by increasing the velocity of the dislocation motion

this angle is decreased.

L ,L

Figure 23. Signs of stress fields for uniform edge dislo-
cations (Slb 2 > 0) as a function of their mutual arranpement.

Figure 24 a shows the fields of interaction of two dis-
locations. The dislocation displacement velocity here is
rather high, however it is less than the propagation velocity
of the Rayleigh waves in a given material. If the velocity
of the edge dislocation exceeds cr . then in one and the same
glide plane the two- unlike dislocations will be attracted
rather than repelled (Figure 24 b).

"+I

Figure 24. Fields of interaction of two uniform dislocations
1 S 2 > 0) when vd < Cr (a) and vd > Cr (b).

The mechanism suggested by Weertman for the interac-
tion of high-velocity dislocations has as yet no direct con-
firmation, but we do know that there are differences in the
ultimately formed dislocation structures oDtained at various
deformation velocities. In particular we can mention the
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anomalously high mobility of edge components of the dislo-
cation loops in bcc metals during high-velocity deformation.
This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

2. Methods of Studying Glide in Metals

Different methods are used to determine the elements
of glide and to study the development of glide deformation;
these can be divided into two basic groups:

Direct methods of metallographic, radiographic, and
electron-microscopic research;

Indirect methods based, for example, on analysis of
the changes in crystal orientation or texture of a poly-
crystalline sample in the deformation process.

Let us examine several of these methods in more detail.

Investigation of Glide Tracks

Glide tracks are generated on the polished surface of
a deformed crystal when the yield stress is reached; these
are lines of intersection of the glide plane with the outer
surface of the crystal. If no special reagents are used
the glide lines can then be distinguished from the deforma-
tion tracks of another type in that after polishing and
etching they are clear in the field of the thin section. 3
In a number of cases the glide lines are caused by etching
With a low dislocation density the glide lines may be ob-
served along the etching holes. We know that a glide track
is a step with a given shift, the size of, which can be es-
tablished by using an interference microscope. By using
an electron microacope [57, 58) it was established that the
glide track has a complex structure: it consists of bundles
f glide lines remaining at a distance of 20-25 1m (200-250

from one another. Each such line is a track of the ele-
merntary step on the glide plane. To denote the glide ele-
ments we use the terminology used in reference [58). Glide
bands are such tracks in which individual glide lines can be
detected by using elentron microscopic analysis of the images.
Such lines create a step. Still finer plide tracks, distin-
guished only in an electron microscope, are called micro-
glide. The definitions used are illustrated on Figure 25.

By studying the appearance of glide lines in the nro-
cess of crystal deformation, we can also obtain extensive

' 3
The compositions of the reagents for the most widely used

metals and alloys are given, for examnle, in reference [56].
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information on the mechanism of the process. Analysis of
the glide tracks permits determining the indices of the
glide planes. For this purpose, using x-ray or metallo~ra-
phic data, we can establish the crystal orientation in space
and the position of the axis of the sample relative to the
major axes of the crystal, As an example let us look at Rn
interpretation of the effective glide plane for fcc metals[591.

(2

N

44

(4) ) D:hX•wuI / 1

rigure 25. Diagram of glide tracks.i. Glide band 3. Glide ste x ot

2. Glide line 4. Microglide

Figure 26 shows the orientation of the axis of ten-
sion of a crystal inside a standard vrianple.

As metallographic investigations have shown, the
angle between the glide track and the direct5nn of the
axis of the sample on two mutually perpendicular planes
is 43 and 46.50. Based on these anpL- we have constructed
a stereographic projection of the glide plane. The projec-
tion of the crystal and the plid plane are plotted with
solid lines. The proiection of the crystal agrees with
the plane ABCD of the sample (see the diagram of the sam-

* ple). The dotted lines are used to Plot the standard pro-
jection of the crystal. By combining the projection of
the crystal with the standapd projection the normal to the
glide plane N coincides with the normal to the plane N',
determined analytically. From Figure 26 it is clear that
the plane determined from the metallorainhic data aprees
"with the plane (111) with an accuracy un to two degrees,
and the direction of glide with the direction <110>.

SThe indices of the lide plane can be easily estab-

lished if we know the angle • between the glide plane and
the surface of the crystal, as well as the crystallorraphic
orientation of the crystal. By investigating thq glide
tracks in an electron microscope, where their fine struc-ture is well resolved, usinF the method of a latex globe
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E60) the height of each individual line is determined. Know-
ing the height and the width of the glide line, we Qan meas-
ure the angle •. These statements are valid if we assume
that the glide track is the result of displacement along
one plane. Proof of the individual glide as yet has been
found only for alpha-brass E61] and alloys of Al-Mg [62].

(1) IP~cKD cc& 01 opaua (2)

5 (3 )CKh*HUP

A

47&
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Figure 26. Determination of the indices of the glide plane
according to the known crystal orientation with respect to
the axis of tension.

1. Glide plane 3.- Direction of glide
2. Axis of sample 4. Glide plane

In aluminum and a number of alloys, gliding in the
track takes place in a bundle uf planes 1633. Moreover,
from reference E643 it follows that the distribution of
displacemenats in the planes of the glide bundle may be both
uniform and non-uniform.

The general-purpose method for studying glide tracks
using images and for observing them in an electron micro-
scope was suggested in reference Eb5]. In this method, to
establish the distri.bution of displacement over the width
of the glide track and to study th. plastic deformation in-
side the crystal, we can use either coherent separation from
the matrices, or the edge of the etching holeo or scratches
drawn on the surface.
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Figure 27. Glide lines on the surface of an aluminum single
crystal [671: a. after high-velocity deformation; b. after
quasi-static deformation.

After measuring the relative displacement of the indi-
vidual amounts of separation, arrAnged on different sides of
the glide track, as well as the width of the track, we can
quantitatively evaluate the total displacement in the plide
track, determine the thickness of the glide bundle, and es-
tablish where the glide takes place -- in one atomic plane
or in a bundle of planes.

Simple crystallographic analysis on the basis of the
known direction of the glide track permits determiningn the
crystallographic indices of the direction of plide.

It is quite important that by studying the glide lines
at different degrees of deformation we can not only Judge as
to the effective glide systems, but also trace the stapes of
the deformation process.

As Mader and Seger [63] showed, the glide lines have
a different structure at different stapes of deformation.
At the first stage of deformation when one glide plane is
effective, the height of the steps is increased and the length
of the glide lines actually remains constant. At the second
stage'the length of the newly generated glide lines is de-
creased with increase in the degree of deformation. At the
third stage the development of transverse glide is observed;
in this case the glide bands are slightly widened, and the
glide between bands practically ceases.

Change in the temperature and velocity of the Process
at one and the same degree of deformation changes the char-
acter of the glide tracks. Brawn (663 showed that by in-



creasing the temperature or reducinp the deformation velocity,
the number of elementary planes in the glide tracks increases.

Ioshida and Nagata [67) found that a deformation velocity o 10 2-
1O3 sec 1 the density of the glide lines in single crystals of

aluminum is significantly increased (Figure 27), this beinF
associated with growth in the number of effective dislocation
sources. According to the data of these authors, the type
of the glide tracks in zinc and corner does not change at
high Zeformation velocities (68).

By analyzing the character of the distribution of
glide lines, we can judge as to the chanj . in the disloca-
tion structure. The length of the glide lines characterizes
the length of the dislocation path and its chanpe as a func-
tion of stress or deformation. The heipht of the step, form-
ing on the glide line, is porportional to the nunber of dis-
locations based on the rrank-Reed source, i.e., proportional

to the number of the dislocation proups of one sign [69).
Investigations of the structure of Flide lines by transillu-
mination confirmed that the steps are generated durinp de-
formation as a result of the orecipitation of dislocations
onto the surface of the metal [70).

In metals with a high energy of the nacking defects,
after high- and low-velocity deformation, metallopraohic
analysis reveals straight glide lines and electron micro-
scopic analysis reveals a cellular structure in the glidetrack [613.

Ni

• Figure 28. Diffraction of electrons on foil cantaininp one
! ~edge dislocation at point E: E1 is the diff,,action bundle

(1

from the region containing the dislocation; E2 is the sameg

from the region not containIng the dislocation.

1. Foil
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Method of Electron HMicroscopy

In recent years this method has been used to produce
considerable interesting data which characterize the process
of glide in crystals 171-733.

Let us look at the principle involved in this method.

Let us assume that the foil examined in an electron
microscope contains one edpe dislocation (rigure 28). Af
the crystal is found in some randon, nosition, not nrecisely
corresponding to the reflecting one (Wulff-Bragg), then the
deformation results under the Wulff-Braff condition near the
dislocation are satisfied better than in the entire crystal,
and consequently the intensity of the diffracted bundle E1

on this segment is greater. Since in the microscove the
diffracted ray is intercepted by the obiective aperture and
only the straight ray passes through, on the segment corres-
pondinr to the image of the dislocation the intensity is
less, i.e., a dark line is visible. From Figure 29 it is
clear that the existence of contrast depends also on the
position of the dislocation with respect to the primary bun-
dle. The planes of the lattice, parallel to the Burgers
vector, are not distorted, and therefore can not alter the
intensity of the diffracted rays. Mathematically this con-

I
b

Figure 29. Mutual arrangement of the diffraction vectors(G) and the Burgers vector of the dislocation (S). The con-
trast from the dislocation arises when 9S x 0.

dition corresponds to M•) x 0 where i is the vector per-
Spendicular to the plane of the crystal, and G is the Burgers

vector of the dislocation, The Burgers vector can be determ-
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ined from this condition by knowing the indices of the planes,
upon reflection from which the image of the dislocation dis-
appears.

The Burgers vector can be determined in practice from

the slope of the sample usinr a gonionetric device.

This method permits not only determining the effective

glide system, but also individually computing the density of
the dislocations having different Burgers vectors. A sub-
stantial disadvantage in this method is that it may be used
only for small degrees of deformation (5-10%).

X-Ray Methods

This method is most often used to determine the glide
elements [743. !

When it is possible to direct the x-ray perpendicular
to the glide plane, the indices of this plane can be estab-
lished on a Laue diffraction pattern. The indices of the
glide direction are determined by a rotating-crystal x-ray
photograph.

Based on the change in orientation of single crystals
in the process of plastic deformation we can recognize the
glide elements. The direction in the glide nlane toward
which the longitudinal axis of the sample approaches in the
process of tension, is the direction of glide.

In metals with fcc and hexagonal close-packed lat-
tices the glide planes can be judged by rotating the lattice
in the process of contraction -- in this case the direction
of the normal to the glide nlane is changed, approaching the
direction of the effect of the force.

However the simultaneous effect of many glide systems,
for example of bcc metals, makes analysis difficult.

The glide elements are also determined by asterism.
We assume that asterism is caused by rotation of the glide
plane, in this case the axis of asterism during tension is
found in the glide plane and perpendicular to the direction
of glide [75]. Consequently, by finding the axes of the
clearly expressed asterism, we can also establish the plane
and the direction of glide.

Usually to find the axis of asterism we use the regis-
tration of reflections involving a photographic method, however
it permits obtaining reliable results only at small degrees of
deformation (less than 10%) due to the weak intensity of the
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reflections. More promising is the diffractometric method
which permits finding the various reflections of the sinple
crystal in the reflecting position and usinp a counter to
determine the fine form of the reflection in various cross
sections of inverse space. In analyzinf polycrystalline
materials by x-ray methods it is impossible to determine
uniquely the effective glide system, however we can make
a choice among several systems.

Indirect Methods of Evaluatine the Glide Elements '

In the process of plastic deformation, when a plastic

displacement takes placeg the orientation of the individual
crystals is altered in space. If in the original sample prior
to deformation there was already an orientation, then under
the influence of such a displacement a fracture takes place
of. the old orientation and a new orientation is formed [76].
Plastic deformation of the individual grains of the oriented
polycrystalline sample can be compared with the plastic de-
formation of a single crystal having the same orientation
(grain-boundary effects are not taken into account in this
case). Then the stress V, at which fracture of the old or-
ientation begins, can be determined from the criticcal stress
2cr €orresponding to the onset of Flide in the different glide

planes of the single crystal with a given orientation:

Tcr -Ga-Cos )Cos•, (30)

where gf is the angle between the normal to the glide plane
and the force; tis the angle between the direction of glide
and the force.

If prior to deformation there were several orienta-
tion maxima in the sample, correspondinF to the different
orientations, then in order of their fracture we can estab-
lish whether the suggested glide system is effective in the
given case.

If we know the direction of the effective stress we
can compute the Schmid orisntation factor (cos l cos h) for
the different systems of glide, and then the displacement of
the orientation maximum as a result of glide in the given
system. Here we take into account that glide in the plane
along the determined direction is equivalent to rotatinp the
crystal around the normal to the plane and the direction of
glide. Thus, we can determine the possible glide systems
for a given orientation of the crystals and compare the the-
oretically computed change in form of the pole figure with
that found experimentally.
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Of the indirect methods permitting us to find the
characteristics of the fine structure of metals after de-
formation, and also give a qualitative picture of the change
in the deformation mechanism, it follows to mention the x-ray
methods that permit us to determine the intragranular dis-
orientation of regions of coherent scattering. Rovinskiy
and Rybakova E77) suggested for measuring the disorientation
to use the method of measuring the magnitude of the reflec-
tion obtained from an individual crystallite of a fixed sam-
ple. Further development of this nethod [78) permitted fin-
ding the computational formulas which connect the radial
and the azimuthal broadening of the reflection with the
parameters of the internal structure of the crystallite and
the geometry of the photograph. In these works it was
shown that the most favorable geometry that will ensure a
high resolution is that at which bundles with a small angle
of convergence are used in the azimuthal direction and a
large angle in the radial direction. Determination of the
disorientation based on azimuthal broadening is more precise.

Hirsh [79] suggested a method for studying the sub-
granular disorientation using a microbundle. Such condi-
tions for the photographing permit connecting the azimuthal
broadening of the reflection with the angular characteris-
tics of the substructure.

In reference E80) for determining the substructure
the method of an oscillating curve was suggested by using
the diagram of a double crystal-spectrometer. Monochroma-
tism of the primary bundle is used to reach a decrease in
the angle of convergence and removal of the heterogeneity
in radiation, which facilitates a high resolution. However

R in this case the intensity of the reflected ray is sharply
diminished.

All these methods require the photographic registra-
tion of the reflection and are quite time-consuming. By
increasing the angle of disorientation the magnitude of the
reflection grows, its intensity droas, and measurement of
the dimensions becomes only slightly reliable. Furthermore,
the overlapping of reflections from different crystallites
also decreases the resolving power of the methods. In ref-
erences (81, 82] it was shown that a substantial disadvan-
tags of the photographic methods of determining the sub-
granular disorientation is that the individual crystallite,
the reflection from which is being studied, is not brought
to the maximally reflecting position. Therefore in an un-
oriented sample the amount of the orientation is determined
that is decreased in comparison with the maximal by approx-
imately 20%. In an oriented material this error is still
higher and depends on the conditions of the photography, the
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sharpness of the orientation, etcetera. In these referen-
ces for determination of sufficiently large disorientations
(O > 20') it is recomimended to use the diffractometric method,
and for increasing the resolution by retaining a sufficient
intensity of the bandle, it is recommended to set up a nar-
row slit on the x-ray tube.

3. Geometry of Glide

Glide is accomnplished by the parallel displacement
of one volume of the crystal relative to the other along
predetermined planes and directions. The directions of
the glide are always such that they are most densely packed
with atoms, and the planes of glide, as a rule, are the
planes with the greatest reticular density. This also fol-
lows from the formula E20], which can be rewritten in the
form:

219
2G A--
K ,(31)

where a is the interplanar spacing; E is the Burpers vector
of complete dislocation.

From expression (31) it follows that the resistance
to displacement is minimal in the planes with the densest
packing of atoms (maximal value of a) in the direction of
minimal displacement of the atoms. One exception to this
rule involves the ion crystals with an NaCl-type lattice
in which the plide occurs along the direction of least
atomic density (110), and the glide plane (110) is not the
plane of the densest packing. This is because in these
crystals the electrostatic forces exert a resistance to
glide along the planes (100). However at elevated temper-
atures and in ion crystals, as was shown on MgO in refer-
ence [83], gliding is observed along the densely packed plane
(100).

As follows from Table 9 the effect of these or other
glide systems in the general case depends on the type of
crystal lattice, temperature, and deforbation velocity.

In fcc metals the glide takes place as a rule along
twelve different systems of t1l(1l10>* Only in aluminum,
other than the octahedral, was there also observe glide along
the systems (100)(011). Data do exist which indicate that in
polycrystalline copper with significant degrees of deforma-
tion gliding develops along the non-octahedral planes [76).

5
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Table 9. Elements of Glide in Different M!etals
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[Continued from previons page]

Cd (0001) (1I O) (1010) (1110) -1 941
(1122) (II23) (I0oI) (1210)

a-Ti (1010) (1120) -951

(0001) (1120) -
(lOll) (1020) -

Zr ((0I0) (I2) - 12721

(1013)

Be (0001) (1I10) (1010) (1IO) -

(1010) (1020) (so0l) (1120) --

(1012) (1120) -192

(10o3) (11-20) -

(1014) (1120) -(!1121)

(I

COl (0001) (1120)

1. Type of crystal lattice 8. Literature
2. Metal 9. Face-centered cubic

3. At normal and low tempe- 10. Body-centered cubic

ratures 11. Hexagonal densely-packed

4. Glide systems
5. Additional systems
6. During high-tempcrature

deformation
7. During high-velocity

deformation
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In order to examine the sequence of the development
of glide in an fcc crystal during quasi-static deformation,
we use a stereographic projection of the crystal (Figure 30).
The axis of tension or contraction of the crystal may always
be represented on this projection in the form of a point,
the apexes of which are the projections of planes of the
type (100), (110), and (111).

Let us assume that the axis of tension agrees with
the projection of the direction [531) in a given crystal.
Using the known expression for determining the cosine of
the angle between the two crystallographic directions in
a cubic crystal, we can determine the Schmid coefficient
for different glide systems.

The respective computations for the case when the
axis of tension coincided with the direction [531), are
shown on Table 10.

Figure 30. Stereographic projection of a crystal. The
arrow shows the change in orientation of the sampli during

tension.

With the orientation of the crystal given on Figure
30 for all glide systems the Schmid factor is non-zero.
However, glide in this crystal begins in the primary system,
since the Schmid factor has a maximal value for it and
here for the first time the stresses of the displacement
exceed the critical value. Then the critical and conjugate
systems enter into the effect. Glide along any of the sys-
tems E111)110> may be represented as the rotation around
one of the axes 4112>. Thus, glide along the primary sys-
teem leads to the rotation of the crystal and to change in
the primary Schmid coefficients. As a result of this, after
the primary one the glide begins along the conjugate plane.
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Table 10. Computation of the SchId Coefficients for Glide
Systems During Orien'ation of the Crystal E531)

V CKO..be..NN (1)I
cosV Cos X Cos V Cos• CAClCeMa

1(A*CXacTh j 81pasneflxe _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

1I 01 0.654 0.717 0,46S MlpOs-14HOn
Oil 0:479 0.313

I fo 0,239 0,158

II110 0,280 0,959 0,268 Conputell-
Oil 0,479 0:134 (~~

1017 0,479 0.134 6Ia

fit 1017 0,842 0,479 0,403 KpnrwaIC.
iTo 0,239 0.201 AF

011 0,239 0,201 (4

101 - 0,093 0.7 17 0,067 Iloncpe'lia`R
OTt 0.239 0,022
110 0,9-59 0,089 (8)

1. Elements of the glide systen 5. 1Primary

2. Plans 6. Conjugate

3. Direction 7. Critical
4, System 8. Transverse

If the glide takes place in one systems then 
the pole

of the axis of tension moves in a great circle, 
approachinlg

the direction of the glide. The displacameflt generated in

this case is shown by the arrow; the change 
in orientation

in this case is a function of the deformation.

However the direction of glide <101> will not 
be

reached since the axis of tension at some stag~e of the de-

formation intersects the side (100)-(111) of the triangle

and the stresses become equal to the primiary 
and conjuigate

* ~systems.

In this case the glide begins along both systems and

the stage of multiple glide sets in. Multiple glide also

changes the orientation of the axis of tension, 
by shifting

it along the side of the triangle E100) and 
£1113 in the di-

rection of the axis (211>.

I4
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It is significantly more complex to establish the
effective glide systems in metals with a body-centered cu-
bic lattice. Cox et al [841 assume that glide in alpha-
iron may take place in any plane of the zone with the di-

rection <111>. But Burret et al [85) and Allen et al [86],
observing the glide lines, came to the conclusion that glide
takes place only along the planes (1109) (112), and (123).
Many researchers mention that there is a tendency to gliding
along the planes (110) when the temperature is lowered below
room temperature and the deformation velocity is increased.
Such a discrepancy in the indexing is explained by the un-
dulation in the glide lines (non-crystallographic type) in
alpha-iron.

If the glide takes place strictly in one series of
planes, then the glide lines are rectilinear. In the gen-
eral case, the complex glide surface can be represented as
consisting of a series of rectilinear segments, on each of
which the glide takes place along a determined plane, and
the direction of glide remains constant. Such glide is
reminescent of the longitudinal shift in bundle of pencils,
therefore it is called "pencil" glide. It takes place in
the presence of several systems of glide having a common
shift vector.

The appearance of undulating glide tracks is associ-
ated with the characteristics of dislocation in the alpha-
zone. Fridel [87) showed that in pure bcc metals the dis-
locations are not split into partial ones and give no pack-
ing defects as in fcc crystals. The unsplit Burgers dis-
locations in first approximation have no primary plane for
glide, therefore we can expect that they will be displaced
in the planes with maximal effective shearing stresses in-
dependent of whether the given plane is more densely packed
or not.

This was experimentally shown by Low and Guard on
single crystals of an Fe-Si alloy [88]. They proceedec from
the fact that the glide line is formed during the emergence
of the dislocation loop to the surface of the crystal, here
however they somehow took into account t it the surface of
the crystal is oriented with respect to to the Burgers dis-
location vector. If the Burgers vector of the edge dislo-
cation is perpendicular to the plane, then a step is gene-
rated -- the glide line; if it is parallel, then no stev
appears. The method of etching permitted finding the dif-
ference in motion of the edge and the Burgers dislocations
in the bcc lattice. They found that on the surface perpen-
dicular to the edge component of the dislocation, the glide
lines are straight and correspond to the glide along the

planes (011), and on the surface parallel to the edge com-
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ponent the glide lines are undulating and here it is impos-
sible to determine the- preferred glide plane. On this sur-
face the glide track may be formed only as a result of the
emergence of the Burgers dislocations onto the surface. In
this respect the authors came to the conclusion that the
edge dislocations in bcc crystals are displaced only in
certain crystallographic planes. The glide surface has an
irregular shape and is not crystallographic because the Bur-
gers dislocations may be displaced along any plane in the
direction of the dense packing.

In hexagonal metals in addition to glide along the
basal plane (0'001)<ll0> glide is possible along the non-
basal planes. Figure 31 schematically shows the possible
planes and directions for glide for hexaponal densely-nacked
crystals. Under one and the same conditions of deformation
in individual hexagonal densely-packed metals the nreferred
plane of glide is the basal nlane (0001); in others it is
the prismatic plane (1010).

Table 11 rives the preferred planes of Flide, experi-
mentally determined critical stresses of displacement for
the hexagonal densely-packed metals [89, 90], as well as
the theoretically computed ones taking formula (31) into
account and the values of the elastic constants of the
ratio of stresses necessary for notion of the edpe disloca-
tion in the basal and prismatic planes [91).

The difference in the deformation characteristics of
hexagonal densely-packed metals is usually associated with
the change in the ratio c/a of the crystal lattice. If the
lattice is stretched along the hexagonal axis in zinc and
cadmium, then in beryllium, titanium, and zirconium, it is
contracted. This contraction leads to a decrease in the
distance between the basal planes, therefore in metals from
cadmium to uranium the possibility of glide appears along
the prismatic plane-4-0n4-exception is beryllium [92], this
not involving the influence of the impurities -- the nurer
the beryllium the more preferred is the basal nlane.

The computed and experimentally determined ratios of
the displacement stresses in the different planes do not co-
incide. In particular, computation shows that the Pelerls
stress in zirconium along the basal nlane is less, however
in practice glide along this plane is observed very rarely.
Probably here the determinant role is played by the width
of the split dislocations in the various plide nlanes, but
because of the absence of reliable exnerimental data it is
impossible to make any final conclusions at the present time.

It should be mentioned that in hexagonal densely-
packed metals the effect is observed from a number of other
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glide systens. At elevated temperatures piide may take place
along the pyramidal plane (1Oi) [90]. At low temperatures
in zinc [933 the glide takes place along the plane (10l2) in
the direction of non-dense packing (13>-; the effect of this
system is also detected in cadmium [941.

00.0 (101(1O 070

Figure 31. fost frequeutly encountered plide planes in
metals with hexagonal densely-Dacked lattice.

Realization of these or other glide systemns depends
on the deformation conditions. The velocity and the dia-
gram of the loading and the temperature of deformation nay
alter the effective glide planes (see Table 9).

Schmid showed that gliding in the crystal begins when
the shearing stresses reach a certain critical value (' )
along the direction of the glide for a piven plane of the
crystal. HencP it follows that if there are several crys-
tallographically equivalent planes in the crystal, then the
glide begins in the plane for which the shearing comnonent
of the stress is naxinal. On the other hand, the effect
of the determined planes of rlide is associated with tne
fact thai the critical displacement stresses for the var-
ious planes are different, as for examnle in hexagonal metals.

New systems of gliding by pulsed loadinig abpear
"either as a result of increasing the critical displacement
stress for several systems or as a result of change in the
relationship between f for the various glide systems.

cr
Hence it follows that Eor understanding the mechanism of
high-velocity deformation of metals we must examine the
change in r by varying the conditions of the deformation
a •h c n
and the physical nature of the critical displacement stress.
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Table 11. Critical Displacement Stresses Along, Different
Planes of Several fletals With a Hexagonal Densely-

Packed Lattice

(1)2) -a: (4

1, i |886 (0001)I(•|'(00 - - ••

(1011) [9,81+14.7 0,035+*002 0305

! - 'i) I . _

Cd11 01 ) - - Im

,W 1.624 (0001) (00I0) 4.51 (0.46) -
1" ) (1011) 39,( -)2.8 .100

Reg 1.615 (0001) (30001) 4,5 (,4)

a-Ti'1 1.587 (10710) (0001) 62C (833(1010) 13,8 (4,0) 4,.5

y 1.571 -- -- 0 •

i -n __ o

Be 1,58 (0001 (0001 0,14 (0,0143) 0,068
(1010) 56.4 (5.74) 0,001 2001

(6o"1) 194,5 (19." -

1. Metal
2. Preferred plane of glide 5. ec b (exp)

3. Other glide planes cr prism
2 2

4e Zcr' Hn/m (kgf/mm ) 'bas )6, (theor)

'•'prism ;
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4. Critical.Displacement Stress

Experiments have shown that critical cleavage stres-
ses depend on the impurities, and this dependence is due to
the interaction between the components of the alloy in the
solid state. In the formation of solid solutions the strength-
ening effect is significantly greater than in the case when

the components are not soluble in one another.

It is interesting to note that the impurities influence
the critical displacement stresses differently in the differ-
ent planes. Churchman E953 3howed that by increasing the
amount of oxygen and nitrogen in titanium up So 0.1%, glide
becomes possible along the planes (1010), (1011), and (0001)
since the critical displacement stresses over all these planes
become practically identical. Apparently the influence of
the impurities on the magnitude of the critical cleavage
stresses can be explained by the fact that the different re-
searchers cite different values of this magnitude for one
and the same metal.

Experiments have shown that the magnitude of the criti-
cal cleavage stress depends also on temperature, velocity and
degree of deformation.

* With increase in temperature the critical displacement
stress, as a rule, is decreased, but not monotonically.
There are temperature ranges, where cr is lowered quite

significantly and where this magnitude is nracticallv con-
stant. For example, at.the melting point the critical dis-

SIplacement stress drops practically to zero, and at a temp-
erature near absolute zero, it remains the same as at room
temperature. The change in resistance to displacement as a
function of temperature of deformation velocity is not iden-
tical for all planes of the crystal lattice.

Increasing the deformation velocity, as a rule, in-
creases the critical displacement stress. Here for the non-
basal plane the growth in icr takes significantly more in-

tensely than for the basal plane (Figure 32). In reference
[90J a rather sharp dependence is noted of'tcr on tempera-

S I ture for the non-ba3al plane and a weaker one for the basal
* •plane.

The velocity dependence of the critical disnlacement
stresses for a number of metals was investirated by the
Japanese scientists loshida and Rapata [58, 96). The map-
nitude of the critical displacement stress was determined
by extrapolating the curve T = f(S), obtained duri., dynamic
tests, to the zero depree of deformation. nor sinrie crv-.'als

• -* -'- * * *- .- * - --
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Figure 32. Dependence of critical displacement stress on
velocity and temperature of deformation for several hexagonal
densely-packed metals [127]t a. for the basal plane;
b. fotr the plrismatic plane.

1. -tolp lf 2(kgf/mm2) 2. I sec'Z

of aluminum 11c, was found to equal 2,5-5 Mn/m2 (0,25-0,5

2p 2

kgf/mm2); in the quasi-static tests • was 0.5-1 Mnlm2

(0.05-0,1 kgf/mm2) Interesting• results were obtained on

zinc crystal crystals* In the rang.e of deformation veloci-

ties =10"-4_10"- see" the critical displacement stress
is practically independent of the deforPmation velocity. In
the limits invdstigated by the authors the chang~e in tempe- '
trature exerts no influence on the ctritical displacement '

str~ess when <• 10 2 see "l. but it increases noticeably with

growth in temperature at a deformation velocity 10 3 sec"1.
a7

I•
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Dependences which are analogous in character were obtained
for pure copper and its alloys with 0.1, 0.5, and 1.1% Mn.
In all cases during high-velocity deformation the critical
stresses were greater than during quasi-static.

These experimental data can be explained after ex-.
amining the processes of deformation carried out in the
microvolumes. Glide, according to modern concepts, is the
result of the displacement of dislocations unde- the in-
fluence of an external load, and the critical displacement
stress is the stress required to overc)me the dislocations
in the glide plane in order that movement can begin. The
effectiveness of the influence of the various factors on

the resistance to displacement of the dislocations may be
o -'ressed in the following manner:

~cr~~r~K+Tn(33)

where ge'e'#$ n is the stress which should be applied for

accomplishing any elementary process; each such process is
determined by the conditions of the deformation and is char-
acterized by the relaxation time in accordance with formula

* 1(19).

Let us cite the most important terms of the critical
displacement stress that appear in expression (33), and the
tendency to change of these quantities under conditions of
a pulsed load application:

1. High-velocity deformation is accoa.plished bylarger external forces than the usual quasi-static. There-
fore we should expect that under these conditions of load-

ing the number of effective sources in accordance with
formula (25) will grow, since sources act here with a smal-
ler initial length. Such a result, as mentioned above, was
found by loshida and Nagata on aluminum single crystals.
However the experiments of these same authors with zinc and

* copper indicate that the increase in critical displacement
stresses during high-velocity deformation can never be ex-
plained only by the action of this effect.

2. The displacement of the dislocation is hindered
by the force of friction (Peierls force) which may be fig-
ured from formula (31).

3. Probably one of the basic reasons for the change
in critical displacement stress should be assumed as the
increase in velocity of the mobile dislocations, and also
their interaction with other dislocations and defects of the
crystal lattice.
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Increasing the applied stress, as already mentioned,
increases the velocity of displacement of the dislocations.

Lyubov and Chernizer [31] theoretically comnuted the
magnitude of the scattering of dLsl.-' tion energy on heavy
impurity atoms with increase in thi 4,slocation disnlacement
velocity. According to their data, the resistance of the
lattice has a maximum at a certain sufficiently large ve-
locity of motion of the dislocations. However, an increase
in dynamic :2riction was observed also in quite pure metals.

Seger et al [98] assume that one of the basic factors
determining the velocity and temperature dependence of the
critical displacement stress is the interaction of the mov-
ing dislocations with a "forest" of dislocations. Thresholds
are formed on the constrictions of the stretched dislocations
as a result of which point defects are generated. For over-
coming these barriers we must have either a thermal fluctu-
ation or significant external stresses. Consequently, the
magnitude of the displacement stresses is equal to

+ vs.(3s4)

where is the stress counteracting the moving dislocation;

it is caused by the long-range interaction of the field of
stresses with the dislocations of the same system of glide
on different glide planes; 2's are the stresses necessary
to overcome the moving dLsloca-ion of the local barriers.

Since the stress'? is jnnected with the thermally

"activating processes, it depends on temperature and velocity
of deformation. The component eG does not depend on these

* parameters.

The relationship between the stress V. temperature

of deformation, and velocity I is given by the following
expression:

=NA-bv. exp( U.-yr} (35)

where N is the density of forest dislocations, intersected
by the moving dislocation; A is the mean area of propagatioii

Fof the moving dislocation; 5 is the Burpers vector of the
intersecting dislocation; -o is the frequency of oscillationr,

of the dislocation; U is the activation energy; v is the ac-

tLvating volume; k is the Acltzmann constant.
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Taking into account the interaction of the disloca-
tions with the point defects, the processes of formation
of the constrictions of the dislocations, and thresholds
of intersection, reference [98J gives the following expres-
sion for Vs

= (36)%:3 "3 T--f'

where I is the deformation velocity; d is the mean effective

diameter of the "barrier", which is overcome with the aid
of the combined effect of thermal fluctuations and applied
stresses*

At temperatures of T > TO, where

To =.u
k In4

the magnitude of s is small and the flow stress I&

E Seger et al cite a series of experiments with magnes-
ium, aluminum, and silver, the results of which agree with
their theory. Other experimental data are contradictory
and do not permit accurately determining the regions of ap-
plicability of formula (36). Probably this model is appli-
cable to flow stresses during large deformations, where the

F role of interaction between dislocations is tignifantly in-
* creased.

Thus, at the present time there is no common theory
which satisfactorily explains the change in critical dis-
placement stresses with increase in deformation velocity.
At the same time we can apparently state that the signifi-
cant amount of increase in displacement stress during high-
velocity deformation is associated with change in the dy-
namic resistance of the lattice during increase in the dis-
location velocity. Thus the experiments of Ferfuson et al
E993 showed that.the displacement stress along the basal
plans of zinc grows linearly with increase in dislocation

3 4 -
velocity in the range & u 5.10 -10 sec . Along with this,
it is still not clear as to the quantitative contribution
from the various factors to the velocity dependence of the
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critical cleavage stress, and also the reasons for the differ-
ent change in ?Icr under the influence of velocity for the var-
ious systems.
5. Experimental Study of _Gliding

Glide in crystals having an fcc lattic. ts been stud-
ied most fully. As shown above the amount of tht critical
cleavage stress is identical for all planes (111) usually
participating in the deformation, therefore the glide begins
in the plane that is most favorably oriented with respect to
the effective stress.

Change in orientation of single crystals of nickel
under conditions of quasi-static and high-velocity deforma-
tion was studied by Epshteyn and Kazachkov [100]. The de-
formation of samples was accomplished on a 5-ton press at a

velocity of • = 102 sec 1 and by the method of electromag-

netic punching [20] at 10 _ 03-10 seec" 1 . The axis of con-
traction of the samples corresponded to tfe directions <110>,
<111>, and 4112>.

Figure 33. Change in orientation of nickel sinple crystals
after quasi-satic ( and h (h-velocity deformation.

1. Deviation from initial orientation, deg

P6

i 3orientation of tnse crystals 4110 and <112> under

conditions of high-velocity deformation varies differently
(Figure 33)t for orientation of <111> if the rotation of
the crystal lattice with increase in the degree of deforma-
tion does not depend on the type of load, then for <112)
during high-velocity deformation this rotation is less than
during the quasi-static. Such a difference in the change
in orientation involves the glidc characteristics. During
the deformation of a single crystal with the axis of contrac-
tion <111> there are six equiva).ent glide svstems with the
Schmid factor equal to 0.27 (T7able 12), For tho other systems
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it is equal to zero. Thus, for a crystal with such orien-
tation the glide is begun immediately over all systems and
therefore the change in orientation with increase in depree
of deformation does not depend on the type of load. If the
axis of contraction corresponds to the direction (112>, then
the Schmid factor is maximal for the nrimary and the conju-
gate systems and is equal to 0,4091 for four of the systems
it comprises 0.273, and for two -- 0.137.

If we assume that during quasi-static deformation
the glide takes place along the primary and conjugate sys-
tems, then the decrease in rotation of the crystal under a
dynamic load must be associated with the increase in number
of effective systems of glide. Probably, in the dynamics of
glide, the other planes in which the Schmid factor is non-
zero are also involved.

Table 12. Values of the Schmid Orientation Factor for Crys-
tals Oriented Differently to the External Load

COST GlCosid syste 2. c cos fp fCosr ?In
OPH1T1,olto f cothcrtals

01 U (ttpItul .4 0,7 04 ( 2l c leTem 0 ve~" 0,7 0,o

(fir) [loll 0,41 0,27 0.406 (Ml) IOil 0 0.27 0,403

S(111) flfiOl 0 0 0,273 (111) tilol 0 0.27 0
(111) I107! 0.41 0 0,2731 (11f) trot{ 0 0.27 0
(111) (o'ff{ 0.41 0 0 (11f) iotll 0 0 0

1. Glide system 2. cos 4f cos % for orien.it ý.•;
of the crystals

Reference E100] showed also that the change in width
of the x-ray line, the subgranular disorientation, and the
microhardness of crystals for these two orientations also
differs depending on the deformation method (Figure 34).
For a crystal contracted in the direction <112>, these char-

acteristics.after pulsed deformation are higher than after
the quasi-static, and for a crystal contracted in the di-
rection <111> they are virtually the same as those obtained
after quasi-static deformation. These results also involve
the mechanism of glide which in the riven case nroduces the
formation of a substructure.

The effect of these or other glide systems depends on
Z" the orientation of the single crystal with respect to the
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shock wave. Thus in single crystals of copner [101] under a
load by a shock wave of 200 kbar in the direction <110> nul-
tiple glidina takes nlace in the plane (111), and under a
load by a shock of the same intensity in the direction 111>
along with the octahedral planes the non-octahedral planes
(100) participate in the glide. Reference [75] showed the
possibility of non-octahedral glide in copper with high de-
frees of deformation.

In reference [102] the mechanism of high-velocity de-
formation was studied by detonation punchinF (see rigure 4).
Under these conditions a pressure is develoed up to several
kilobars and at the same time no significant heatinp occurs.
On polycrystalline samples having different grain orienta-
tion, the geometric interpretation of glide was mzide diffi-
cult by the simultaneous effect in one grain of many Flide
planes of one and the same trpe. In copper after rollins'
and subsequent recrystallizat"ion it was found to be possible
to obtain a grain with dimensions of about 150 jam and a
sharp orientation. The maximal anple of scatterinp of the
orientation, figured from the pole fipure, was t80, but the[ fdifference in orientation between neighborinp grains, determ-
ined from the etching holes, was no more than 50. Such ori-
entation of the crystals permits us to treat the boundaries
between them as boundaries of the slone. The existence of
a sharp orientation and large Frain with a small sheet thick-
ness (in cross section, five-six grains) indicates that the
deformation of such Dolycrystalline samples is similar to
the deformation of single crystals of the same orientation.

Investigations showed that both during quasi-static
and during pulsed deformation the glide is accomplished
along the planes (111). Tke glide lines are oriented paras-
lel to the diagonal of the square of the etching hole, which
corresponds to the intersection of the plide plane (111) with
the surface of the samples correspondinp to the plane (100).
After hydrostatic punching prior to deformation of 12% an
optical and interference microscopic investigation showed
that the glide goes only in one plane (Figure 35). It is
characterized by long straight bands, common for several
grains. The glide bands pass through the grain boundary,
only slightly changing its direction in accordance with the
orientation of the neighboring Frain. The grain boundaries
are not a place where the glide bands preferentially begin
or end, i.e., the deformation is easily transmitted from
one grain to another. The boundaries of the slope, which
in the given case are grain boundaries, present a less ef-
fective barrier for the moving dislocation than for the in-
dividual slowed-down dislocation in the glide plane. This
was confirmed experimentally in reference [103].
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i,,,•:Figure 34. Dependence of the subgranular disorientation (a),

hardness -- the dotted lines -- and broadening of the x-ray
lines (222) -- the solid lines (b) of single crystals of
nickel S•[ll; SI[112]; 2 o [110]. The light circles re-
pr.esent quasi-static deformation and the dark ones represent
high-velocity deformation.
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The density of the glide bands and the height of the
step grow with increase in the derree of defornation, vhereis
the lenglh of 1h. flide bands chanres insit-nificantly (Table
13). Consequently, the increase in de~ornation is deterrmined
not only by the increase in the step oz the existinj ian,:.,
but also by the generation ),f new plide hands.
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Figure 35. Glide lines in copper after hydrostatic loading
x 12%. X 500.

Electron microscopic investigations of the images
show that between the glide bands there is always a micro-
glide which is not resolvable in the optical microscope.

Study of the images obtained after hydrostatic do- •

formation of copper confirmed the fact that up to 6-7% de-
formation only one glide system has an influence (Figure
36 a). However when J*> 7% this method permitted clarify-
ing the effect of the second glide system, buts contribution
to the overall deformation is still insignificant. Even
when x= 13%. when the glide tracks in the primary plane
are grouped into bands with a sufficiently large height of
the steps in the second plane only individual microglide
tracks are observed (Figure 36 b). The results of the
eiectron microscopic investigations and the measurement of
the glide parameters (see Table 13) permit us to assume that
a hydrostatic deformation up to 7% corresponds to :he first
stage of the deformation of singl.e crystals of copper.

During hydrodetonation and electromagnetic punching
of copper the deformation begins with glide$ immediately
in at least two systems. Even with the very smallest de-
grees of deformation when the glide lines are not visible
in an optical microscope, the electron microscopic investi-
sation :eveals two systems (Figure 37 a). When C a 5-6%
the two systems of glide tracks are detected already by
metallographic investigation (Figure 37 b). The glide
bands after hydrodetonation and electromagnetic deforma-
tion are shorter than during the hydrostatic, and their
mean length is decreased with increase inthe degree of de-
formation, which is undoubtedly associated with the effect
of %he secondary glide systems (see Table 13). The density
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Figure 36. Glide tracks in copper after hydrostatic loading,
revealed by electron microscope: a. • 6%; b. E 13%;
X 25,000.

of the glide bands and the height of the step grow with in-
crease in the degree of deformation. Since there is a slight
difference in the height of the steps and the distance be-
tween individual bands for the two glide systems, it is then
obvious thae they are not equal in value and make a differ-
ent contribiution to the overall deformation. Between the
bands there is always a microglide, which is easy to see on
the interferograms and the electron microscopic photographs.

On the surface of the sample corresponding to the
plane (100). we can observe glide tracks over all. four planes.
Two groups of these tracks must be parallel to each other,
and two groups perpendicular to them. However with a
slight deviation from the strict orientation (100) the
parallelness of tLe glide tracks is disrupted, which per-
mits us to accurately determine the number of effictive
glide Pystems. During hydrodetonation and electromagnetic
punching deviations were often obsorved from the parallel-
ness of glids tracks within a single grain (see Figure 37 b).
From this it follows obviously that diring pulsed deforma-
tion all four glide planes are activated.

As we know, transition from the fiv't deformation
stago of single crystals to the second involves the effect
of secondary glide planes. If during quari-static luadinp
up to C a 5-6% the deformation is sinilar .o the first de-
formation stage of the single crystals, then we can assume
that during pult.-d deformaxiou the first stage is suppressed
and the second stage bepIns Immediately. Under the effect
of the secondary gliee systems, which is usually noted durinir
the transitlon from the first to the second deformation stage,
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figure 37. Glide, tracks in copper after hinh-velocity de-

formation. a. 6 z 2%. X 25,000; b. a5%. X 500.

as a result of the interaction of dislocations of the Tri-
mary and secondary systems, barriers are generated at
which pile-up of the dislocations of the primary h lide d vs-
tam is possible. Therefore transition to the secondary de-
formation stage is accompanied by a sharp increase in the
coefficient of strengthening.

The glide parameters given on Table 13 for virrious
conditions of deformation should be treated as the rý;ults
of the dislocation processes, By analyzing these data, we
can get some idea as to the characteristics of these pro-
cesses during quasi-static and dynamic deformation.

;* 75-

F11
Fi.ure 38. Change In the subgranular disorientation in poly-
crystalline copper after hydrostatic & and detonation (o)
loading.
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During Pulsed loadinp with increase in the degree of
deformation the length of the plide bands is decreased. Con-
sequently, the mean length of the free Path of the disinca-
tions during pulsed deformation is two-three tines less than
during quasi-static. Probably this is Involved with the
fact that during Pulsed loadinp of copper the number of bar-
riers which inhibit motion of the dislocations is increased,
and they are arranged at a smaller distance from one another.

The density of the glide tracks durinn Pulsed deforma-
tion is higher than durinp the quasi-static; this means that
the density of the dislocations may be greater, especially
if we take into account that durinF pulsed deformation the
Flide takes place immediately over several nlanes.

loshida and Nagata studied the mechanism of deforma-
tion by cc.,:raction on single crystals of aluminum, 99.999%

2 -1pure. 1 .t deformation velocity was about 10 sec-I In
crystal. oriented favorably for individual gl~ding, the
critical displacement stress during dynamic defornation
was greater than during quasi-static, and at the same time
the region of easy glide was more extended. At this stage
of increase in the deformation velocity only the number of
dislocations of the given system which participate in the

i • deformation is increased, as a result of which the density
of the glide tracks prows and the height of the step is de-
creased.

Simultaneously with the metallographic investigation
we conducted a radiographic determination of the sulgranu-
lar disorientation 3 with ionization registration of the
reflections using the method described In reference [82].

Figure 38 shows the results of the experiment. Dur-
ing hydrodetonation deformation the disorientation is in-
creased linearly with increase in the degree of deformation,
and during quasi-static deforration the linear growth in
disorientation takes place only up to 7 = 7%. and then the
rate of this growth is significantly lowered. Such a change
in the disorientation agrees well with the metallogranhic
data on the mechanism of defornation of copper. The bend
in the lattice in the process of deformation may be repre-
sented as a process of pile-un of dislocations on one sign.
liurinp detonation deformation several planes particirate
directly in the glide; the number cF chese nlanes does not
vary with increase in ; this also leads to a monotonic de-
nendence of the disorientatior on the degree of deformation
in the entire investigated range. Durinr stalic deforma-
tion up to 6 %. as shown above, one F5l.de plane
Sn~fluc.nce; here, dislocations of one sign are rener,ited. As
i result tne tata. bend in the lattIce gro iwnear .
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and the amount of disoriontat 4 on is cven slightly higher

than a~ter hydrodetonation deformation in spite of the large
total density of dislocations after nulsed punching,. When

S7% secondary planes are involved ia the quasi-static
deformation, in which dislocations of the other sign may
be generated. As a result the rate of growth in the total
bend of the lattice is decreased and coriespondingly the
character of the change in subgranular d'crientation changes.

Thus, both analysis of the x-ray i: -nd the direct
metallographic observations confirm the :.: .;on as to
an increase in the number of effective Fildc eystems in
copper during pulsed deformation in connarison with the
quasi-static,

The formation of orientation of a material is directly
connected with glide and twinning. In those cases when no
twinning is accomplished, we can assume that the formation
of an orientation, change and smearing of the orientation
maxima are detert. ned by gliding. All this refers comnletely
to copper deformed under the conditions examined. Since at
a pressure of 3-5 kbar, no twinned layers are formed, the
authors studied the change in initial orientation of the
sheets as a result of detonation and hydrostatic deforma-
tion.

Figure 39 shows the .bole figure of samples in the
initial state (prior to nunchinp) on which two components
of orientation are visible: (001) <100> and (123)<121>,
the component (001) <100> being the Preferred one. Such
a type of orientation is characteristic of recrystallized
copper, since at the first stage of recrystallization part
of the grains retain their orientation near the rollinp
orientation.

In the process both of hydrostatic and dynamic de-
formation the form of the pole figure chanpes.

We undertook an experiment to figure the number of
effective glide systems based on change in irientation in
the deformation process. We can assume that in the origi-
nal samples the stress acts in the direction (001) and then
we can compute the Schmid factor for the various plide sys-
tems and the d•cplacement of the orientation factor as a
result of glide in the given system, Here we must take
into aciount that gliding in the plane along the nredeter-
mined direction is equivalent to rotating the crystal around
the normal to the plane and to the direction of glide. Then
glide over systems L1111 < 110> can be represented as the
rotation of a crystallite around the direction <112>.
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Figure 39, Pole figure (111) of sheet copper in the ori.i-
nal state.

"Fifure 40. Great circle of the stereopraphic projection; dis-
* placement of the orientation maxiinun (111) as a result ef plide

over different systems (111) <110. The nunber on the drawinp
correspot-ds to the glida systens p5ven in Table 14.
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Table 14 gives the result of such an analysis for ther
original cubic orientation.

Figure 40 shows a diagram that indicates the direction
of displacement of the orientation maximum (111) as a result
of glide over the cited systems. From the pole figures taken
from the original and the deformed samples (Figures 39 and 41),
it is clear that the resulting displacement is directed to-
ward the center of the pole figure. This permits determin-
ing the probable glide systems. The preferred effect of
one glide system, for example (ill) <011> -- VII, or (il)
<101> -- VIII, produces a rapid disruption of the original
orientation and the creation of a new one. In the presence
of multiple glide the change in the pole figure will beI' less directed and the rate of the creation of a new orien-
tation will be less since the resulting displacement with
identical e is not high. Analysis of the change in the
pole figures showed that during quasi-static and pulsed de-
formation the glide in copper takes place over the systems
1I111 <110). but during pulsed deformation in each indiv-
idual grain a large number of uniform glide systems has in-
fluence.

Table 14. Schmid Coefficients for Various Glide Systems in
Copper Under the Effect of Loading in the Direction
4001>

ta cxf.' e,,. Hanpa,,emtnme Hc xoAH•B Oeb

( (o110 112
I tOf 121 0.05
OtT 211 (.405

(III)110 j 1752

I 6 Oi 211

101" 1271 .%,05

V (M oil 21T .40,5o

VI 101 . 121 (.OS

"I 110 TI2

VII (11i) Oil 211 (,4,)
SViII 101 121 (,'Os

-- I112 I

1. System
2. Glide plane
3. Direction of glide
4. Original axis of rotation
5. cos V cos
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Reference [1043 mentions the sharn change in the
pole figure durinp dynamic deformation of the alloy re-Si
in comparison with the quasi-static and the formation of
a new type of orientation (001) <2107. This difference,
in the opinion of the authors, involves a decrease in the
number of glide systems durinr dynamic deformation.

However, as analysis shows, changinp only the num-
ber of effective glide systems may lead to more or less in-
tense smearinp of the orientation maxima and almost never
leads to formation of a new orientation. The change observed
in reference [104] in the pole figure of the iron-silicon al-
loy, as a result of pulsed deformation, is primarily associ-
ated with the development of twinninp.

In studying the mechanism of deformation of medium-
"carbon steel, Campbell [105] detected multinle plide in a
sample deformed at a low velocity. Durinp impact loading
he noticed only a fine gliding along several systems, analo-
gous to the pliding in samples deformed ouasi-staticallv at
low temperatures. According to these data the glide lines
during impact loading become rectilinear.

Leslie [106] showed that the configuration of -'is-
locations in alpha-iron after detonation deformat3o is
similar to that which is generated after rolling at low
temperature. The dislocation lines are straight and uni-
formlv distributed.

Odinokova and Bogachev [1073 observed a sharn change
in the plasticity of beta-titanium durinp high-velocitv de-
formation. At ordinary deformation velocities the glide
lines in beta-titanium are undulating, they annear in sev-
eral directions with the preferred development of one di-
rection. The basic mechanism of deformation of the alloy
under these conditions is pencil gliding along many planes.

Under the conditions of dynamic tension in beta-ti-
tanium the density of the glide tracks is reduced signifi-
cantly and their form is changed. The plide tracks become
rectilinear in each grain and go only in one direction.
Only on individual grains does the glide take place along
two systems, .1

Based on these results, the authors come to the con-
clusion that during dynamic loading tne number of active
glide planes for metals with a bcc lattice is decreased.

As we shall show in Chapter 5, the dislocation struc-
ture of metals and alloys with a bcc lattice after impact
loading differs substantially from the structure of metals
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with an fcc lattice. In metals with a bcc lattice the dis-
locations are distributed unifornly and in metals and alloyis
with an fcc lattice a cellular structure is formed.

The lack of undulation in the glide tracks in metals
with a bcc lattice during pulsed loading nrobably is due to
the difference in the velocity of dislocation displacement
of the various tvpes. It is mainly the Burgers dislocations
which produce the appearance of undulatinp glide tracks in
the bcc lattice. Durin'p pulsed loadinF a large Part of thR
deformation takes place as a result of the motion of the
edge dislocationsg therefore the displacement producing
the formation of glide tracks is the result of displacement
of the edge dislocations. The emergence of the edge dis-
location onto the surface also leads to the onset of recti-
linear glide lines.

Thus, the lack of undulating glide tracks during
high-velocity deformation of metals with a bcc lattice still
does not indicate a decrease in the number of effective ac-
tive glide planes.

During impact loading the deformation mechanism of
metals with a hexagonal densely-packed lattice changes sig-
nificantly [97, 108], however, the conditions for this
change for the various metals may be different.

In tests with technical titanium type VT-l we used

deformation velocities of 10 and 10 sec1 [97]. When =
-3 110- sec the glide is developed in one plane, when the de

pgree of deformation is 4-5%9 with increase in this same 6 u-
to 15-17% the glide begins to take place In three-four Planes,
here in several of the grains twinning is observed. In sam-
ples deformed at a velocity of 10 sec-l, the slide also takes
place along many planes and twinning is greatly facilitated
in them. During hydrodetonation punchinp in alpha-titanium,
no intragranular glide I.. general appears and the deforma-
tion is basically accomplished as a result of twinning.

Investigation of alpha-titaniun showed that during
deformation at low velocities the plide takes place preferen-
tially along the prismatic planes. However already under
these conditions of loading the development of multivle
glide is observed. Undulating glide tracks appear, inter-
secting at an angle of 600, which corresponds to Fliding
over the prismatic and pyramidal planes simultaneously.
Theore are glide tracks that intersect at an angle of 900,
which is possible by the combined effect of the prismatic
and basal glide. The multiple glide takes place at comnar-
atively large degrees of deformation.
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Odinakova and Boachev L107] observed tv-inninp dur-
t-1

ing the dynamic deformation of alpha-titanium (U 102 sec"),
but the form of the glide tracks were practically the same
as during quasi-static deformation. At the same deforma-
tion velocity in an alloy on a base of alpha-titanium noI �winninp was developed, and the glide takes place over
many planes. However the density of the glide tracks dur-
ing dynamic loading is decreased in comparison with the
quasi-static, and the relief over the grain boundaries is
revealed better. The authors also mention that during the
"impact loading of alpha-titanium the deformation is accom-

NI" olished prtferentially by twinning.

/'•. : • ° a ¶.

Figure 42. Microstructure of the alloy MA-8: a. after
quasi-static deformation (Q 10-3 sec- 1 ). X 600; b. after
high-velocity deformation (t V i04 sec-1). X 1200.

The behavior of magnesium and its alloys is inter-
esting during high-velocity deformation [108, 109J. The
fact is that under normal deformation conditions in magnes-
ium (unlike titanium) the glide takes place along the basal
plane (0001). But with hydrostatic punching of sheets of
polycrystalline magnesium and its alloy MA-8 the intragran-
ular glide is expressed very weakly. Only when 6 > 4% can
the glide tracks be seen along the basal plane, and no in-
tragranular glide along the nonbasal planes annears (Firure
42 a).

During hydrodetonation punching of these same u..ter-
ials the deformation mechanism becomes euite different --

the role of the introgranular gliding and twinning prows.
Intragranular glide appears as multipleg and within one
grain the glide takes place both along the basal and the
non-basal planes. The tracks of the non-basal glide are
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expressed very sharply (Figure 42 b) and correspond to theglide over the pyramidal planes of the system (1101) <ll20>.The tracks of the prismatic glide are often arranged in theboundary region or at the junction of several grains (Figure43), Probably the appearance of prismatic glide stimulatesthe local concentration of stress at the grain boundaries@The lines of prismatic glide, as a rule, have the form ofpencil gliding. With large increases it is possible to de-
tect that they consits of short tracks of alternate glide
along the basal and pyramidal planco, as is shown schemati-cally on Figure 43# The height of the steps on the glidelines of different planes is differeit. This also explains[ ! the difficulty of their simultaneous focusLig during photo-
graphing.

er

Figure 43. Prismatic glide in the HA-8 alloy after hi•h-velocity deformation. X 600.

Figure 4, Multiple intragranular glide in the MA-8 alloyalong the basal and non-basal planes during detonation de-formation@ X 600.
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On Figure 44 we can clearly see the glide over all

three planes. In the body of the grain the gliding takes
place over the basal and pyramidal planes, and in the bound-
ary region it is still over the prismatic planes. In this
same grain we can see the deformation twins which inter-
sect with the glide lines.

Thus, unlike alpha-titanium, in the MA-8 alloy after
dynamic loading the undulation of the glide tracks does
not disappear, but rather appears. Consequently, under one
and the same regimes of dynamic loading, the deformation
mechanism changes differently.

Interesting results were, obtained in reference [110)
by studying the pulsed deformation of single crystals of
MgO. Just as In ion crystals with an HaCl-type lattice,

Figure 45. Hultiple glide in MgO by vulsed deformation
(1103. The plane (110) corresponds to the vlane of the
thin section.

glide in these crystals under ordinary aeVormation condi-
tions is accomplished along the densely hacked direction
<110? and along the planes (110). Klien and Edington in-
vestipated the deformation of M,0 crystals after contact
detonation. The aingle crystals were cut alonr the planes
(100), (110)6 and (111) and deformed between lead sheets
so that the plane of the shock wave with a pr*essure of 47-
80 kbar was approoimately parallel to the directions (100),
(110>, and (111>. To identify the e4fective plide planes
they used an electron microscopic Investigation of the
thin foLls by transillunination.

It was found that in the direction 4(100)9 in addi-
tion to the ordinary glide along the planes (110), an effect
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from additional planes of the set (111) is observed. The
authors mention that in this case the glide along (110)
is still preferential. The shearing stresses acting in
the system (110) (110> may be significantly decreased by
changing the orientation of the crystal with respect to
the effective force. For crystals oriented with the di-
rection <100). (110), and <111) along the front of the
shock wave, the shearing displacement stresses in the
system (110) f1o0r comprise 0.5su. 0t25edt and i . respecl• .• Lvelys where<• characterizes the amount of stress applied.

a gConsequently the potentially possible olide gyl-S~tens nay be revealed by the effect of the shock wave In

the directions t110 and p 111s oa the crysthl* Ic fsacl
hepglicaton of d load along these directions per(itted find-
(In1 still aotbtr series od planes actin under the gon-
ditions of pulsed loadingt

Figure g5 shows the for of the lide track* on the
plane (110) for GiO crystals subsected to (1pact loadinw
alone the direction t110>h Identification of the glide
trackl showed that es pulsed loadrit oa the NdO crystals
the glide is developed eqoua the planes (100)T (110h and
(2t12) For crystals definsed o n the e reoctdon s 111o gavde
was also detected along the plane (Uli). Regardless of

;&&.leT as b110). Glide over the system (110) the>O wasobserved even when the shock wave acted alour the <111%.
although In this *as* the critical displacemenet stress
for the plans (110) was equal to zero. The authors assoc-
Late this with the action of the reflected shock wove.

Thuse by hLgh-velocity loading of the NpO crystals

a tendency appears quite distinctly to multiple glide,

In general form any metal can be characterised
E1113 by a set of glide planes (hIk )1 11  h 2 k 2 %2 )9..-96

(hnk l,) with the corresponding values of the critical

cleavage stresses

and also with the twinning planes

(*;A;M;).

and the critical stresses for twLmning correspondiag to them
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lje *'".. .(38)

Then the deformation can be treated as a relaxation d
process# accomplished successively alonr those plide and
twinning planes for which the value of c Is reached at

given moment. If we konw (37) and (38), we can compile
the series:

I: IT~, 2. ~, 11 2 m(39)

where

From (39) we can rm -resent the character of the
change in the deformation mechanism of a metal with in-
crease in the effective stress. The diagram on rigure 46
shows that in the general case there may be four stares
in the change of the deformation mechanism with rrowth
in velocity defornation. The e*tent of each stage Is
determined by the relationships between the previous and
subsequent terms of the series (39). On the basis of such
an approach we can examine the possible chanpe In the de-
formation mechanism during pulsed loadinp of metals of
different types of lattices.

In metals with an fcc lattice the glide planes of
the set (111) are active, therefore in then the transition
from single ?lide to multiple takes lace .easly. In these
metals T, and r2' r39 and , are identical and the develon-

meat of multiple glide is determined by the Increase in
the effective forces of the value of cr alloti#n for the

Schmid factor. Thus, in the case of deformation of poly-
crystale with an fcc lattice at low velocities (P 2 is small)

the glide takes place over many octahedral-planes. With in-
crease in the pressure during transition to pulsed loads
in a significant range of deformatic- velocities the defor-
nation mechanlm is actually unchanoed, since the relax-
ation of stresses as a result of gliding along the planes
(111) is high, and the d4fferince between tcr for the octa-

hedral and the non-octahedral planes is significant. These
metals have little sensitivity to increase Ln the deforms-
tion velocity in a vIgnificant range of deformation veloci-
ties. In priaciplo also In these metals, beginning from a
certain value of Pe the glide sust take place along the non-
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o ctahedral pla nes c However if ;_. otos found to be

1ai-ger than'tW2 l for a given fcc metal, then the develon-

lead to the non-octahedral planes not Darticipatinp in the
deformation.

14 i
I m.

-IA.

* Figure 46. Diagram of the change In deformation mechanism
with increase in deformation velocity: I. single glide;
II. multiple glide; III. twinninp; IV. fracture.

lion-octahedral glide is observed in metals with a
large energy of packing defects, but with large values of
pressure of the shock wave (P > 100 kbar) it may take
place also in crystals of copper [99, 112). However by
pulsed deformation of metals with an fcc lattice along with

*• the glide, twinning is observed and the threshold P3 from

which the twinning begins (see Figure 46) in these metals
is determined by the energy of the packinp defects.

Let us look at the mechanism of high-velocity defor-
mation of metals with a hexagonal densely-nacked lattice.

From Table 11, for example, it follows that in mag-
nesium the critical displacement stress is minimal for the
basal plane. For accomplishment of multiple glide in mag-
nesium it is necessary to increase the effective stresses

t by several times. In this case the glide takes place both
along the basal plane and-the nrismatic and pyramidal planes, i
which in fact also takes place durinp hydrodetonation de-

L formation. Simultaneously we observe twinning along the

planes (1012). Probably in magnesium and in the MA-8 alloy
gl ti n•2, , therefore the development of multinle glide

here appears sufficiently distinctly, For these same metals
it was established that with values of the maximal pressure
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up to 200 kbar the deformation is developed both by glid-
ing along multiple planes and by twinning. However by in-
creasing the effective pressure up to 400 kbar, at which
the samples are already fracturing, the basic mechanism of
deformation becomes twinning.

In contrast to magnesium, in alpha-titanium the mul-
tiple glide exists already at ordinary deformation veloci-
ties. Increasing the effective stress during nulsed defor-
mation leads first of all to the critical displacement
stresses increasinp with increase in deformation velocity,
this being especially strong for the non-basal planes tsee
Figure 32 b), and secondly by increasing the effective'
stress different systems of twinning begin to act and this
mechanism becomes basic in the process of stress relaxation.

Such a mechanism is possible in that case if T becomesS~293

greater than twin. However, if we alter the relationshipcrbgreateer ,_twinl between• Z and 6r in alpha-titanium, we can also see

the development of multiple glide during high-velocity de-
formation. For example, by increasing the temperature and
corresnondingly reducing the value of the critical dis-
placement stresses, over all the glide planes we can createtwin
such conditiqns for which-l becomes less than-ew

cr cr

Thus, it is obvious that during high-velocity load-
ing in metals with any type of crystal lattice a larger
number of deformation elements is realized (glide or twin-

* ning) than during quasi-static loading. It is obvious that;
under the conditions of nultiple glide the plasticity of
the metals will be the greatest. However any specific
change in the deformation mechanism will depend on the re-

lationship between' gl andT twin
cr cr

6•. Boundary Glide

The Role of Boundaries in the Process of Deformation of Poly-
* ICrystals

The presence of boundaries produces a difference in
the deformation mechanism in single crystals and in poly-
crystalline aggregates. For a polycrystal it is character-
istic to have a complex deformation as a result of the de-
velopment of boundary deformation and twinning in the bound-
ary region.

By boundary deformation we must understand the plastic
flow by gliding in the boundary band, when a relative dis-
placement takes place of the two grains when a stress is ap-
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plied over their total surface, This deformation may take
place in the zone, bounded by the width of the boundary or
may lead to a displacement completely over the surface of
the boundaries. This latter is more often observed at el-
evated temperatures (T -' 0.4T ). Already in earlier

malt
metallographic investigations there has been observed the
formation of steps along the grain boundaries L113), and
an anomalously large tension (2000%) of the alloys of eu-
tectoid composition of the binary systems Pb-Sn and Sn-Bi
almost fully as a result of the boundary deformation [1141].

Figure 47. Possible diagram of the relay glide through
the grain boundary.

This mechanism also plays a very important role in
the deformation of metals with a limited number of glide
systems, In metals with a hexagonal densely-packed lat-
tice, the boundary -eformation takes place even at a temp-
erature of 4.20 K 1115). Polycrystalline magnesium frac-
tures at 5-10% deformation, whereas single crystals of
magnesium may be deformed by 250% or more by gliding.

* The basic reason for the low plasticity in polycrystalline
magnesium is the development of a boundary deformation.
In significant temperature and deformation velocity ranpes,
magnesium and its alloys fracture along the grain boundaries
(116]. Consequently, the plasticity of these metals may be
increased by such deformation regimes in which the develop-
ment of boundary deformation is suppressed.

Lat us examine the deformation of two neighboring
grains in a polycrystal (Figure 47). Let us assume that
in grain 1 a uniform glide takes place over one plane, Then
in order that no disruption in continuity between grains 1
and 2 take place, the deformation In grain 2 must take place
over several planes, The displacement vector 6 is expanded
into the compr'.ts •1 and G2 . Here the deformation condi-

tions in the "st and in the second grain are equal to each
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other. According to the condition of compatibility of the
deformation determined by Hises [117. and Taylor [119]% to
retain the relationship between the individual grains and
to prevent cavities at the boundaries, in each grain it is
necessary that there be an effect from no less than five
glide systems. This conclusion follows from the fact that
the total deformation includes six components, but the sum
of three of the normal deformation components is equal to
zero, since the volume remains constant, Consequently
only five of the independent deformation mechanisms are
required to obtain five independent deformation components.

Taylor suggested that to retain the continuity of
deformation through the grain boundaries, all grains of
the polycrystal must be subjected to the same macroscopic
deformation. In deriving his relationship, Taylor assumed
a constancy in the law of critical shearing stresses in the
case of multiple glide. Chalmers' experiments E119) on
symmetrically disoriented bicrystals of tin showed that
for the deformation to be transmitted from one crystal to
another by increasing the disorientation between crystals
the external stresses must be increased. This confirms

V that the grain boundary itself does not influence the plas-
tic properties.

Nevertheless, if we know the law of deformation of
individual crystals, oriented arbitrarily in space, we
still can not dascribe the behavior of a polycrystal. In
particular, on the basis of the orientation of the crystal-
lites in space and the diagram of tension of the single
crystals, by computation we constructed a diagram of the
tension of the polycrystal; however$ these results did
not coincide with the experimental ones. Such an approach
can not explain the well-known fact of increase in friction
with decrease in the grain size.

In fact the grain is deformed non-uniformly. At the
grain boundary there is always a stress gradient. This is
due particularly to the fact that the moduli in the various
directions in the crystal do not have spherical symmetry.
As a result the field of stresses generated during the ap-
plication of an external load is non-uniform. V-is can be
detected by the methods of photoelasticity even in thG
elastic region E119).

The ttansfer of deformation from one grain to another
may be accomplished either as shown on rigure 47 or accord-
ing to the following mechanism. The dislocations, moving
along the glide planes, reach the grain boundary and are
piled up, not having any suitable glide plane. At the
boundary of the neighboring grain the concentration of
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stresses is increased and, if their value is sufficiently
high, they then induce glide in the neighboring grain up
to the amount when the shearing stresses acting in them
reach values of the critical displacement stress. o

In reference [103J the transfer of glide between two

grains was observed experimentally on bicrystals of NaCl and
LiF, The generation of dislocations and their displacement

. under the action of an external stress was determined from

the etching holes, and the value of the external stresses
was determined by photoelastic methods. It was found that
at small angles of disorientation (45 < 50( the deformation
was transmitted by relay by means of a direct break in the
boundary between the grains. Here the stresses necessary
for the break grew linearly with increase in the angle of
disorientation between the grains. At larger angles of
disorienttion, in spite of the fact that the stresses A

grew by several times, a bre5..k in the boundary became im-
possible and the deformation was transferred by means of
inducing dislocations in the neighboring grain.

"The existence of a stress gradient in the boundary
region may lead to the development of deformat3on mechanisms
that are not characteristic of single crystals. Hence the A
basic role of the grain boundaries during the deformation
of metals with a limited number of glide systems, as well
as during high-temperature deformation, is clear.

In the first case the significant stresses generated
at the grain boundaries may be relaxed by means of deforma-
tion in the boundary region, and in the second case -- the
deformation as a result of the boundary glide is greatly
facilitated due to the heat activation of the process.

In metals with an fcc lattice having a sufficient
number of different glide systems, the condition for com-
patibility is satisfied rather easily. Therefore during
ordinary deformation at the grain boundaries the stress
gradient is not high and the boundary deformation plays no
great role. In metals with a hexagonal densely-packed lat-
tice the condition for compatibility is virtually unsatis-
"fied, therefore then the role of the boundary deformation
is rather high. In the process of deformation of polycrys-
talline magnesium at the temperature of liquid nitrogen
glide is developed in the boundary region along the pris-
matic plane, although here the displacement stresses are
several times higher than along the basal plane [1033. Due
to concentration stresses in the boundary region, twinning
appears in magnesiuml traveling from the grain boundaries
along the planes [1012) even with small degrees of deform-
ation.
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Tn spite of the numerous investigations, the mecha-
nism of boundary deformation is still not clear. Ke [120)
assumes that the existence of internal friction in noly-
crystals is due to relaxation of the cleavare stresses at
the boundaries by means of ductile glide. However the ve-
locity of the displacement, computed on the basis of data
concerning internal friction, exceeds the actually observ-
able ones in the bicrystals by five-eipht orders of mapni-
tude. The experiments of Voloshina and Rozenherr [121)
with bicrystals, as well as those of Rhines et al [122],
indicate that glide exists in a wide zone around the bound-
ary and that intragranular glide takes place up to the on-
set of boundary deformation. Thus, the hypothesis of duc-
tile glide received no experimental confirmation.

Reference [123) suggests a dislocation mechanism of
the boundary glide: in the plane of the bourdary the dis-
locations are split into several partia] ones and the bound-
ary deformation takes place as a result of the motion of
these partial dislocations parallel to the plane of the
boundary. Leak [24] assumes that the relaxation of stres-
ses during boundary deformation is accomplished by means
of migration of the grain boundaries. It is possible that
this mechanism is also realized in individual cases at
elevated temperatures.

The best agreement with experiment is given by the
theory of Fazon et al L125), in which the relaxation of
stresses takes place at triple points and other defects of
the boundary and any further displacements are controlled
by deformation of these barriers. In view of the local
increase in effective stresses in the boundary region,
glide is possible along systems which are absent in other
segments of the grain, even under the influence of a mod-
erate displacement stress less than the macrosconic yield

* j stress.

Reference (126] mentions the predominant role of
boundary deformation during the quasi-static loading of
polycrystalline magnesium and its alloys with change in
deformation velocity from 10-6 to 4 m/sec. In the velocity

* range investigated by them the fracture took place at the
grain boundaries as a result of the development of boundary
deformation.

However at significantly higher loading velocities
(100-200 m/sec) the plasticity of magnesium and the HA-8
alloy grows [108], due to the redistribution of the contri-
bution from the various deformation mechanisms.
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Let us examine the methods of quantitative evaluation
of the contribution from the various mechanisms to the over-
all deformation.

Expansion Produced by Glidin,

Quantitative evaluation of the deformation based on
coarse glide tracks was done in reference [128). Let us
assume that the grain is chaotically arranged in space and
has many glide svstems. Then the glide begins along the
plane arranged at an angle of 450 to the direction of the
tension (Figure 48). As a result of glide along such a
plane the expansion of the sample is determined by:

ea-as
8 = (40)rl as

S(The quantities a and a are denoted on igure 48). If we
Oenote the displacement in the direction of glide by P ,
then

a= a02 + 2ap cos-
gI P1(41)

" where a 0 = 1/n, and n is the number of glide lines per unit

of initial length.

Taking (40) and (41) into account, we obtain

t •= I =o

n W(42)

+a P1-p0+2P cosv-I.

Assuming the angle ? to be constant, and also pn4c 1,
we obtain

e5Y 10IO%. (43)

To obtain a more precise expression for 'p it is
necessary to carry out integration in the range of possible
angles determining the position of the glide plane with re-
spect to the effective stress. J
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iFgure 48. Diagram explaininp the method of determininF
the amount of displacement in the glide tracks.

1. Surface of sample

It is difficult to experimentally measure the amount
"I of displacement pl,,, therefore we determine the heirht of

the step h of the glide line. from Figure 48 it follows that

p asin sinez h.

I Assumin . equal toIT/4, we find

Differentiating (44), we will have

2_ p =os OdO.I '1

Then the mean value of the height of the step will bet

s2/2
2 PO& cos OdO

baV== / o = ' " (45)

dO A

or

8.-22"
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In .3e general the general case we must allow for
the fact that the displacement in the tra4K depends on
the magnitude of the shearing displacement stressl. Ifj

we assume that the displacement is proportional tor, then
it is easy tc show that

paV 2,3 havi (46a)

SThe magnitude of h is measured on the surface of the
deformtd ple. lecause of the overall expansion the
heig1t n.31 zhe step is decreased by vT÷=4o6 times. Then

IF P 2.3 haV1 +Sb to (47)

Substituting (47) into formula (43), we find the
final %xpression for computing the deformation caused by
the coarse glide tracks

Ikl
2 *31rO_ýctOý.±100% 1,62hao Vi~~t (48)

Thus, after determining the numbor of glide lines
and measurxtg the height of the step on the tracks, we can
compute the deformation introduced by the glide tracks.

The height of the steps can be measured uszig an
MIl-4 Linnik inte*rforometers which permits determining
the height of irregularities on the surface, beginning from
50 pm. The error here comprises 3-5%.

In those cases when the height of the step is small,
we use a multibeam interferometer, the sensitivity of which A

is one order of magnitude higher. The quite fine relief can
be investigated in an optical microscope by the phase con-
trast method [563.

Expansion Caused by Boundary Deformation

Two methods exist for evaluating the amount of bound-
ary deformation. The first is based on a quantitative meas-
urement of the displacements in the boundary region (method
of MacLean), the second is based on comparison of the defor-
mation of individual grains and that of the entire sample
is a whole (the method of Rachinger t129J).
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Just as in intragranular glide, the displacement of
grains takes place not only in the longitudinal direction
but also in the direction perpendicular to the surface. Here
the amount of the boundary Aeformation depends on orientation
of the boundary with resiet to the effective force, i.e.,
on the size of the angle • This can be explained by the
fact that boundazry deformation, just as intragranular glide,
is accomplished usidtr the effect of shearing stresses whichare maximal when a 4 50.,

Having made theb ssumption as in the case of intra-
granular glide, we find an expression for evaluating the
amount of the boundary defovmation:

I[(V +1 2 + -2p,. -

and under the condition that pn < 1

= Obn• (49)

where Pb is the mean displacement along the prain boundary;

n is the number of boundaries per unit of length of the sample.

By measuring the mean vertical displacement component
2 along the boundary hay, we find

av=1,62ha# I o + ' (50)

The procedure described was used by Rozenberg [59)
for evaluating the amount of displacement in the glide tracks
during creep.

In Rachinger's method [129), which may be used only
for uniaxial tension, it is assumed that the mean grain size
prior to deformation is the same both in the lonritudinal
and transverse directions. The mean diameter of the Prain
is equal to 1/n. where n is the number of grains per unit
of length of the sample,

During uniaxial tension the grain is expanded in the
longitudinal direction and is contracted in the transverse.
If the grain were expanded in the longitudinal direction bv
a magnitude of E 3 9 then its mean diameter would be increased
by (1+s) times, and in the transverse -- it is increased by
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I 1+- times. This leads to a change in the number of grains

per unit of length of the sample in the longitudinal and trans-
verse directions:

IV
7 1 1

'a~m " pp

The coefficient l/k takes into account the possible
growth in grains at elevated temperatures. In the absence
of growth in the grains it may be assumed equal to unity and
then

2/3
trans

long

The deformation p:oduced by the grain boundaries can

be computed as the difference:

K I
Thus, in Rachinger's methods determination of the mean

deformation of the grain is reduced to measuring the grain

diameters in the longitudinal and transverse directions.

The complexity of this method involves the fact that
to reach the required accuracy it.is necessary to measure the
diameters of 1000 to 3000 grains. The number of required
measurements may be decreased if we determine, the ratio of 3

the longitudinal and transverse diameters of each grain; the
accuracy of the method increases in such case.

References E108, 109] studied the contribution of the
various mechanisms to the deformation of magnesium and the
MA-8 alloy durinf quasi-static and high-velocity deformation.

Under the conditions of quasi-static loading ( a 10

seac) the plastic flow is basically accomplished by means of
boundary deformation and twinning. Even with a degree of
deformation less than 1i a relief appears on the grain bound-
aries. With growth in the degree of deformation the displace-
ments in the boundary region reach 2-3 pm. The greatest
value Is that of the junction of several rains (Figure 49).

where the condition of compatibility of the prain deformation
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is especially hard to satisfy. The development of a bound-[ ~ary deformation produces the appearance ot microcrackes, which
produce fracture of the nagnesiu" and the NA-8 alloy.

C:

Figure #9. Quasi-static defoamation of the NAs8 alloy. In-

Sterference •.ines are concentrated in the boundary zone and
S~at the junctions of the grain. £ u 2%.

* ih Intragranular glide is expressed very weakly; even .] "

i a quite fine relief that can be detected only with the aid
! ~of an interference microscope. Here the displacement does

ta•ot exceed 0.03 pum.

i ~Such a character for the develonment of plasti.c de-
iformation involves both the limited number of •oanible glide 1

systems and their their characteristics of: the orientation -

*of the sheet material. As is clear from the pole fig~ure

! '~(Figure 50), the grain distribution in. the MAS8 alloy is"I -
Ssuch that the basal plane (0001) deviates no ores than 350 '•
I ~from the sheet plane. Here in the overwhelming, majority of.::

Sgrains the deviation does not exceed "5°. Thus, the train !
• ~~is oriented unfavorably for basal gl•ide. In pure mag~nesium i'

the orientation is still sharper. .

Under conditions of pulsed loading. the deformation
mechanism of these metals changes sharply. The quantitative '

contribution of the various mechanism. to the overall deforn- "
ation also chang.es substantially. The density of the glide I
line.• and twins over the body of the grain is sharply in-

.' ~creased and the displacement in the boundary region is de- .•

creansed. ,

X.,,
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J
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Ouantitative evaluation of the amount of the various
types of deformation under hydrostatic and nulsed loadinp was
done in Li08] by the MacLean method.

r4 A

I-.
F?

Figure 50. Pole figure (0001) of sheets of the HA-8 alloy
in the original state.

The contribution of twinning was computed usinp the A

same formulas that were used to determine the amount of in-
tragranular glide and boundary deformation. Here we meas-
ured the density of the twins per unit of lenpth of the
sample and the height of the step on the twin. The total
deformation was assumed equal to 100%.

, The results obtained for magnesium and the MA-8 alloy
are shown on Table 15. I

If the basic contribution belongs to boundary deforma-
tion (more than 80%) in the hydrostatic loading of marnesiun
and the NA-6 alloy, then by detonation loading the basic part
of the deformation is accomplishe:d by means of intragranular
glide (45%) and twinning (40%), and the anount cf the boundary
deformation is reduced to 10%.

The effect of redis:ribut 'on 0,i the cc,,t -i..ution or- the
various mechanisi.s is so hir.h 5t ;greatly excee, .s ,osslble -'
error, T7huu, the density of tic glide tracks c..'- nrg pulse`
deformation increases by 30-40 ties, and th.' , oý the
twins increases by 3-4 timen;.
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Table 15. Contribution of the Various Mechanisms to the Overall
Deformation of Uapnesium and the MA-8 Alloy

MgeuA ,%.iepeiioc ,n,gtte I na. .•,eqop.

"Mar"gA 2,0 ( ! ! AllUk0
r.,n.. (8) 1 t_______

(2) ( )ll3puw101of 45 vý 40 15

3.0 RpocCa 1 15 ,84

(4P3PI4WIOAi 55 34 If .

4.0 rmApocTa. I 16 83
133PU311011 55 38 9 1

1. Material 6. Detonation
2. Magnesium 7. Contribution to total deform-
3. MA-8 alloy ation, S.
4. Method of loading 8. Intragranular glide

10. Boundary deformation

7 I
al Decreasing the amount of boundary deformation favor-

ably influences the plastic properties of magnesium and its
alloy -- their plasticity more than doubles.

Such a redistribution of the contribution from the
various mechanisms to the overall deformation can be ox-

plained by the characteristics of the intragranular glide
during pulsed deformation. As mentioned above, during pulsed
deformation of these alloys multiple glide is carried out

over the planes (0001), (1010)9 and (lOll). The development

of multiple glide favors satisfaction of the condition of I
compatibility of deformation of the individual prains, which

leads to a decrease in the stress gradient at the grain bound-

aries, as a result of which the development of boundary de-
formation is slowed down and its contribution to the overall
deformation is reduced.
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CHAPTER 3

TWINNING UNDER CONDITIONS OF HIGH-VELOCITY DEFORMATION

Twinning is a process which competes with gliding in
the relaxation of externally applied stress. Just as the
gliding process, it is associated with restructuring of the
crystal lattice. In each specific case relaxation may take
place by one or another means or simultaneously by the two
mechanismsif there are the proper premises for this both
from the viewpoint of geometry of the process and from the
energetic viewpoint.

1., Crystallography and Dislocation Twinning Models

Twinning can be represented as the uniform displace-

ment of one part of a crystal with respect to another, par-
allel in some way to the rational crystallographic plane.
The spherical volume of radius R. separated from the crys-
tal as a result of the twinning displacement, is converted
into an ellipsoid. If one of the twinning planes coincides
with the twin.-original crystal boundary, then the displace-
ment as a result of such shift will be that shown on Ftigure
51. The twinning process can be described by any Pair of :1
components (K1 and '42 or K2 and 1,) and by the magnitude of

the shift S (for a single radius of the snhere) or the size
of the angle 21 associated with it.

If the twinning plane is K1, then the shift S must

lead to the formation of a rational crystallographic direc-
tion X2 (usually with small indices). By twinninp along
the plane K2 the rational indices must have the direction Il*

For highly symmetrical crystal lattices such as face-
centered cubic, body-centered cubic, and hexanonal densely-
packed, the twinning process can be renresented schematically
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as a shift of planes lying to one side of a certain M
plane, taken for the twinnin? plane K1 (rigure 52).

Figure 51, Deformation of the spherical volume of a 01,ystal
as a result of twinning, K1 and K2 are the possible planes

2I

of twinning, that are common for the ellipsoid of deformna-

S•ltons of the twinning displacement lying, respectively, 'in
I:the planes K1 and Ko The plane K1 coincides with the boun-

S~dary twin-original crystal,

• " le Crystal-twin boundary'
R ..

ab c
Figure 52. Deagtai of the swinning process by means of a

asimple displacetent: a. K1 an stare twhe ns; c. rela- e
ftionship between the acounm of the disllacemeni S and e he

parameters o" and d for g he si m ple lattice.

tin fThe dilnning dsplaceeennt y twinning will be suchin

I ~that the position of the ator.s in the plane 1. 2. etcetera,

!will become a mirror of the resnective'atoms in the planest
S~-19 -2, etcetera, arranged below the nlane of symmetry, which"

is the plane of twanninK . Since the lanes and the dbuec-

r 1

taons of twinning may have only simnle cltvstalloprah.c indi-

ces, from Figure 52 c it f'ollows that the amount o.f the dis-•,
nlacerent T will one

T ". F2-4-- U2• 5`

I!
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where F is the modulus of the arbitrarily selected direction
in the crystal lattice, connecting the two atoms in the planes
-1 and 1; d is the interplanar spacing of the selected system
of narallel planes.

The amount of the single displacement S then will be
S T/d, whence

- - - (54)

Replacing F by a shorter vector of the lattice b. using the
extreme value of S a 19 and solving equation (54) relative to
d. we find the inequality

(55)

,pri reitn h psil rstlorpi indices

Inequality (55), as well as the diagram shown on Figure
52 c# permit predicting the possible crystallographic indices

of the plane and direction of twinning for simple crystal
structures E130].

Treating the twinning process as a uniform displace-
ment, Schmid and Boas E131] shoved that twinning is associa-
ted with change in the size of the sample in the direction of
applied stress. The change a ? /I0 (where I and I1 repre-

sent the distance between the two boundary planes of twinning,
resnectively, before and after deformation) depends on the
amount of displacement S. During tension the maximal. expan-
sion is

maxtn + (56)

and during contraction the maximal shortening will be equal to j

c _nt S ()
max (57)+J

If the direction of the applied stress lies in the
plane of twinning K1 or K2' then the twinning does not lead '

to change in dimensions. Thus, the sign of the deformation
will depend on the crystallographic orientation of the sample.
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Figure 53 shows the axis of the deformed samnle on a
sphere of Projection. Here we can distinguish the reFions
in which the sign of deformation as a result of twinning
will be positive (the unshaded Part) or nepative (the shaded
part). Such a conclusion follows from purely geometric
treatment of twinning as a process of displacement determined
by the plane and the direction of the displacement.

However we know that the final siFn of the deformation
is determined by the directionality of the external 3tress.
If a tensile stress is applied to the samnle, then tr.ardless
of its crystallorranhic orientation the sample is increased
in the direction of the effective stress and decreased in
cross section. During cont!a.ctinF stress the Picture will be
the opposite.

In all metal crystals possessing a hiFh symmetry of
the crystal lattice there are -about ten adequate twinning
systems from the crystallographic viewpoint, but differently
oriented with respect to the effective stress. Therefore it
is obvious that if a tensile stress is apDnlied to the sample,
those systems of twinning will act which give a nositive de-
formation, and during contraction -- those which give a neg-
ative deformation.

rigure 53. Regions of possible orientations for twinning on
a sphere of projection,

The onset of twinning of a layer in a crystal is as-
sociated with the reorientation of the metal found between
the two extreme planes of twinning in comnerlson with the ma-
trix. Let HKL be the indices of the twinning plane K1 or K20
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and EUVW] be the indices of the direction 12 or Then if

some plane of the crystal prior to twinninp had the indices
(hke) then following twinning the indices of this Plane be

h'-h (1W + KV + LW) -211 (Uh + Vk + W1,
k' =k (HU + KV + LW) -2K (Uh + Vk + W1, (58)
P' = I (HU + KV + LW)- 2L (Uh + Yk + WI).

The crystallographic direction [uvw] after twinninF

will have the indices (u'v'w']:

u' = u (HU + K V +"L W) -- 2U (Hu + Kv + Lw), i
V' -v (HU + V + LW)- 2V (Hu +Ku +Lu) (59)

W' = w (HU +• KV + LW) -- 2W (Ha + Kv + La')

Equations (58) and (59) nay be very useful for analyz-
ing changes in the pole figure. After experimentally determ-
ining the displacement of the orientation maxima, we can com-
pute the twinning systems associated with this orientation

*1i transition.

The dislocation twinning mechanism was described by
Cottrell and Bilby [132): later this theory was further de-
veloped by Venables [133, 134). In accordance with the dis-
location mechanism, which in the literature is often termed
a polar mechanism,.twinning of the layer is Fenerated under
certain conditions:

1. The twinning dislocation must be formed by dis-
placement in the plane which becomes the twinning plane.

2. The Burgers vector of the polar dislocation must
have a component that is perpendicular to the twinninp plane
or, what amounts to the same thinp, equal to the internlanar
spacing for the twinning plane.

3. Polar dislocation must be sufficiently well secure
in order to resist stresses moving i the twinning disloca-
tion. The most reliable assurance is in the case if the polar
dislocation is a sessile-tyne dislocation.

4. Twinning and polar dislocations alonp with the total
dislocation line must form a site which is the Pole. Twinning
dislocation must have the possibility o moving in the twinninp
plane relative to the pole.

S~-109-
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Twinning Elements of Crystals With a Body-Centered Cubic Lattice

After taking S = 1/2 111]i a, in inenuality (55) for

crystals with a boc lattice, we will have:

d, 5.4

- Since a2 /d 2  I12+K2 +L2  then the sum of the squares of
the indices of the twinninp plane must be no more than six.
To select the twinning plane there are a nunber of limita-
tions: such a nlane for examnle can not be the plane of sym-
metry (for more detail see [130)). In crystals with a bcc
lattice the twinning plane is the planes of the set j1123.
The minimal displacement leading to symmetrical arrangement
of the sites relative to such plane will be 1/6 [1113 a.

* A

Figure 54. Diagram of twinning according to the polar mech-
anism in a bcc lattice (132]: OA is the single dislocation Ain the plane (112) with a Burgers vector a/2 [111]; OR is
the sessile dislocation with the Burpers vector a/3 (112];
"OFEDB is the twinning dislocation with the vector a/b [111].

(12)If the single dislocation OA is found in the plane

(112) (Figure 54). then at point 0 it is split into two par-
tial dislocations according to the reaction

Then O -- the sessile dislocation a/3 (112] -- remains im-
mobile, and the loops OUDR may be displaced to the plane (112).
The Burgers vector for the dislocations in the plane (112) and
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(121) is one and the same. The segment of the mobile loop OE
may freely convert to the plane (121), forming a contour,
which twins the dislocation OFEDB and is equal to a/6 [ill].

With complete rotation for one turn of the vector OF
around the point 0 a single-layer twin is formed with displace-
ment along OB by a magnitude of a/6 [121]. For twinning ac-
cording to the described mechanism it is necessary to have a
dissociation of the complete dislocations and consequently
the formation of a segment with a packing defect. The stresswhich is necessary for the formation of such a segment is i

proportional to 1/' (where is the energy of the packing de-
fect and S is the Burgers sa nglo dislocation OA). With a

2value of ? • 100 erg/cm for the formation of a twin accord-
Ing to the described mechanism in the bcc lattice there must
be a stress that is near the theoretical strength.

Reorientation of the crystal lattice as a result of
twinning is shown on Figure 55. The displacement of the
atoms led to their symmetrical arrangement relative to the
twinning plane (112), which is the interface matrix-twine 1

S is the amount of the single displacement obtained by one
rotation of the twinning dislocation. The displacement in i
the other planes is a multiple of this value.

In cubic crystals there are twelve systems f.1121
(111), by which twinning may take place. Realization of
one or another system depends on the amount of the cleavage j
stress proportional to the Schmid coefficient. In the stan-
dard triangle it is difficult to determine the orientation
of crystals, for which only the twinning system will be ef-
fective, However it has been proven that this is such an
oriintation for which the ratio of cleavage stresses (or
what amounts to the same thing, the Schmid coefficients)
for two of the most heavily loaded systems [135] is the
greatest. Figure 56 shows the contours of such a ratio for
different orientations in the triangle during tension and
contraction. From these data in particular it follows that
the minimal number of twinning systems is realized during
contraction in that case if the stress is anplied in the
direction [355], lying on the line [lll]-[ll0, and durinp
tension this direction deviates by 60 toward the center of
the triangle.

In reference [13C] single crystals of silicon iron
were deformed in various crystallographic directions. The
results are given on Table 16. Under the influence of a
shock wave in the direction [111i during contraction three
twinning systems may he realized. Of the other nine nvstems,
three have an orientation factor equal to zero, and the other
six systems appear only under tension.
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Figure 55. Projection on the plane (110) of the matrix and
� the twinned layer of a bec lattice. The twinning plane is

(112), direction of twinning is [ii1": I. twinned layer;III. projection of the twin; III. projection of the matrix;
0 a atoms lying in the plane of the drawing; 0 a atoms dis-
placed relative to the plane of the drawing above or below

* by a value of a 42/2.

In the direction [112] the shock wave may induce four
systems, for ihich the orientation factor is equal to 0.39
and 0,16. Of these four systems three were determined metal-
lographically in the form of tracks on the plane (111). Of
the other eipht, three have a displacement stress equal to
zero and five may act only under tension.
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Table 16. Twinning in Single Crystals of Silicon Irons De-
formed in Different Crystallographic Directions
[136)

Hans. C~otb I'uleplAt"II U86,IN0- X-I me c)AN N.NT. 
HarNu. u .M AO. CNucyeul4 KOP eix" ft al

trill (211) 1 (CI12) [fil 0.32( 1ao1oHl x , mroe
'"s~apy~t noII

3 (211) 1llM. (8) o :V
5 a2n 11111 0.,

1121 (ITI) 3 (21b (11111 0,39( C lJ.Oonuxs.ameoftspy It no
4 (1 [Till 09 (8)Toie5 (jib) 11111 0,116 iAWAmm Puatnae

11 C121) 1"111 O _1nolhnuxuame

1 12) l ITII 0,47( •,IUOAIaa)r aame
I" ie o6mar y.xewo

20 (112) 1[ITI 0.47 (rO) To :o
7* (1_l) [Till u.47
o • tslZ) lNIJl 0.47 I •
3" (211) 1"IlI11 0.24 ( voAll , >. amme

fool]~ (11) 011p) M!eao
10011 (110) 5 (121) 1l11l 0.24 8) To :a

8 (121) 11111 0.24
9 (21T) 1111 0,244 (211) [Till 0.24

11 1121) (Till) 0.24
10 (rl I) (1111 0,24

12 (121) 11111 0,24

1( ll')AeoalnmoauW no ms u en.rm smamoswo roo apK Apoepmcnsau"

1. Direction of shock wave 6. Existence of twins in the
2, Plane of observation of system

the twins 7. Twinning detected
3. Number of the twinning 8. Same

system 9. Twinning not detected
4. System of t•winning 10. Same JS. Orientation factor 11. * Twinning over these systems

possible only under tension
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Figure 56, Contours of the ratios of Schmid coefficients '

[ "for two of the most heavily loaded twinning systems E1121'

0(111> under contraction (a) and tension (b) [135].

V "

In the deformation by contraction in the direction
S[ 001 e ight twinn in g systems appear. Bu t on the plan t (110)

they are detected in the form of four systems of tracks. The .

largest number of twins is found along the planes [113.1.

Tinning Ele ent8 fCr8asgh,,Pc- enred Cubic

Taking the minimal displacement in the fcc lattice in

inequality (55) an 1 /2 [1103 as we find that the twinning

plans may be 11111 with a displacement in the direction (112>0

The correctness of this statement has been proven in numerous
experiments.

A necessary premise for the formation of a twin in an

fcc lattice, according'to Venabless is the formation of long

A NI
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Figure 57. Diagram of twinning according to the polar mech-
anism in an fcc lattice E137): (ill) is the conjugate plane;
(11) is the transverss plane; (111) is the primary plide
plane. A

thresholds in the plane adjoint to the primary plide plane.
These thresholds are generated when the dislocation S , mov-

ing in the transverse plane (111), meets a dislocation for-
eat In its path, that is located in the coniugate plane (111)
(see Figure 57). Then the segment of the dislocation AB un-
der certain conditions may dissociate accordinp to the equa-tions

a )

++ 4-1211

with the formation of the twinning dislocation a/6 [121] and 4
the polar dislocation a/3 ill). As a result of the full ro-
tation of the.polar dislocation the segment of the disloca-
tion in the primary plane b is shifted to the transve'se
plane by a value AB with foimation of the defect along (111).
The new splitting will still give one jump similar to AB,
etcetera.

Reorientation of the fcc matrix as a result of twin-
nin.% was examined in Figure 58, where the projection of thecrystal on the lane (110) is given. The boundaries of the
twins represent a track of the plane (111). In the vlane of
the drawing (110) we see the atoms with coordinates of the
type ((0003] and ((1/2, 1/2, 0]]. The atoms with coordinates

.4



CA 8 C

I0 \
'\1

'\1

EC\
'\I

C 10

Figure 58. Projection on the plane (11[0) of t:he matrix and
twin in an fco lattice (138]. The twinning plane is (111),
the displacement direction is [11•]. The white circles rep-
resent atoms arranged in the plane of the drawing.. The black
ones are shifted upward and downward with respect to the plane

o• thed~sw~n by •- i s the twinned layer; II is the

projection of the matrix; XII is the twin projection.
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([1/2 d 1/21] .and [[O !./2 1/211 are shifted above and below

relative to the plane (110) hby a value of

As i6.' n.,viou3 fron the diarram shown, twinnin, chanpes
the order of arranrenent of the atonic lavers, in the direct-
ion vernondicular to the Plane (1il). The usual order of
arranrement for fcc metals; AIRCAJSC is restructured into theorder ABC [BAC] ABC. The sepment of the crystal included in

the brackets is a twinned layer with mirror arranpement of
the atoms relative to the twinning plane.

Twinnin. Elements of Crystals With a Hexaponal Densely-PackedLattice

Twinning in hexagonal crystals has no such uniformity
as in cubic crystals. The Planes and even the direction of:twinning may vary as a function of the temperature and veloc-

ity of the deformation, the depree of dopine of the alloy,
and the orientation of the grain.

! --"-

(

Figure 59. Planes of twinning in a hexagonal densely-nacked
lattice.

Ai yet we are unable to systematize and explain one

or another system of twinning in each specific case.

Numerous attempts have been made to associate the be-
havior of hexagonal metals during deformation with the ratio
of the lattice constants c/a. However here also no orderly
system has been found. Twinning along the plane [10121 in
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the direction [1511], which is encountered most often, was
found in cadmium (c/a x 1.886), mapnesiurs (c/a : 1.623), and
in beryllium (c/a z 1.568). At the same time, as will be
shown later, titanium (c/a a 1.587) during static deforms-
tion is twinned along the plane 110l2J, and during high-
velocity deformation furthermore alonR the nlanes [11013
and p11123. Table 17 shows the twinning systems for the
various metals with a hexagonal densely-packed lattice.
The twinning planes shown on Figure 59 are the ones most
often encountered.

Reorientation of the twinned sepment with respect to
the mat..ix during twinning along the nlane (1012) is shown
on Figure 60. Here the projection is given for both seg-
ments of the crystal on the nlane (1210). If we take the
hexagonal prism for the unit cell, then .e of the atoms
with the base L[0003] and one of the thr.a atoms with a
base of the type E[1/3 2/3 1/2)] will enter the plane. The
other atoms, as is clear from Figure 62, are found above
or below the plane of the drawing. Analogously we can also
construct the twinning diagrams alcir the other planes [139].

2. Deformation by Twinning

Twinning in Metals With a Hexagonal Densely-Packed Lattice

Mechanical twinning in metals and alloys with a hex-
agonal densely-packed lattice has been studied numerous
times in connection with the different conditions of nlas- .1
tic deformation. For example, twinning has been detected
during tension, pressing, rollingand detonation Punching
of polycrystalline crystals of magnesium and its alloys.
Twinning exerts a substantial influence on the properties
of metals. The stresses concentrated at the boundary of
the twin or at the point of intersection of two twins, may
be the reason for the formation of microcracks, and it may
alter the level of the microstresses. As will be shown,
the formation of twins substanially influences the strength-ening process.

Reed-Hill (140] found a complex twinning in single
crystals of magnesium under tension parallel to the Plane
(0001). It was experimentally shown that the part of the
twins forming first along the planes (101) and (1013) are •
retwinned along the plane (1012) in the process of plastic
deformation.

.)

In the investigations of Couling et al [141] a sig-
nificant twinning was observed during rolling of an Mg-Th
alloy. Here the authors showed that when the degree of def-
ormation per operation does not exceed 2%. repeated rolling

•I
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IVI
permits obtaininp sufficiently large total degrees of deform-
ation without fracturing the metal.

Table 17. Twinning Systems in Hexagonal Densely-Packed fletals

I jU~IJIOCICOCN -

I I mnpai.ieWileS)MgynTa,• ci. flOHIIKf~lhuIBU CAKItrh ,

Cd 1.886 1 Io121 (101O1)

. 1.856 IO21 (1l)

Mg 1,623 1 I302: (1011)
130131 (ION2)

4(101-3) (30.32),
(l ll ) (C0126) I

Zr 1.592 (3012) (I0lI)

112 ItO 'T23)

.-Ti 1.587 j IoT21 (IOi
(1121) (0106)
11122) 01i23)I lt•2 <3i3

Bc'. 1,888 {101o2) (101)

1 __ ___
Re 1.614 {101) (11-26)

S10-12) (1oTI)
I (1123)

Co 1.023 610'2) (10I1)

SI
1. Metal
2. Twinning plane thk|il.
3. Direction of displacement (uvtw]
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Figure 60. Projection of the matrix and twin in an hexagonal
densely-packed lattice on the plane (1110). The twinning
plane is (1010) and the direction of the displacement is
El01lJ: I is the layer of the twin; II is the projection of
the matrix; III is the projection of the twin.
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Mechanical twinning takes place at stresses much less
than the theoretical strength of an ideal crystal. Neverthe-less, for the onset of twinning the stresses must be consid-
erably greater than for gliding, and further development of
the process may take place even at lower stresses. Unlike
gliding, for twinning it is difficult to establish the mag-
nitude of the critical displacement stress. The values which
have been derived for the actual twinning stress by various

authors sometimes differ by 100 times 114]. Such scatter is
caused both by methodical errors and because twinninp during
static deformation depends strongly on the presence of stress
concentrators. Local stresses may be formed, for examnle, by
the pile-up of dislocations. Price [143], during the deform-
ation of zinc whiskers, found that the critical twinning
stress is equal to 100 Mn/m 2 (10 kgf/mm2 ) during favorable
orientation and 600 Mn/m 2 (60 kgf/mm2 ) in individual samples.
If we eliminate the influence of the concentrators, then the
necessary stress is 400-650 Mn/m 2 (40-65 kgf/mm2 ). Accord-
ing to the data in [1443,•for the onset of twinning in zinc
whiskers there must be a stress of 500 Mn/m 2 (50 kff/mm2 )
and for growth of the already existing twin it is less than
5 Mn/m 2 (0.5 kgf/mm2 ),

(1)

I "

Figure 61. Dependetce of stress necessary for formation of
twins on energy of packing defects of copper alloys doped
with zinc, aluminum, and germanium [134].

tw 22

1. 1, crw Mn/m 2 (krf/mm2 )

2. y, erp/cm2
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Reference [145] showed that by lowering the deforma-
tion temperature the resistance to twinning in zinc is in-
creased by four-five times. In titanium by lowering the
temperature and pulsed load the twinning planes are modified.
All this indicates that determination of a criticAl twinning
stress involves considerable experimental difficulty. j

By investigating transition metals and alloys on their
base, in reference (146] it was found that the moment of ap-
pearance of twins depends on the magnitude of the effective
stresa. Twins are generated under loads which exceed a car-

tw wihi eem
tain given ma8nitude of twinning stress T €r which is determ-

mned basically by the energy of the packing defects of the
alloy and depends on its chemical composition. The depend-
ence of twinning stress on energy of the packing defects Y was
also mentioned in reference (1343], where copper, doped with
various elements that lower 1, was investigated (Figure 61).
The magnitude of the stress at which the twins are generated
depends on the purity of the crystal. Bochvar et al [147)
established that the stress necessary for onset of twins in
zone-refined bismuth is almost half that of technical bismuth.

K2

O>I (2:

(3) r

rigure 62. Schematic dependence of the critical cleavage =

stress of gliding and twinning on deformation temperature.

1. d3 TdCrd

tw
cr

Decreasing the temperature and increasing the deform-

ation velocity facilitates the development of twinning. With
decrease in temperature a transition is observed from glid-
ing to twinning. This involves a different temperature de-
pendence of the critical gliding stresses 1•r1 and twinning

pendenc of (? ) andtwinn
streses tw) (Figure 62). The euto r2 sstsstess cr eqaio r or
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tied at a certain temperature Td. hen T < T_-Zrl>•tw
d cr Cr'

plastic deformation begins by twinning. ror metals with an
twfcc lattice.for example,-to must be less than the critical

cleavare stress alonp the plane t11l]. Wlhen T > Td Plidinp
tw d

is preferred. Since cr varies more weakly with deformation

velocity, than , "• [148, 149], increasin, I shifts Td to the

region of hipher temperatures.

Just as in all similar cases, in the shavinp of iew
formations it Is interesting to examine the origin and the
propapation velocity of the twin. The secondary velocity,
ma' be represented, for example, as the rate of displacement
of the twinning dislocation along the line OB (see Figure 54).
However it is extremely difficult to obtain such data exner-
imentally. In reference [150] an attempt was made to eval-
uate the linear density of twins, i.e., their number, or rate
of formation per unit of time as a function of the a?ount of
deformation. According to the data in [150], the linear den-
sity grows only up to 2% of the deformation, then remains
constant. These results, however, are contradicted by nun-
erous experiments according to which a high stress is neces-
sary for the onset of twinning. Furthermorp, direct metal-
lographic investigations show that it is mainly the number
of twins that grows with development of the deformation.
Takenchi [151] estimated the rate of propagation of the apex
of the twin in iron in the direction parallel to the shift
<111>. The value of 2.5 mm/psec, which he found, is near
the rate of propagation of transverse waves. In the perpen-
dicular direction the velocity was 6 mm/Psec.

In this case it is more proper to evaluate, as is
done in the majority of works, the rate of propapation of
the twin by experimentally determining the time of its Drop-
agation. Bunshah (152) studied the rate of propagation of4
twins in bismuth, zinc, and iron at various temperatures.
In all cases this rate comprises a significant part of the
rate of propagation of the elastic transverse wave. ror bis-
muth it almost reaches this latter (1800 m/sec), and for
zinc and iron it comprises approximately half. The reasonfor the rapid propagation of twins is the large difference•

in the formation stresses and growth of the layer. It is
interesting that in the deformation of bismuth in the range
from +20 to -1950 C. the rate of propagation of the twin is
practically identical. Analogous results were also found
on iron in the temperature range of -196 o C to +1230 C at
a deformation velocity of 10-4 sec- 1 [151). Thus, growth
in twins is obviously not a thermally activating process.
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At the present time there are no directly experimental
data that determine the influence of deformiation velocity on
the rate of propagation of the twins. But, as has been shown,
the rate of propagation is near the velocity of -the elastic
wave. At the same time, from Chapter 2 it follows that the
velocity of dislocation displacement by 5.ncreaninp the ex-
ternal stress approaches those cane values but does not ex-
ceed them 1. Consequently, we can expect that the increase I
in deformation velocity, Just as the chanpe in temperature,
is not substantially expressed in the rate of nronaation of
the twins.

If we take on the averape the rate of twin nropapation
to be equal to approximately 2000 m/sec and the length of
the twin to be commensurate with a grain size of 20 ,n, then
we find that the time of the formation of the twinned layer
is about 10-8 sec. This time is certainly less than the time
of application of the pulsed load. tfore imnortant, for the
formation of a twin, we nevertheless do not require a stress
in the hundreds or even in the tens of kilobars.

The twinning characteristics in magnesium and the HA-8
alloy on a magnesium base (1.32% 11n, 1.2% Zn, 0.32% Ce) were
studied bu us E108, 109) in the detonation and hydrostatic
punching of half-spheres, having a radius of about 150 mm.
In the billets we grew a grain of about 500 um in size; the
surface of the samples prior to deformation was polished in
15% HNO 3 .

The twins during quasi-static deformation of maFnesium
and the 4A-8 alloy are usually developed from the grain boun-
daries (Figure 63). They have a lenticular loop and within
a single grain they are propagated in one or two directions.
Analogous twins were also detected in reference [126] and
identified as [10123 (1011). Although in the general case
twinning may be accomplished in all six pyramidal planes, in
static deformation it takes place only along those for which
the magnitude of the shearinp stresses reaches a certain
value of 'or for the given twinning plane. Reaching T€ is

cr or
facilitated by the presence of stress concentrators, which
in the given case are the grain boundaries. During pulsed
loading the role of twinning grows significantl' both in
magnesium and in the MA-8 alloy. Under these conditions the
twinning takes place along a greater number of planes; the
number of twins grows by two to three times and they are ar-

1 Supersonic dislocations in this case do not have to be ex-

amined since for the movement of such dislocations we assume
the lack of barriers in the glide plane and for the formation
of twinning dislocations there must be a fixed pole.
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ranged in three to four directions (Figure 64). Here the
deformation twins appear both in the boundary region and di-
rectly in the body of the grain, ite., their generation de-
ponds to a lesser degree on the stress concentration at the
grain boundaries than during quasi-statLc deformation. The
density of the twins n i.e., the number of twins inter-

secting the straight line in one field of the thin section,
during pulsed deformation is increased by almost three times.
If during the quasi%statLc deformation up to 0 9 4, ntw U

2.9, then during pulsed deformation with the same degree of
deformationg nw s 6.6.

SII.

Figure 63a Twinning in magnesium by static deformation. Theindividual twins come from the grain boundaries* Within a
single grain the twins are parallel, thus indicating a singletwinning system. X 300.

Twinning progress**s with increase in the degree of
deformation regardless of the loading velocity, but this pro-
coos take* place more abruptly by detonation punching.

Joshinaga and HorinchL E1533 observed a p~l*-up andsubsequent plow-down of the dislocations in the displacement
plans E110] in the deformation of magnesium. Rather high

stresses were generated in the plans that were partially re-' laxed by bending the crystal along this plane and partially
by extensive twinning along the (10121 under conditions which
are completely uncharacteristic of twinning. This led to a
significant strengthening of the magnesium crystal, similar
to the strengthening of metals with an fcc lattice at thesecond stages although the strengthening for magnesium was

S~G/1O000, which is several times lower than for the fee metals
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Figure 64. Twins in magnesium during detonation defornation,
arranged along four different planes.

In addition to the magnitude of the critical cleavage
stress, one or another twinning system is determined by the
orientation factor. Reed-Hill [155] studied twinning in
zirconium, whose grains had a different orientation of the
basal plane with respect to the applied load. Computation
shows that the maximum of the orientation factor for the

various twinning systems is found .t different angles to
the basal plane (Figure 65 a). The identification of twins
made by the authors in the variously oriented grains, is
shown in the form of histograms on Figure 65 b. The results
agree well with the computed coefficients.

If the twinned layer is oriented such that the slide
vlanes are favorably arranged to the effective stress, it ispossible to have a gliding process inside the twin. Such an

example is shown on Figure 66. Inside the forming twins we
can see traces of base gliding. Probably this may he an 4

illustration of a specific case when, in spite of the vast
twinning, a stress level was retained that is sufficient for
gliding along the basal plane by favorable orientation of
the plane with respect to the applied stress.

The dependence of the width of the x-ray lines of the 4

MA-8 alloy on the degree and type of deformation (Figure 67)
has a slightly unusual form. Even with small deprees of
quasi-static and pulsed deformation (Q Z 2%) the width of
the line (0006) grows by almost three times in comparison
with the original value and then nractically grows no more,
At the same time the width of the line (0002) is monotoni-
cally increased in the entire range of the degrees of defor-
mation.
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Figure 65. Change in the orientation factor (a) for the
various twinning and gliding systems alonp [10103 and dis-
tribution of the number of grains with different systems
of twins (b) as a function of the angle of slope of the
basal plane E155): I. grains without twins ith gliding
along JlOlO3; 11. twins along the plane 1•lZ22; IIIItwins
along the plane t11211; IV. twins along the Plane t10123.

1. Orientation factor 4, Number of grains
2. Gliding 5. Angle between the axis
3. Angle between'the axis of of the load and the plane 4

the load and the plane (0001)
(0001)
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Figure 66. Pulsed deformation of magnesium. Visible are
tracks of the base glide and twins. Inside the twinned
layers is seen the base glide of a lower density than in
the matrix, X 600,

i4.

Figure 67. Dependence of the width of the x-ray lines
(0006) and (0002) of the HA-8 alloy on the deRree and tyne
of deformations 1. dynamic deformation; 2. quasi-static
deformation.

1. A, rad.104g

The results of harmonic analysis on the shane of the
line showed that the size of the blocks of coherent scatter-
ing is decreased with increase in the depee of deformation
(Figure 68). Such a dependence was found repeatedly on many
materials# But the size of the microdeformations (Figure 69)
is also decreased, and its drop is more sharply exnressed
during high-velocity deformation. This somewhat unusual re-
sult can be understood by examining it in connection with
the deformation mechanism at the various stages of the pro-
cess. With small degrees of deformation, although the crit-
ical cleavage stress of twinninp is not yet reached, all the
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Figure 68. Change in the size of the experimental MA-8 alloy
as a function of type and degree of defornation: 1. dynamic .
deformation; 2. quasi-static deformation. ,

deformation takes place by gliding along some sinple system .•
that is most favorably oriented with respect to the external .
stress, During this period, in the absence of a sifficient
amount -of the relaxation processes# the microdeformations .
grow rapidly. But after reaching a given magnitude the ,
stresses are relaxed as a result of the developing process •
of twinning. As~ls clear from Table 15, with an increase •
in the degree of deformation, the twinning role is increased,
which also leads to the dependence shown on Figure 69. This
is manifested especially sharply during hiph-velocity defor-
mation. lohari and Thomas [156] mentioned that the" density
of the dislocations is lowered by the appearance of twins.

.7,

Figure 69. Change in the magnitude of melodeformataons in a
the MA-8 alloy as a result of the type and degree of deform-am
atdon. The symbols ace bhe same as ln sopure 68. s

Titanium is very sensitive io the loadtn throceduee.n
The mechanism of lts deformation varies as a functtion of the
diagram of the stressed stare [157, 1583t the velocity p159c,
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and the deformation temperature [160]. If the deformation
is accomplished by gliding in the process of tension at room
temperature, then a large number of twins is observed durinp
twisting. Increasing the rate of the tension from 0.8 to
24 mm/min significantly intensifies the twinninp nrocessE159].

In our work we investigated type VT-i technically nure
titanium. The billets were subiected to nuasi-static deform-
ation at a velocity of about 10-3 sec- 1 on a hydraulic test-
ting press or on a 1000-ton hydraulic nress.

High-velicity deformation was done either accordinp to
the detonation darain (see Figure C) or by the electomae -de
nethc method described in Chapter 1. In both cases the de-
formation velocity was about 10 sec-1.

For the intermediate deformation velocity (about 10
Ssec-1) we used plastomere, whose design was described in ref-Serence [1613.I

We grew a grain of about 200 pm in size in the billets
vxith the aid of two-fold and three-fold deformation ut to a
ct'itical degree of 7-8% and subsequent annealing at 8000 C.
The surface on which we studied the glide and twin tracks
was first polished in an electrolyte with a composition of 2
80% 112So0 10% HF and 10% H2 0, at a current density of 15 A/cm2

Quasi-static deformation, as already mentioned, begins
from gliding (Figure 70 a). With increase in the depree of
deformation the number of systems included in the glidinp is
increased, and only when • 15-18% (riFure 70 c) do individ-
ual twins appear in a single direction.

ni The mechanism varies sharply in deformation by deto-
nation and during electromagnetic punching. The deformation
is almost completely accomplished by twinning (Figure 71).
Depending on the orientation of the grain with respect to
the effective stress, the twins have a different shave, which
apparently is already due to the rate of growth rather than
to the conditions of twin origin. But in either case quite
a few twinning systems are detected. In grains with wide
twins we can observe any interaction between them withinthe framework of the classification suggested by Startsev,
Kosevich, and Tomlenov [162].

Ul'yanov and Moskalenko [160) assume that the shape
of the twins in alpha-titanium depends on the twinning system.
But they made no identification. A different shape of the
twins under impact tension was also detected in reference
[163]. These authors assume that the shape of the twins is
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Figure t. Do acks in technically oure titanium

typf VT-1 after quasi-static deformation: a. = 5%; visi-
ble are tracks of prismatic gliding-; b. £ : 10%; basal and
pi.smarnic gliding are developed; c. 6 = 18%; twins appear
arranged in one direction. X 500.

"determined by the deformation velocity, assumin'g that at
small velocities the time of applying the load is Freater
and this facilitates growth of the twin. Such an oninion I
is not correct, since it is known that for the development
of twinning we need a significantly lower stress level thanI for the onset, and the time of application of this stress
is undoubtedly greater then the time of the non-diffusion
dib•acement.
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The explanation suggested in reference [163] is not
confirmed by our experiments either* The twins shown on
the two photographs on Figure 71 have been produced in var-
ious grains on one and the same sample deformed by 12% de-
tonation.

By carefully preparing the surface of the thin section
in samples of alpha-titanium it is possible to produce etch-
ing holes which permit identifying the twins and the glide
lines in the individual grains. Depending on the orientation
of the grain of alpha-titanium to the plane of the thin sec-
tion the shape of the etching holes, as shown on Figure 72 a
may be different. For identifica'Zion on a great circle of
projections (Figure 73) from the microphotographs the etching
holes (shaded triangle in the center of the circle) and the
twin tracks oriented toward them are shifted. Since the
sides of the isosceles triangle are tracks of the intersec-
tion of the plane of the thin section with the planes of the
set [10103, then the gnomonic projections of these planes
must lie on the normals to the sides of the triangle (the
thin dotted lines on Figure 73 b). Then we can determine
the position of the gnomonic projection of the basal plane
(0001), which is 900 away from (0110) and from (1010). Thus
the grain orientation has been determined.

Possible twinning planes, as we know, depend on the
type of crystal lattice. Therefore on the great circle of
projections in accordance with the prain orientation we
plot the prorections of the planes which may be the twinning
planes proectitanium it Is feasible to plot the proiections
of the planes J102), [112119 {11723, and (1l1$3. r c

At the same time the stereographic projection of the
twinning plane plotted from the microphotograph must lie on
the normal drawn toward this Plane and passing through the
center of the great circle of projections. On Figure 75 the
twinning planes are identified as (1212) and (1012). The

glide tracks may be identified analogously.

Identification of a large number of thin sections
showed that during quasi-static deformation in alpha-titanium
the twinning takes place only along planes of the set t1012],tw
for which obviously t is minimal. During high-velocity

deformation tita ium in addition is twinned along the planes
[lll] and (11,2, Fine twins, analogous to those shown on

Figure 71, were produced by Reed-Hill and Buchman [1641] in
zirconium and called "zig-zag" twins. Interpretation de-
termined the twinning planes as t10121 and ll l1.
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Figure 71, Microstructure of type VT-1 titanium after high-
velocity deformation. In one grain the twins are arranged
alonS several crystallographic planes, C z 12%, Depending
on t he orientation of the grain the twins have a dif ferent

V shape, X 500.

Twinning in the VT-1 titanium and the OT-4 alloy
(2.92% Al and 1.4% HO) at various deformation velocities
was studied by, Knizhnik [165]. For identification of the
twins in single-phase alpha-titanium type VT-1 the method
described in reference [166] was used also for the identi-
fication of twins. in the OT-4 alloy and an assumption of•
crystallographic correspondence was made, accordinp to
which the particles of beta-titaniun are arranped alonr the
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Figure 73. Identification of twins from the eIchint holes:

a. twins and etching holes in alpha-titanium; b. preat
circle of projections; triangle in the center 13 similar to
the etching, hole; the heavy solid lines are tracks of the
titins; the heavy dotted lines are the normals to the twin-
ning planes; o are the possible twinning. olanes; e are the
indices of the twinning planes vi.sible on the nicrorhot.ogranh.

Planes E10101 of the alpha-phasee !he deform~ation velocityv
vatried from 0,00167 to 600 n/sec. The author assumes that
by tncreasiun, the deformation velocit.y the nunll~e. of twinnnrr
systems is decreased and the twinnins, systems [•1 and
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71[Continued from previous page]

ILII7I

c$

C

rigure 74. Pole figures (0001) of the VT-1 alloy: a. after
rolling; b. after quasi-static deformation; c. after pulsed
deformation.

11021, app arLnf statically are changed after detonation into
lll2 and UL122 for the VT-1 alloy and into [21010 and (2203 3

for the OT-4 alloy.

Twinning along the planes with such large indices is
encountered very seldom, and as a rule, is not confirmed by
further investigations. In magnesium the twins which first
were identified as (3034) [167] were found to be twins (101)
and (1013) which are then retwinned along (1012) [140]. In
reference [165] it would probably be necessary to confirm the
structural correspondence of beta- and alphi-titanium by
electron diffraction, which may change under pulsed loading
conditions.

In recent years analysis of the orientation has been
made not only as a method of describing the isotropicity of
the properties of metals, but also as a method of investiga-
ting the elements of gliding and twinning [146]. Such a
relationship undoubtedly has proper structural nremises, but A
as yet no overall diagram exists which permits making any
quantitative evaluation in each individual case.
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Th6 original sheets of the VT-1 alloy, which we de-
formed by detonation and quasi-statically, had an orientation
that is characteristic of many metals with a hexagonal densely-
packed lattice. The basal plane (0001) was turned by approx-
imately 300 around the direction of rolling (Figure 74). Dur-
in orientation has a common trend, With increase in the de-

gree of deformation a secondary orientation maximum (0001)
appears that forms an angle of about 200 with the plane of
the rolling. But, as we can see from Figure 74 b and c, du-
ring detonation deformation the secondary maximum appears siF-
nificantly earlier. An analogous change in the orientation
was mentioned in references [168, 1693 by doping titanium
with zirconium. The authors associate the appearance of sup-
plementary maxima with change in the effective twinninp sys- .tems,

Twinning in Metals With an fcc Lattice

Twinning in metals and alloys with an fcc lattice is
not such a common mechanism for the relaxation of stresses as
in hexagonal densely-packed metals. Analysis of references
[156, 170-172] shows that the onset of twinning in metals
and alloys with an fcc lattice depends mainly on the follow-
ing factors:

(1) The amount of energy of the packing defects in
* the metal or alloy and correspondingly the degree of doming

of the alloy;

(2) Temperature of deformation;

S(3) Veloci-y of deformation;

(4) Original crystallographic orientation with re-
spect to the effective stress.

The curve for the tension of metals with an fcc lattice
at low temperatures has a characteristic shame with a sepment
of the broken line where twinninp is actively developed (Fig-
ure 75), The formation of twins is accompanied by character-
istic cracking and propagation of Neumann bands over the en-
tire deformed volume. Deformation curves analogous to those
shown on Figure 75 were obtained for the tension of copper
[171) and of alloys of copper with rallium and germanium [172).

With increase in the deformation velocity in several

metals, and especially in alloys, twins an"ear alonp the nlane
of the octahedron at room temperature and even at eleva•t,
temnerature L173, 156, 101] and fron a certain value o!- the
velocity (or value of the peak pressure) this nrocens nro-
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Figure 75. Stress-strain curve for the Au+1O% Ag alloy at
77.30 K E172].
1, IT, Hn/m 2 (kgf/mm2

gresses: the contribution of twinning to the overall defor-
mation grows. The pressure, at which twinning begins, varies
in wide ranges for the various metals and alloys. A definite
relationship is seen between this pressure and the energy of
the packing defects (Table 18). On the Cu-Al alloy E156] it
is shown that the density of the twins is increased with in-
crease in pressure, and the thickness of the twinned layer
is decreased.

Table 18. Critical Pressure Corresponding to the Onset of
Twins During Pulsed Deformation for Alloys With
Different Packing Defect Energy

M I !
(1)aa (2) (3 (4)Yevu

NI -J8 350 11731
Fe+ 29% Ni -,100 220 [l0l]
_ _ _ _ _ _ IlI

Cu 70 16-28 11561Cu + 1,1% At 50 12--25
Cu + 2,2% AI 35 6-12
Cu + 8,19% Al 2,5 <6

1. Hetal or alloy 3. Pcr for onset of twins, kbar

2. er/cm2 4. Literature source
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In accordance with the twinning model of Venables [133, "1
1343] the critical cleavage stress of displacement during twin-

ning ?tw depends on the energy of the packing defects 1, thecr
Burgers vector of the partial dislocation S12 the coefficient
of the stress concentration n and on the radius of the half-
loop of the packing defect a 0

nctw oil
n -- + (60)

But the value of 2a 0 may be equated to the length of

the dislocation line e, the motioh of which under the effect
of the applied stress is determined by the familiar relation-
ship T x GB/f. Substituting this value into formula (60), we
have (

Ttw YT - .. (61)

The presence of the concentration factor explains why,
in the individual regions of the crystal, twinning is ob-
served and in others with the same density of dislocations
there are no twins. For quasi-static deformation Venables
assumes n ) 3 wherein n may vary as a function of •, During
pulsed deformation E156], even assuming n a 1, the computa-
tional data are found to be slightly lower than the experi-
mental data (see Figure 76). In other words, under conditions
of pulsed loading, the role of the stress concentrators is
significantly reduced.

As follows from the dislocation twinning model, the
formation of twins in an fcc lattice is directly related to
the activation of transverse gliding. Table 19 shows data
E137] on twinning in metals with an fcc lattice as a function
of the quantity G53 /A (where A is the energy of activation of
transverse gliding).

It is still difficult to establish from which of the
values the better correlation is established for the criti-
cal twinning stress: with the energy of the packing defects
or with the energy of activation of the transverse gliding.
But we do know that these values are interrelated.

For single crystals the pressure necessary for twin-
ning depends to a significant degree on the crystallographic
direction, According to the data of DeAngelies and Cohen
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Figure 76. Dependence of the critical impact pressure, nec-
essary for the appearance of twins, on the energy of packing
defects; the vertical segments are plotted from the experi-
mental data [156]; the points on the line are comnuted from
formula (61).

2I1. Pcr' kbar 2. •' erg/cm2

,3
Table 19, Dependence of Twinning on the Value of Gb /A I

Meuama wA clMaas PbI/A OGpa&0aousm ASO It.UKOR
fill __1 (2)) A

Al 32 He odpasywtra
Ni 12
Pb 9,4 (3)

Ni-+ 40% Co 8.7 OpaayMcs n;4 •HN-
xo1 _enepype_._

Cu+ 1% Ge 7,5 Jierxo o6pa3yxy c
Ag 5,3-7.6

S5,3 (5)
NI+ 5% Cu 4,6

Au 4.1
Cu+ 33% Ce 4.0

1, Hetal or alloy 4. Formed at low temperature2. Formation of twins 5. E~asily formed

3, None formed

E17439 ff the deformation takes placa in the direction [1003t"

the twine appear at 145 kbar; if this direction of deformationS~~is. Jll], then they appear at 200 kbar,

Verbraak [101] deformed copper under a pressure of
220 kbar, applying a load in different crystallogranhic di-
rections. The largest number of twins, arranged along the
octahedral faces, was seen in the deformation of copper in
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the direction [113), there were fewer twins and twinning sys- '

tems by loading alon, the L100) and no twinning took place
under the effect of the shock wave in the direction [110).
Twinning by deformation along [113) Is explained mainly by
the fact that in this case a maximal effective stress is
generated on the octahedral planes.

The opnosite result was found by' smith [175, l16J,
who observed abundant twinning during defornation alonl,
[1101 and an absei.7e of twins under the effect of the shock
wave alonp [113). The reason for such contradictor, results
becomes clear if we examine the conditions of the exnerinents.
In Verbraak's experiments two samples arranred one on the
other were subjected to the effect of a shock wave. Under
these conditions the interference tension vas connletel,
damped in the lo'ar sample, and the upper sample was sub-
Jected only to compression. In Smith's experiments the sample
was deformed actually under the effect of the expansion wave,
and as a result of the polar mechanism of twinning in these
tests the opposite result was obtained.

An effective method of studying the twinned layers is
analysis of electron-diffraction patterns.

In nickel, because of the high energy of the packing
defects, twins are forned only under high pressures, and
the twins are so fine that they are not resolved under ordi-
nary optical magnification [177). Holder and Thomas [173),
under the same deformation conditions as in reference [177)
at a pressure of about 350 kbar, detected in nickel a system
of very fine twins (about 0.05 jm), which they were able to
see only with the aia of electron diffraction. The [1113
plane was the twinning plane.

In the development of plastic deformation the glide
bands or twins must interact with one another or with the
barriers existing in the grains. Pogrebnoy and Zhak [178)
assume that the twinning is acconpanied by more complex and
diverse local defornations that gliding. This assumes es-
pecially great significance during high-velocity deformation
since it is related to the large volume of twinning and to
higher peak pressure. The authors of reference r1793 oh- :1
served, in stainless steel during loading at a velocity of

10 -10 sec , a transition of the dislocations and the
glide lines through the tv:inned boundaries, and the onset
of glide bands in the matrix due to the high concentration
of stresses as a result of twinning.

Subsequent deformation by twinning and glidinp was
observed by Verbraak [101) on an alloy of iron with 29% Ili.
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This alloy with an fcc lattice war, delorr.ed I)y a shock wave
at a pressure of 220 kbar in the direction [1131. As is clear
from the nicronhotorranh (:irure 77) the twins travelinr alonr
the octahedral nlanes, are intersected by the rlide linen,
travelinp from the twin to the matrix. Such a nicture was
observed by us in riarnesiur (see T"irure 66). In all nroba-
Oility,the .lidin, was forr.ed after twinning. At the initial
n.orent of loading the i.rain was not Iravorably oriented for
plidinpý However as a result of twinninr the octahedral plane
AF is set un such that Flidinp is found to lie nossible alon'
[110), and the externally applied stress was partially re- A
laxed, but remained a:t a level sufficient for gliding. rflid-
ing reaches the twin-matrix boundary and continues in the ma-
trix along the line BC.

ripure 77. rormation of plide bands in twins of the alloi, Fe "
+ 29% N:i [101]. As a result of' tinninp, a more favorable ori-
entation for g1idinp alonp "Llll] <ii10> w~as formed. X. 125,

The reverse picture was observed on silicon iron Ciao]
-- glidinp preceded twinninp. Theoretically such a sequence
is possible at the proper tennerature and deformation velocity
when Ttw > V,'1

cr cr"

It is interestinr to note that the sirn of the apnlied
stress (contraction or exnansion) may abruptly chanpe the
character or the processes takinp, place in de formation. In
the described works of Varbraak the sampl]es were sub:•ected to
connression. By expansion in the same *re-Ni alloy instead of.
twinninr, and consequently riidinp, a nartensite transforma-
tion was observed.:

A

q
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Twinning in Metals With a bcc Lattice

In metals with an fcc lattice, though twinninp becomes
possible only under sharply limited conditions and is very
sensitive to the energy of the packing defects, in metals
with a bcc lattice this method of relaxation of stresses is
encountered rather often and in a number of instances deter-
mines the properties found. Just as in the deformation of
metals with hexagonal densely-packed and fcc lattices, in-
creasing the deformation velocity facilitates the development
of twinning in metals and alloys havinr a bcc lattice.

Tardif-et al [181) deformed cylindrical samples of
iron at a pressure up to 400 kbar. -At a length of 5 mn from
the site of contact with the cast plate a maximal hardness
wa-s produced. Only the surface layer-itself had a sliphtly
reduced hardness.

This may be due to the fact that in the contact layer
as a result of friction a rather high temperature is developed(accordinr to Schekhtnan's 2 data, durinp impact loadinp of
copper and molybdenum up to 200 kar in the surface layer
with a thickness of about 0.5 mm the temperature of recrys-
tal-lization is reached).

HV16

220 *

1400

,oo 0 (2)

0 to 0 0 40 50 so 70 89 SD
( OCCMVNMU 1M )fnA epxIocmu MoVmoMma,M f

Figure 78. Hardness of iron (1) and number of twins (2) at
various distances from the contact surface [181).

1. Distance from contact surface 2. I!unber of twins

I

2 Private comnunication
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The hardness, naximal near the contact surface, drops
in proportion to the distance fron this surface (riF-ure 78),
and the number of twins in the Frains is reduced. Obviously
in this case the level of hardness is penerally deternined
by the twinning process.

J

qa

A

Fir.ure 79. Twinning in single crystals of rolylidenunt under
imnact loadin, at a pressure of 200 kbag a. in the direc-: tion [110]; twinninr, tak,-i place over two svnters; 1). 1 n

the direction [1121; twins are seen that are arranged alonr
four systems; A, B, C, and D are different twinninp systems.

To realize twinning in crystals with a hoc lattice we
must have a significant pile-um of dislocations in the nlane
11123. One of the essential results of the effect of the
shock wave consists of the creation of a hirh dislocation
density along the twinninr plane.

at Verbraak [10&) deformed single cr-,staln of mol'hbdenur
at pressures of 20-30 kbar. The intensitl., of the twinning
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under these conditions to a significant degree depended onthe direction of the effective stress, although not a sinple
orientation was detected at which twinning would commonly be

absent.I tw During deform ion in the direction [110] in the two
twinning systes f11121 <111>, the coefficients of orientation
were equal to 0.47 and in accordance with this the twinning
took place along two systems (Figure 79 a). By applying an
impact stress along the [112) it is possible to have an ef-
fect from seven systems, of which two have an orientation
factor of 0.41, three have 0.32, and two have 0.16 (Fipure
72 b). We know that the probability of twinning is decreased
as the temperature is elevated. This is due not so much to
the change in the kinetics of the twinning itself, as to the

shar decrease in'4 gl* The sane dependence is also retained
cr

at high deformation velocities. Twinning in molybdenum,
which is extensive at room temperature, sharply drops if
the deformation is carried out at 3000 C, and ceases cam-
pletely at 5000 C. In this case all the deformation takes
place by gliding.

in 1958 Davidenkov [183] w:as the first to show on
armco iron that if two deformation operations follow one af-
;er the other, then the first to some derree determines the
mechanism of the second. Single crystals of molybdenum [101)
"prior to detonation deformation were loaded quasi-statically
with a small degree of deformation for identification of the
gliding. During subsequent detonation deformation, at a
pressure of 20-40 kbar, rliding was also observed instead
of the twinning that is usual for these conditions.

Zukas and Fowler [184) subhected sanples of iron to
impact loading after annealinr and after preliminary rolling
with reduction of 10, 20, 30, and 50%. A pressure up #to 750
kbar was applied in the direction perpendicular to the di-
rection of rolling. Here regardless of the nagnitude of ap-
plied oressuzo the nunber of Frains with twine was decreased
with increase in the degree of preliminary deformation (Fri-
ure 80). The authors also observed a deperdence of the num-
ber of grains on the direction o9 thle shock wave, which in
our view probably is determined by the orientation produced
after rolling.

In the Twinninf of-two-phase materials a number of
specific problens arise, On the one hand the influence of
the secondary phase is manifested by twinning in the matrJx.
This is especially noticeai~le in that cass when the secondary
phase has a high hardness. On the other hand, the question i
arlses as to succession of the secondarv nhase cf the stiess
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relaxation mechanism created by the external load, and the
stresses generated at the boundary of the two phases as a
result of plastic deformation in the first phase.

t "f f 8f tX JL"& I"

rtgure 80, Influence of preliminary rolling at room tenper-
ature on the number of twinning grains of iron during deto-
nation [1843; pressure of the detonation wave: 1. 650 kbar;
2* 500 kbar; 3. 300 kbar; 4, 45 kbar, .

1, Number of twinning grains, 2. Degree of defornation
during rolling, !

Bowden and Kelly [185] in the pulsed deformation of
steel with 0*99% C at a pressure of 200 kbar observed twins
of two ty is, Part of the twinned layers in the alnha-phase
led to a displacement In the nei~hborIne, cenentIte grains

(Figure 81 a), and part did not result in such displacement
(Figure 81 b). Crystallographic investigation of the orien-
tation showed that succession of the deformation by cementite
is possible only with a given crystallographic correspondence.
In order that the displacement of the type shown on Figure 81
a take place, it is necessary that the directions [Mi]* and.
[•1113, corraspend to the directions r011F3C and [1111•3 .

Hlehl et al [186], by examining the displacements in
cementite of perlite and in hypereutectoid cementite, cane
to the conclusion concerning the structural correspondence •
of this phase found in various structural components, Prob-
ably t he method of dynamic loading with different deformation
stress may be used in two-phase materials for evaluation of
the structural correspondence. For this purpose it is ex-
tremely effective to use electron diffraction identification*
of the twins by studying the thin twinned layers.
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Firure 81. Twinninp in steel wtith 0.99% C [1851: a. tiwinnfnr
in the alpha-phasc leads to a shift in the cercntite; b. ro
shift in the cementite.

Figure 82. Electron *iffraction nattern taken from the matrix
and twin in low-carbon nartensite. Acceleratinp voltare of
100 kV.

rigure 82 shows an electron diffrnction pattern taken
from quenched samples of low-carbon steel. A certain volume
of the matrix was n eiodent on the cross section o* the electron
beams the alvha-solution of iron and the twinned layer. Tn
accordance with this, on the electron diffraction nattern
(Figures 82 and 83) we can discarn the cell obtained from :
reflections from the matrix (sclid lines on ripure 83), and
the cell produced fron the twin. With respect to the fact;
that one of the twinninp planes of the set [1123 is common,
part of the reflections belonps both to the matrix and to the
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nattern taken from the tin is that the reflections fron the

twin are shifted by -a certain distance with respect to the
basic refle'tIons (in the first series by 1/3 o.f the size
of the matrix c-ll, In the second by 2/3, etcetera) and are
arrang.ed synmetrically with the reflections grom the matrix
relative to the -track of the twinning plane. The compute-
tions of the electron diffraction patterns have boon studiedIn detail in re.ference [187•.1

x 3
N 60o X A X

vi; 211

riure 83. Dia•.ran of• the electron diffraction pattern shown
on Figure 82. Axis of the zone [131): o reflections from
the matrix; x = reflections from'the twin; t = reflections
obtained from double diffraction;

1. Track of the twinninp plane (112)

At the present time the majority of metals havinr more
or less wide-spread practical use, have been investiated
under conditions of high-velocity deformation. Nlevertheless
it is still difficult to create a classification that will
define the groups of metals characterized by identical be-
havior under conditions of high-velocity defornation. In
addition to the type of crystal lattice, the behavior of
metals and their alloys durinp hiph-tennerature deformation
Is determined by the melting noint and the point of recrys-
tallization, the energy of the packin, defects, the presence
or absence of a phase transition in the range of pressures
investigated, and by other factors. An attempt to classify
metals based on their behavior under conditions of hirh-
velocity deformation was made by D)ieter [188). However, in
recent years much new material has been accumulated. In Table
20 the metals and alloys are distributed in different groups.
We stress those which are most characteristic of their "struc- 4
tural behavior" durin, high-velocity deformation.
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[Continued from previous pare]

21. re+29% ~Ii [101) Hadfield steel £196]
22. Stainless steel [197)
23. Invar
24. High-velocity defornation exerts no influence
25. Monel [197)
26. •ii -- twins are formed only when P ) 350 khar [173)

k.t

'V

'2 4 4

j

1

:I
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CHAPTER 4

STRENGTHENING OF tMETALS BY HIGH-VELOCITY DEFORMATION

The characteristics of the mechanism of hiph-velocity
defornation to a significant degree deternine the formation
of the structure which to some derree differs fron the struc-
ture of the metals deforned under conditions of quasi-static
loading. These structural differences deternine the proper-

ties of the metal in the process of high-velocity loading
itself (dynamic properties), and also the nroperties of the
deformed material (deformation strengthening). Thus, the
data given in the present chapter should he treated in con-
nection with the processes described in Chapters 2 and 3.

1. Basic ConceEts of the Strengthening Mechanism

A definite difference exists in the physical and en-
gineering concepts of the strength of metals. The first is
defined as the crystal structure of a metal, and in the ab-
sence of structural defects (or with a very small concentra-
tion of then) leads us to the value of the theoretical
strength, determined by the interatomic bonds. With increase
in the concentration of defects, capable of being displaced
alonp the crystal, the strength drons. But if the operation
of plastic deformation is treated as the displacement of dis-

t locations, then in principle we can represent such a state
when the dislocations existinp in the cry'stal will be de-
prived of the capacity to travel, and in this case we can
find as high a strength as te wish, all the tiay un to the
theoretical.

H•owever, such a physical concept of strenpth (described
of course quite schematically for clarity of comparison) is
inapnlicable in the engineerinr sense, where by strength tie
mean the cavacity of the naterial to absorb an external load
without significant plastic deformation and fractnre. But
the total slow dowin of all the existinr dislocations in a
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conponent found in a real stressed ntate, loads to its br~t-
tie fracture and the ava..able reserve of strenrth is not

uSeo. Conse luently, it doe; not Foilow to atterint to reach
a state near the theoretical s;tren-th in the ra 4 orit-, 04'

real objects.

To estinate the real strenrth or metals and all,, 't

"s not sufficient to I.now only the concentrat'on or defects.
In a number of instances such characteristics; as the d.str.-
bution of dislocations, the annr.es or diorirntat~nn or the
subrrains, the structure of' the houndaries and the interaction
of the dislocation with the extrinsic atorr..deternine the real
Properties of the metals even to a larrer derree than .ocs the
density of derect".

:!echanical strenrlheninr in the process of plastic, de-
formation is the end result of the relaxation of externall1'!
anplied stress, i.e., rld'inr and twinninp, and it is rani-
fasted in the change in nacrosconic nroperties, in narticular,
strenpth.

4

( 1

LA

Figure 84. Typical stress-strain curve for sinrle crystals
with an fcc lattice: 1. eletic deformation; 2. stare I

S5.10" G; 3. stage TI 1- 0 l-2 n,; 4. stare TIl.

1. T'c

In describing, the Process of strengtheninp it is nest

convenient to use the well-known curve of.deformation in the
coordinptesG -S for single crystals with an fcc lattice (r- p-
ure 84). This curve describes three stapes of defornation:
the stage of easy glide, when the strengthenin, is nininal,
then the stage of linear strenrthening sthen the coefficient
of strenfthening reaches a maximnun, and the stare of para-
bolic strengthening. However, seldon does the defornation
curve for single crystals, let alone the deformation of
polycrystals, have the described classical shane. The temp-
erature and stseed of the test, the orientation and chenical
composition of the single crystals, the state of the surface
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of the san.tle, and other factors ral, nvhstan.,all" .n-luonce
the shane of this curve. Ievertheless, the influence of
"various factors and connarison of the b,ehavior or noetals
with different t.,es of cr',stal lattice can he t.one conven-
iently, in the usual terns of this curvc-.

Stare -. Two nuantities characterize this 'tape:
the extent and the coefficient of strenrthening dd/d8. Ilu-
Teroui structural invesniations have shown that this stace
of deformation is accompanied by the develonrment oF -lidinr

over the primary s,,stem with enerpence onto the free surface
of the crystal of fine narallel glde tracks. The character-
istic parameters of plid!inr at stage I are shown on Table 21.

Table 21. Glide narameters for Stare T of the Deformation of

t!etals and Alloys Wlith an fcc Lattice [60]

Me~a~j TeKnepaMypa I AelCy I Aauxa 1 Gera
Mail RaN c.A,, Ae4op-Azv.. ! ; I (A) ANCAOKI N 1, .uX

( 1) (2) ICKab~eHIN, (()4A )
(3) - _ _ _ -

Ni -183 80(500) 1010
Ni+20% Co 20 50,500) 1010
NI+ 40% Co 20 22(220) -

NI + 5016 Co 602(200) 5A 0
Cu -- 183 38 (364,' 710

1. Metal or alloy
2. Temperature of deformation, oC 0
3. Distance between effective elide planes, n, (A)
4. Length of path of the dislocation, pr

The amount of the shift in the Plide tracks is apnroximately
3-5 nn (30-50 ?). Serer et al [98), usinp electron micro- .
scopic investigations, showed that the length of the glide
lines and the distances between them are constant throughout
staie I. Here the averale size of the loops coming from
one source also renains constant. On this basis the conclu-
sion was made that at the stage of easy elide the forming
looms can never be treated as a flat pile-un of dislocations.
Based on the described model, Serer gives a formula for de-
termining the slope of the curve of strenrtheninF for stage
I: this slope represents the strengthening factor:I•

Edo 80( A(62)Z
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..here d 5:s the d':;rtnce between planes, In which the sources
act or the distance betweoen 7l-de tracks on the su?;face of
the cr%:';tal; L is the size or the nath of the di'location
loons; 'j is the shiift modulus.

;or conner the siore of the curve is erual to 0.7-0.75 -k- nn .

9407 5 2 42

It20l].2

to(- 43
32 n2

* 42
40, 37,

The stress at which the stare of easy !-lide -.-ins

corresponds to the stress of tran~ition from tile elastj . de-
formation to plastic. The conditionaliti., of this trauzsition
does not permit uniquely deternininr the value of %c"Usu-
ally this value in assuned equal "to (10-5- 10" )G. It is often
measured experimentally by extrapolation of the segment of
the stage of easy glide on the ordinate axis.

From the above it follows that the necessary conditions 4
for the formation of easy plide is the efbect of none sinple
preferential glide syster, i.e., the assurance of a relatively
barrier-free displacenent of the dislocations alonp the rlane.
Hlence it is obvious that the extent of the stape of easy
glide must have a clear dependence on the orientation of-the '
single crystal in the direction to the external applied stress.

Numerous experimental data conf•irm 'the- validity of' i4'
these definitions, ripure 85 gitves the curves for the defor-nation of single crystals of silver, oriented differently in
a standard stereotraphsc trianle n As is clear froe Tables
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12 and 14, in the orientations of the crystal [111) and [100),
eight glide systems are found under identical conditions with
respect to the applied load due to the equal oriehtation fac-
tor, It is natural that In these and similar cases te can
never expect any sizable region of easy glide; this is con-
firmed by the path of curves 40 and 49 on rigure 85. However
in the limits of the standard triangle there are fields where
the orientation factor is sharply differentiated. For ex-
ample, for orientations near [1i0o, the orientation factor
for the majority of glide systems is equal to zero or very
insignificantly differs from zero. In this case (see curves
37 and 33 on Figure 85) the stage of easy glide nay be suf-
ficiently large -- it has an extent of 20-30%. On copper,
at 930 K, it was possible to increase the easy glide up to
40% [202].

3Z $

Figure 86. Displacement stress-displacenent strain curves
for cadmium single crystals (99.9999%) at 770 K [203:.

1. T', Mn/m2 (kgf/mm2

In the majority of hexagonal densely-packed netals

for which c/a is greater than or near the value of 1.633
(and also in beryllium with c/a = 1.568) the plide takes
place preferentially alonp the basal plane, as a result of
which the stage of easy glide may reach 500%. But also for
the hexagonal metals the extent of stage I Is determined by
the orientation of the crystal (see Fifure 86). flost favor-
able for the basal glide is the deviation of the basal plane
from the surface of the sample by l0-20o. For such metals
as zinc and cadmium the deformation diagrams are basically
similar to the corresponding diagrans for the fcc metals
and it may be assur'ed that the strengthening nechanisn here
is also identical. The only difference is that in the hex-
agonal densely-packed crystals the strenrtheninp factor is
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significantly smalle, than in the fcc crystals. Consequently
a larger number of aislocation loops reaches the surface.

t)$23K

283

,I)

Figure 87. Influence of temperature on the stress-strain
curves of copper [202).

1. 2', Mn/m 2 (kgf/nm2 )

Analysis of the influence of deformation temperature
on the behavior of metals at the first stage is more complex.

The most convincing data were found in reference [20)
on copper single crystals with an orientation near [110), i.e.,
with a relatively large region of easy rlide. From the re-
sults shown on Figure 87, it is clear that by lowerinp of
temperature from 823 to 930 K the rerion of easy plide is
greatly increased, but the strenpthening factor is not
changed. Analogous results were found in other works [205,
206). They nay be explained in the following ranner. We
know that the critical cleavare stress prows with reduction
in temperature. At the same tine, although durinp. gliding
at the first stage the majority of dislocations emerpe on
the surface of the crystal, part of them are nevertheless
slowed down near xhe barriers, creatin- a field of stresses.
It is mainly this slowing down which determines the small but
final value of the strengthening at the first stage. The
stresses generated facilitate reaching the critical stress
In the secondary systems, the effect of which is necessary
for formation of'stable confipurations of the Lomer-Cottrell
type and for the formation of thresholds. At lost tempera-
tures a higher level of stresses must be created because of
the temperature dependence of r

An analogy is usually made between the eoffect vhich
the reduction In tomnerature exerts on the deformation and
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the increase in deformation velocity. In anumber of cases
such an analogy is justified and often suported by the iden-
tity oi the structural changes taking place. Uowever such
similarity can not be assumed all the time and always be used.

• •11 '0 g' •,(2) i.CCK r'

Figure 88. Influence of defor'mation velocity on the streng.th- '

ening factor of zinc [204•.
1. dir/de, 11n/n2 (kgf/mn2 2• . sec"I

Leu us examine the influence of deformation velocity ,

on gliding at stage I. The strengthening, factor at stage 7

depends on deformation velocity. As follows from Fipure 88,
in the velocity range from 10-4 to 10-3 sec-1 , the strength-
ening factor of zinc varies significantly less than in therange from 10-2 to 10 sec-I. ,,

However the velocity dependence of the strengtheninpfactor, is determined not only by the velocity range but also '

by the orientation of the crystal. In reference [100] it was
shown that in nickel single crystals with orientation [110)
and [111) in the direction of the effective stress the in-
crease in deformation velocity, does not lead to additional
strengthening. But with orientations of the type rA12], when
the orientation factor has different values for thu different 3,

glide systems, the influence of deformation velocity is found
to be opposite to the effect of reducing the deformation tenD-
erature, and namely, for producrnp the same degree of defor- A
mation by high-velocity loading a hipher level of stresses is
required. In this case the first stage in fact is virtuall.-
absent. Thus, increasing the deformation velocity raises
the strenrthening factor but only in those single crystals
in which the orientation factors are different for the dif-
ferent glide systems.

According to the data of Boas and Schmid 1207) and
LUcke et al [208), increasinp the deformation velocity also
increases the strengtheninp factor in hexagonal metals.

!I
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The deformation diayrar of metals vith a 1'cc lattice
is similar to the deformat~or diarram o4 Fcc metals onli in
that case when the !,cc metals C contain ver., 7e%! innurit''en.
If the irvt-ction impurities aro present "n these ..cc mctal.
in amounts that are characteristic of technically nure me-
tals, then the diagram becores s.nilar' to the expans-ion di-
agram for poli.cristals.

In the deformation of molvcr,-;talli.ne samnles the
stage of Pasy r.lide is almost alwa-s absent. ror the rias-
tic deformation of grains found In contact with one another
without the formation of a hand, in each ,rain, several
Flide systems must act sinultaneousl,, in the 7,eneral cas:e
no less than five, accordinr to the rule o' Ta-lor-lieses.
Such condition naturally contradicts the mechanism of easy
glide.

Stage I1. This stare of glide beFins at that moment
when a large number of systems are included in the plidinr 0
and are oriented differently with respect to the anpliedstress. The inter.action of dislocations, belonrinr to dif-
ferent planes produces the "ormation of stable configura-
tions (sessile dislocations of Loner-Cottrell, dinoles,
thresholds, etcetera). This involves a decrease in the length
of the free path of the dislocation L, which at the second
stag,. according to Seger, is determined by the formula

L =A ( - *.( :
(63)

where A. is a constant equal to about 4.10 cm; is the
amount of deformation in the limits of stage II; 6• is the
amount of deformation corresponding to the end of stare I.

Although, as Klerboro and Kharprivs (58) show, orien-
tation influences the second deformation staye to a lesser
degree than the first one; the strenpthenin, factor at the
second stage grows noticepbly only in that case if the orien-
tation deviates from [110) toward [111] and toward (1001 or
is near the boundary [iii]-[l00].

Lindholm and Jeakle,, (2091 studied" strenrthening of
aluminum single crvstals havinr the orientatin shown on
Figure 89, which also determined the number of effective
Ilide systems. Table 22. shows only such glide nlanes for
,hich the values of the orientation factor comnrises no less

.. 90% of the maximal value. ripure 90 gives the strain-
a's curves, plotted for various deformation velocities,

f'ering from one another b:" approximately five orders of
magnitude. Analysis of these curves shows that in quasi-

-3 1lstatic deformation (3.3.10- sec- ) the influence of orien-
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t.-it ion 16r in faict wil .t c -~nsf rn " ic.ent , the slonco V~ the r itrvc,,
a dr ro x i matc 1* .d cfnt 1. crJ 1 lUt ~it A cle nry-'at Jon vnloc.1t,ý' nf

ii.iC)Ut Li.411 * ~ c 1 0 C the dif~ero~(nce Iienor.onn r~ultr. rnul,ntnntia1.
The rreatest ctf-ect o.' volocit-.' I.r. seen Tin *~nrl cr;'Irtialr.,
in the ori.ontiit ion of which ai)~!r nurlher or, r13cdo systerm

Wivr'c t he number of rl ide -1t,-, . low ;ind th ho r-* entat ion
!actor differs; no nore than 0.01 -- the tn!:eert of' dcrcorrintion
vclocitv wns -I.ound to b7e minim~al. Thus, our -r ;cotrc1, on
nickel [100] and( reference [:2091 on n~imiu dcfi.ne the con-
clit ions tinder which the c-Ffact o.1 veooet-' ti.!'i additional
5trenrthen Lnr in the~ leforriation of sinr'3 cr-,stils.

A',A

.A 202

*A23
A171 *A31

ris'urc 89. Original. orientation 04? alur'intn sin.ntlecrysta1s

~h400(-40)---
r.200(-20) 4-- 7/t1

x 74 A-1

44I'

200(-20) - - - t-

A7 A7Jo
0 0.02 0,04 0,00 0.08 0,10 0 0.02 Poo 406 40$ 0,10 0 402 0,04 0,06 0.0840,

- MCMUMMOw #eOOm0pMUuR ( 2)-

ripure 0., Stresn-strain citrve for al.uninurn nroducd. .It dif-
ferent londinr valocitien, sec-1 : 1. 425; 2. 435; 3. 1450;
4. 465-9 5. 4759- 6. Soo-; 7. 3.33.10-3.

%tress 1 2 2 2.Tu eoatn
1. True Otc~ ,?n/m (k,.f /r~m ) 2 red~rai
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'"able 22. Value.s of the Orientation ractor for rlide Sv.-
tens of th-e ";ile Cr",;tal,; shown on Firur• 89

- ~Ir fl oceci ,,,,nau(;He) 0. ,••. • . tp•N_)j Xi, e.,osA

A4 (i) I,(Toll 5 31 0,36
(il) (011) 66 310.35

i (-11) (TO7 l 4 40 0.45.A7 ('f1) [1011 4 51 0,45

: T:i a2 0.44
(i[il 56 38 0.44

(Ii) 11011 53 43 0.44
(I tr) [ll 53 48 0,40
(T 1) 11011 50 47 0,44

AI7 (ill) (11/I 50 48 0.43
(1f1) olil) 55 42 0,43
Oil) (1o0] 55 47 0,39
(401) [Oll so 42 0,39

A20 I 11 1101 59042

I (ti) ItOl •cited•

Of 1) I]O0 1 1 35 0,47II
(nn oi 4 5 1 0,49

A23~ ~ ~ I 11 11 0 5- 34

3 (111) (01101 40. 50 0.49
(i 1l) (Oil) 42 .48 0,50

lte1. Sample 3. oldde i2. Plane and direction of glide 4. Jder

The experimental data cited nertain to crystals with
an fcc lattice. A similar analysis nay also be made for me-
tals with other crystal lattices. We must only discern in
the storeopranhic trlanj.le those repions in which the ori-

entation factor for the various plide systems has different
numerical values.

Stae ,III. The onset of rlude stape IIT is charac-
terized, bythe fact that the metal is already found under
the influence of a rather hiph stress with a hirh disloca-
tion density, accumulated in the course of the second stape,
ItHere a rather intense nlastic deformation berins in the no-
tal without furtl'er noticeable incr.ease in the external load.
The strenptheninr factor at thin stare drons sharrly.

* -l6l- v
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It is obvious that the significant increase in plas-
tic deformation must be due to some new mechanism of disloca-
tion displacement. One of the possible exnlanations of this
phenomenon is that under the influence of a high stress the
dislocations finally were able to overcome the barriers that
prevented their displacement. In this case the value of the
dislocation path must be increased. However such an exnla-
nation is found to be in contradiction to the exnerimental
data. Many investigators in studying the deformation nro-
cess showed that at the second and third stares the lenfth
of the glide lines is also decreased with the development
of plastic deformation. But if the extent of the glide
lines is decreased, consequently the path of the individual
dislocation is also decreased.

Using direct electron microscopic observations on thin
foils, Ilirsh [210] and other researchers showed that with the
onset of stage III a cellular dislocation structure is formed,
Several boundaries of the cells are arranged parallel to the
glide planes, and others in the direction perpendicular to
the glide plane.

by An explanation which satisfies the experiment was given
by Seger [211). Accordinr to Seger, at stape III the disloca-
tions do not overcome the resistance of the barriers, but a
transverse glide of Burgers dislocations takes place, as a
result of which first a cellular structure is formed and
second the Burgers component, disnlaced to the parallel plane,
becomes the new Franck-Reed source, if the stress determined
by formula (25) exists in this vlane.

Thus, at glide stage III under the effect of a hirh
stress there is first of all a redistribution of the dislo-
cations called "dynamic recovery". The stress which is nec-
essary for dynamic recovery depends strongly on temnerature.
Analogous nrocesses, if they take olace arter unloading, arn
called static recovery. Since transverse plidinp in a therm-
ally activating process, the amount of the critical stress
of transition from the second stare to the third Or ITh) has

a clearly expressed denendence on terierature (I'Irure 91) and,
as Sokolov [212] showed, increases with increase in deforria-
tion velocity.

rurthermnore, for metals with an rcc lattice the de-
nendence of this value on the energy o" the rackinr cefects
is determined:

----- - --- -0 - -- -* )



whereIII( is the stress at 00 K; n is the averape number

of dislocations around the barrier; I is the enerr•y of the
packing defects.

The value of! r1 1 1 ( 0 ) nay be evaluated fron the exneri-

mental determination of t1II at a given temperature T and the

value of the enerry of activation of the transverse plide UM(T),
which is connected by the exnression:

U(T) -u-A In ]u (r)

TiL T lJ O) J (65)
-4

Sometimes expressions (64) and (65) are used for eval-
uating the energy of the packinr defects, however this method
does not give reliable results. Solokov, using this method
[212], obtained an energy of the packin, defects for copper
equal to about 100 erg/cm2 .

J1-

ripure 91. Temperati;re dependence of the stress necessary
For transition from the second stape to the third for rold
single crystals [213).

1 1-' n/m 2 (kgf/nm2 )

2. Strength Properties of Netals

There may be two approaches to determininp the pron-
erties of metals during chanre in deformation velocity. One
of them characterizes the behavior of the metal in the ,ro-
cess of deformation itself. In this case we are concerned
with the so-called quasi-static or dynar•-c properties. Ob-
viously we can never draw a sharp boundary, on one side of
which would be the quasi-static nroperties and on the other
the dynamic ones. As such a conditional boundary it is feas-
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ible to select a velocity of 4 mn/nin, which can be assuned
to be maximal for the quasi-static yield stress.

The second anproach involves evaluatinp the properties
found in the material after the deformation process. The
range of deformation velocities determining the post-defor-
marion strenptheninp is quite wide; from punching on hydrau-
lic presses, where the rates of displacement of the instru-
ment comprise about 1 nlsec, to shapinp through the trans-
mitting mediun or without it* where the ra 2 of motion of
the shock wave front reaches up to several hundreds or even
thousands of n/sec.

.e Y

a b

Fir~ure 92. Radioprans taken fron a sinple crystal of nickel
in the initial state (a) and after defornation with a shock
wave pressure of 220 kbar Wb.

The effect of shock waves alters the physical and
mechanical properties of netals and consequently their oD-
erational qualities. Figures 92 and 93 show radiorrans that
indicate substantial structural ehanres takinr place in me-
tals in the process of nulsed deformation.

Because of the intense development in recent years
of various nethods of pulsed deformation, it is very impor-
tant to combine in the production the properties of the tech-
nological prczesses and the strenrtheninp of metals as a re-
sult of hirlh-velocity deformation. In addition, in individ-
ual aspects of contemporary technolorys it is necessary to
foresee the possibilit-, of the collirnion of rnst-novin,, o,'-)

* 4~-16•-

*



iects and the resultant alteration in the,.r mronerties. At
the nresent tine considerable factual naterial has: been cor-
riled both on the dvnanic rroe-.. ties o; netaln and on their
properties after hirlh-veloci.: (efornation. And althouph
this material as ,et has not been comnpletel-, clasi's'cd,
these and other troPerties nust be ex:arined iointl-, since
they apnear as a result of the nechanism deterr!ined for nlas-
tic defornation.

a d

- :. - , .- .'. - - ".1

- - -" "', 1•.*. J ,. ""'£

* ' '"*

SFilure 93. Radio 4,.ans taken 1ron la.Fe-grained na.nesitn

S~in the initial state (a) and after defornation w~ith a shock
wave pressure of 200 kbar Wb.

The authors of reference r2141, after reneralizinp. a

series of investipations on the influcnne of deformnation ve-
locity on yield stress, assune that the in~crease in yield
stress is caused: (a) by a decrease in t]he influence of
thermal fluctuations, whiich reduce the yield stress; and (0)
by an increase in the resistance of the lattice to notion

i ~of the dislocations which in turn is associated with an in-
crease in the rate of d-lsplacenent of these latter.

•; The influence of these factors liar. been rereatedli,
S~studied experinentally. IS;cvexa1 asnects of th.".." questionwere discussed oy us in Chapter 2.

wavenresure f 20 kba (b)

The athor of rferece -16. J,- atrpnrlzn



7a!,le 23. Value of the )",nar.ic Strenrth ractor !or \'arlousr
Delrces of D)efornation 121bJ]

K, %, a KTA -,

,,ac o"a,. i(1) 9% -•

1,2 40 1.1

302 1.12 1 0 1.18 _ *

Ii'
dv nIIt1. K b-ta 2. Conner

~.)at3. lick-el

' okolov assumes [215J that the hirher the loadinp ve-
locitv, the lower is the tine for occurence nf nlastic de-
formation* and consequently the hipher is the stress at
which the transition takes nlace from elastic deformation
to Plastic. Another basis for the effect of dvnanic stren!'th-
eninp, in Sokolov's opinion, is "that denendinr on the dara-
tion of the nlastic defornation the renerated stronptheninp,
to one or another depree, is removed by disorderinp. As a
result the rapid deformation Process is represented by a
more ordered state of the metal than the slow process, i.e.,
the stress is apain greater as the deformation rate is
hiher."

The basic disadvantage of the cxnlanations riven
above is the difficulty in abstractinr then by treatinF one
of the most important connectinr links, such as the mecha-
nism of deformation. Obviously there is no more sensitive
property to the deformation velocity than is the deforna-
tion mechanism. A

The influence of velocity on chanre in the deformation
mechanism described in previous chapters Permits us to ex-
plain a series of exnerirental data. Sokolov [215), for ex-

ample, found a decrease in the dynamic strenpth factor K z

dn," st/ t (where Ib is the tensile strenpth durinr the
b_ is the sane durbnp the dynamic test)

~dyn
quasi-static test, T-b .

as a function of the derree of deformation for conner and
nickel (Table 23),

2



A

In Chanter 2 it was shown that the greatent increase
in atrenpth nronerties during hiph-velocit.- deforration,
vroduced ,, the effect of a larg-e nur-her or' -lide s:.stens,
corrcsnonds to 10-20% of the defornation. H'ith increase in
the deý.ree of deformation and with nuasi-static deformation
the secondary svs.tens cone into eff¢. 1, and with increase
in the degree of deformation their snec. *ic weight becomes
even greater. here the dynamic strenrth factor rust in fact
be decreased; this is confirmed b:,, Sokolov's data.

1Notonly doe the strength characteristics depend on the
defornation velocity ranre but the dynamic strenrth factor
itself as well. By studying the d.nanic coefficient of the
yield stress for low-carbon structural steel in the rangefrr.•=11- sec" -o•=16.0

fror 10 sec to 1.6.10 sec , the authors of
reference [216] showed that it nay be described b., the 5ol-
lowing equation:

d yn
-0.2 1

0.2 --

#0.2

where k and n are constants for the given material. In nar-

rower limits (from 200 to 1600 sqc") this dependence is
linear

dyn stat
0.2 =0.2 3.2 + 0.001 •.

.All factors which influence the dynamic Pronerties
and the properties found in the naterial after deform'ation
may be divided into two groups.

1. General factors which to a greater or lesser de-
rree apnear for all metals. Included in these are the :n-
crease in the force of friction durinp the motion of the
dislocations, the increase in dislocation densit:,, and noint
defects, etcetera.

2. In this group belong those factors ,hose annear-
ance is deterrined by the specific conditions nf de-orma-
tion and the rnaterial subected to h--h-velr.rt'. d'ornation.
Hence we include the initiation -f now glide svstens, the
initiation of twinning, the formation of rack nr defects,
the onset of Point defects, etcetera. The ar:.'c-ardnce or non-
an,)earance of these factors denends on the one 'and nn the
connditions c' de rforration (veloc'tv raner, dec crnntin tern- -
erature, and d~erornation diarrar' , and nn the ether hand on



the properties of the naterial (type of crystal lattice,
malting point, and recrystallization, and energy or the pack-
ing defects).

Yakutovich ot al [217], in analyzing the expansion di-
agrams of polycrystalline cadmium under various tempe:,ature
conditions, suggested the classification shown on l'ipure 94.

690() 1

S...
3

0 10 20 30 ea%

Figure 94. Expansion curves for polycrystalline cadmium at
various temperatures [217].

1. P, n (kgf)

In the first belong the curves obtained at low test
temperatures (I). For them we find to he charae-teristic
a continuous gzowth in the deformation stresse-•, t.ih strength
properties of the metal, and a sharp drop in r,-- after
reaching a maximal value. The curves of the s.c.,nd tyne
(curve 3) were obtained during hiph-temperatu.-' ¾efi-natiorn;
they are distinguished by the large yield repio.. after reach-
ing a maximal stress and then the sharp drop in the deforma-
tion stress due to the formation of a neck. Curves of the
third type (curve 2) are found in the intermediate tennera-
ture range and have a transitional character.

An analogous change in the deformation curve with de-
crease in temperature was obtained by Wessel [218] on zir-
conium, nickel, and other metals.

Change in the path of the strain-stress curve with in-
crease in the deformation velocity has been studied on many
metals and alleys (219-223.1. In snite of" the obvious dif-
ference in the diagrans nroduced a,' the temnerature tests,
the orientation of the sinrle crystal, the chemical compo-
sition of the alloys, the typle of crystal lattice, and other
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factors, a common trend for chanre in the curves can be de-
termined: with increase in the deformation velocit", the
high-temperature shape converts to the low-tenperature,

Figure 95. Curves for' the deformation of steel 1030 after
stren.thening by detonatioa. The numbers show the number
of plates of explosive with a thickness of 2.5 nn [2231.

2 20

I '20 W• e e,%

rigure 96. Stress-strain curves for aluminum [221): 1. • =

100 sec'1; 2. • 2.4.103 sec" 1

221. 0, Mn/m2 (kgf/mn 2 )

Based on the known power dependence of the rate of
motion of the dislocation on the amount of stress app.lied
(23), and taking into account the research of Johnston and
Gilman [44), the velocity of Plastic deformation * can be
represented as a function of the overall length of the no-
bile dislocations L with the Burrers vector S and the rate
of shift v:

S=(DLbv, ( 66 )

where is an orientation factor not exceeding 0.5.
Cottres [224) detern'nes the influence of delorra-

tion velocit,: on stress by the equation: '

3"I



o=qs+O�[4 (Lo+CO) ' (67)

where q is the amount of deformation strengthening equal to
dU/d(; T is the stress necessary for shift of the disloca-

tion at a single velocity; C is the coefficient of propor-
tionality; a is a constant equal to 0.7-1.5,

The stresses computed from this formula gave good
agreement with the experimental data obtained on germanium
E225J. Let us note that the values of m and L0 in frrmula

(67) actually determine the shape of the deformati.n curve.
In one case this may be a curve similar to that shown on
Figures 95 and 96 for steel 4nd aluminum with no well-ex-
pressed yield peaks and in the other it may be similar to
that obtained by Campbell and Harding [503 for arvco iron
(Figure 97).

In the majority of methods involving pulsed deforma-
tion the loading diagram corresponds to uniaxial compression.

For construction of the diagrams, in the coordinates stress -

strain, for low loading velocities as a rule the uniaxial
expansion is used. However this does not prevent combined
analysis of the obtained properties, with the exception of
those Processes which are determined by a Polar, directed
mechanism, for example, twinning (see Chapter 3).

Tests for expansion and contraction have their own
disadvantapes, which lead to a deviation from the ideal
diagram of the uniaxial loading. During contraction forces
Of friction are generated at the sites of contact between
the sample and the transverse component of the test machine.
During expansion of the sample the axis is bent since the
glide nlane tends to decrease in angle with the direction
of load application.

!nai and Hashiwara L226] denirned a machine in which 4

they were able to carry out expansion during the detonation
of an explosive, using the reverse diarram. The expansion
diagrams ccnstructed under these conditions for steel and
brAss are similar to those which were obtained b-, other au-
thors "or pulsed contraction.

Tl'e characteristic ehanpe in the stress-strain dia-
gran cor r ediur.-carbon steel O:ith increase in derornation
veiocltv is shown on Firure 95. The deforration velcc~t,
anc) corrcinond~nr1v the arount of maximal prersure of the
shock :ave varied as a r-tnction of the nun!er or n]ateie of
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explosive, whIch were amnlied directly.' on the na',le. "1 ith

increasr in deformation velocity the ':,'id i trcr. - and the

tensile strenrp.th were increaqed and the nlasticiti. dro.nnedslflihtly.

WII,

Figure 07. Stress-strain curve for armco iron at a relative ,
velocity oil I0-3 and 2.6,103 sec-I [50]: 1. dynamic deforna-
tion; 2. quasi-static deformation.

2 2

~~~ 1 '"n/ (kgf/nm2)

to 2This diasgrat differs from the low-tednerature one in

Sthat the difference between the yield stress and the tensile
strength is less than in the deformation of cadmium at low-
ered temperatures. For aluminum •221] in the linits of the
deformation velocity from 2.4,10 to 102 sec"I (see ripure
96) the diagram has an intermediate cheracter. Baron [2271
showed that in the velocity range from 10-3 to 102 sec-l in
all carbon steels with increase in deformation velocitv?
the under and lower yield stress annears. The diarran of
technically pure copper varies approximately the same as for
aluminum (see Figure 96) and for brass and an alloy such as
duralumin the expansion diagram varies very insirnnificantlv.

Even within one type of crystal lattice the strength-
ening as a. result of the effect o? the shock wave nay be
substantially different, .especially if the effect of' the J
shock waves involves a phase transition in the riven Pres-
sure ranfe. As is obvious from rigure 98, the strenptheninp
0of niobium is siFnificantly less than the strenrtheninp of
iron. The strength properties of iron are sharpli increased

- ~at a pressure on the order of 130 kbar, i.e., at such a ,ren- •

sure which produces a polymorphic transformation.
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Figure 98. Dependence of hardress on maximal rressure of a
shock wave for iron and niobium [1771.

1. P , kbar

The effect of sharp chanpe in hardness durinp Phase
trans.'tions is also known with respect to the temperature
chanres. Bowden and Kelly [24] found a 4urnn in hardness at
the terperatures of the phase transitions in manganese and

in other metals.

The magnitude of the critical pressure of the Phase
transition and consequently the interval in u:hich the sharp
increase for iron is seen,(for iron, 130 khar) depend on the
composition and structure oO thA steel. It was shown in
reference [228) that in low-carbon "asj high-carbon steel,
the distance between Particles of the cbete--tite influences
the value of , at which and " row.

er W1 3,.

rigure 99 and Table 24 show the increase in hardnosn
and strength with pulsed strengtheninp of various metals and
alloys at a pressure up to 500 khar. As *s clear from r'pure
99, the proup of metals and alloys •ith an fcc lattice is
strengthened more strongly than metals with a bcc lattice.
One excention in iron and loi-carbon steel, %?here the hard-
eninp rrovs as a result oF the nhase transition.

Of the .roup of investirated retals with an fcc lat-
tice, the s'reatest strengthening is reached ip inadrield steel "
and in stainless steel; this is obviounl" due to the enerpl"
of the nack-inp defectn and to the additional strenrtheninr
during twinning.

Strengthening, by hilh-velocit-, deformation of an,,
metal is determined not only by the amount or nres.;ire from
the shock wave. One of the essential lactors is the derorra-
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tion ternerature. As fa, btck ns 1.17 ,ubklin r230) showed
thac the napnitude of the d-nar Jc strenth fnctor denendsr
on the ranre uf thn Cdeocrrattion velocit-! in which the

trennrtheninr is s;tud•ed and on the deloration tenperature(".'able 25),

o2 0 ?"

S• ~FiF.re 99. Dependence of prow:th in hardness on amount of
pressure from the sh¢,ck wave for various metals and alloys
[229]: 1. iron and low-carbon steel; 2. ltadfield steel;
3. austenite stainles• steel; '4. monel; 5. copner,; '6. nio-

; ~biun; 7. nickel; 8. Au+17% Ap,; 9. alpha-brass; 10. tantalum.

1 . Increase in IIV, % 2. P'* kbar

Baron £231) cites date on uhanpe in yield stress, ten-
n'le strength and narrowinp" of the cross section with increise
,'U de fornat icn velocity from about 4-i0-'4 to 102 sec-i at var-
ious test tenmperatures (Tal'le 26). r'irst of: all w:e should
r.ention that the du:aam'c cocffireint of the yield stress is
f re~tser than the dynamic coefficient of the tensile strenpth.
}or armco• iron and austcn~ite stainless stoel this difference

* is esneciallv.. hiph. Althourh in reference [231) the deforma-
tion was nec studied, it is' obvious that, at velocities oF
about .102 see-1 , rho overwhelminr amount of thd deformation

* drone~ to a .Traction of the •,1ide.

The authors o f :eference [221), investipatinj' an alloy
of aluninun witht M.65¶% :,-, found th:at a nproxlnatel,/ in the
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Table 24. Mechanical Properties of Several bcc Mletals After
Pulsed Treatment [177]

6,,. M/u',.,M/.

(2) IP' A m20 K6ap ..... .'7 250 759 (77,3) 804 (18,3)

CT~ab Cmir r . ...... . 85 246 (25,j) 408 (11,7)

(0,1719 Q) A00 .,-(1 0
Tastaji N' 9.5 ( '• 160 435 (4, 0 1 . 6)

(3 1 85 306 (8 2,4) 879 (:4,)

_F _- 3_ _ S1 Orxmr . 180 380 (38,8) 520 (4.,2
95 K•op au,:s•p 300 583 (59.6) 6o8 (, •,3)

• P 2 7o 380• . , 9; (100,.) 1068 0 O)
Ta.&Aa OrP .... 0" 120 197 (20,1) 260 1-.6,6)

, (bo) aepaw , ( 1 )(4: = 275 xap .. . .. 185 316 (32.3) 337 C( 4,6)

' Uo~x 1r1r ... .. 68 183 (18,7) 309 (.'1,6)

(5) .50 . acp ..... 115 330(33,7) j38((:'6.)

1. Metal 8. Annealinp, deformation, P =
2. Iron 95 kbar, P = 220 kbar
3. Steel (0.17% C) 9. Annealinp, deformation, P =
4. Tantalum 95 kbar, P z 220 kbar
5. Niobium 10. Annealinp, C•Aormation, P =
6. Treatment 275 kbar
7. Annealing, deformation, 11. Annealinr, deformation, P

P 220 kbar 250 kbar
12. '0.2 j n/n 2 (kff/nr, 2 )
13. T•ut Mn/m2 (kpflnn2)

sane rane of deformation velocities the yield stress is in-
creased and the tensile strenpth in slirhtli, deer.'.,d, rror.
analysis of Table 26 it follows that in the ranre of deforna-

tion velocities from 4.10" 4 to about 102 sec- the reaction
of the various metals is different.

Davidenkov and Cht !,;,n L232] studied the influence 0=
temperature on the chanre in yield stress of various metals.

ratc V.....i for retals with a bcc lattice (Ta, !:o.
200 C

Fe) is 130-250, and for metals wits an fcc lattice (Al, Cus,
Ni) it is 10-30. Such a sharp di"!erence in the influence
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of deforation tempnerature is still caused apparently by an

influence fron inlection inurities on the streeng.th of the
metal.s with a bcc lattice that var, not checked by the ýiuthor--,•

Table 25. Influence of Velocity and Tennerature of Defornation

on the Value of the Dynamic Strenjrth ractor K

,gdvn/,stat r230
b, b

(3) K nipm . enep•ype

0. <o.. -C> 0.1 r

,,-'.* (4•4 ---

0,1-0.25 1,1 1,4-2,4 1,2- •3
0,25-0.75 1,15 2.4-3,0 1,6-2,0

1,25 3.5 2,.
YAWlu1ataCeOpMaBuUI 1,5 .0 451S~(2)

1I •, r/sec 4. 0.5T

2. Imnact defornation 5elt

3. K at a ternerature of raPbtt0.
6. > 0.5T

noalt

1-Z

,- ,. ol I I I

' ~t~ue te r.vlc' an tenrtr 1 o

II
L I.

r #

S"'F:rurc 100. N~arran• o4 the de~nendence .o" -,*el(!-*re,:n

;:• :uit•''e sheet steel or. veloc't-" ane] terner'Ature ol e r,. rn

}:- . 0 .2 :n/r2 (k V. fr t..r 2. i, ec"1

Ir.
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jA
(2) Ae°m a ,u

rigurc 1Cl. ;cher.atic representat.on of the ex:cansl'nn d!a-
prar.s at two different tcrerature. (T0 ' . after C'ttre".]

and Gto}ýcs.
1 . 5,t re4; n 2. .t r a ":n

-'ac1:onald et al (2331] con.tucted a ternar•, diiir.arr
for quiet sheet .;teel lthich i-!u:trater. the derendence 0
yield ntress on ve).oc'tv and ternerte•tire of dforr-nati.on
('ipure 100).

In refernce 1234] it was entablished that the nensi-
tivitv of the yield stress of sort steel (0.14% C) to defor-I4 - 2 -1
matlon velocity (,ron 2.10 to 4-1 see ) is decreased

with elevation in test tennerature and increase in derree
of deformation. It will le shotin later that the denendence
of the properties or- r tals on deo-ornation velocity. Is de-
ternined I,' the in'tiiL ntructure to a sirnificant de-ree.,

The larre amount of cxnerincntal data concerninp the
influence of defornation velocity on the nroperties of metals
and allo,.s still does not pernit us to establish the Factors
that determine the production of these properties after
high-velocity defornation. ror the Present, nosinr th'*s
question requires the creation of certain nodelinr concents

* and their experimental proof.

In 1955 a naper was published bl, Cottrell and Stoaes
1235) that has become a classic, in vhtch the authors inves-
tipated the influence of temneratu,,e on the amount o.f decorn-
inp stress at the third .rlidinr stare. The authors showed
that if a tensile test is made at two temperatures (T 2 > T1 ),
then one and the none amount of plastic derornotion ;.s Yeached
with an equal value oF the stress (riryure 1O1).

The cause of this tennerature effect, lust an the ef-
fect of deformation velocity, requires snecifal rtud,. It
wan mentioned that the amount of additional stress necessar-
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"or reachtnp the sane amount o!' de'orniti.'n is d' rc..ent
for the difrcrent metals. Thus, the ratr.o P.'/AC ror nc'c-
crvtaline alunur, in 0.40!1, or con.ner O.C-O.7, %!ith
ch-nre in the test teriperiture from 232 to 780 1: [2361.

The d'fference In stresn (WOc is due to two rrouns
of factors.

N

!nc•,ded in the first ,roun are the r'actors that are
associated with the characteristics or sha.in,- the structure *

of a metal In the deformation process. This includes thedenslt,- and distribution of dislocations, the concentration
• ~~of .noint defects, a~nd other elcr~ents of the sutstrlicturc.

... The .,e '". %?a-*rht of the individual elrents or the sub-
•- :ntructure .,n turn depends on the nate,"ial nnd the deforra-

tion conditions. Thlone structural chasten vhi.ch tool,.lace durinr plastic deforhation are irreversi:Ole in the

appli.ed stre!':" in removed.

Included in the second rroun are the temnerature
chanres in the properties of the crystal itscel. and ol,-
Sviousi- of course the chanre in the amount of critical c~cav-

Wa" ith a reverse chan. in tenncrature t'
ape tres Icrec

-will have nrine sip~nifcance. Those factors whi.ch ral:e a
contribution to the temp•erature effect are called reversible.

"If we begin the tension at a hi-hcr temperature T2 and,

by reducinr the deformation to a certain value 0, abruptly
change the temperature to Ti, then the curve will have the

orr OBD (see 'iriure 101), It is necessary only to assure
that the chanr.e in temperature will not nroduce an, arinr
of the allo.,s, nhase recry:ntallization, or othe." si.nilar she-
nomenas

The increase in stress lit) thus obtained will be de-
termined by the pronerties of the cr-,,ta! at various tein-
erature3.1 Accordinr to the data of Dorn et al (236], the
ratio AD,/ML with chanre in temnerature from 2920 to 720 K)
is ejual to 0.7-0.8 for aluminum and 0.8-0.9 for conner.
We must mention that this auantitative evaluation has an
esneciallv sinfular character.

I

Cottrell and '"okes [235] made a tent uninr s rl.rhtlv
different diarsran. In a wide ranre of derrees o# defornation
they determined the ratio of chanres in flow :tress b,: tran-
sition from 293 to 900 K and from 90 to 2930 K. By va nrvin
the test temnperature alonp with the stress and load, the',
were able to divide the effect fro!- the influence of taner-
ature into chanse in yield stres. and into chanre in the
•tructure of aluminum for which the experinent woas conducted.
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1. fror. 293 to u0° K; 2. .frorn 90 to 21130 1..

Ag

'tI f

"0 10 "200 J 0 e tO0tO %

Figure 103. 7erperature deendence of the resistance to n
.eastic deform.ation of sev'eral netals with an fcc lattice.

The dazta obtained on 5in.-le cr':stals and polvcrystals nf :
alum~inum lie on a s~ingle curve'. Only single' cr~ystals were

•,• ~investigated for silver and copner• [238].

;. The results are shown on 1'irure 102. Com.mon to both curves
•' is a weak dependence of the ratio of" cleavare stresses on

def•ormation. Frorm' the experirnent of Cottrell-Stoker; it "
follows that by transition fror low teoperature to hph the

• ~(irreversible) factors which characterize the substructure
S~of the metal, and the tran,;ition from hiph temperature to
Slot: is due to the properties of the lattice, and particularly

i •showed that the ratio AD)/Ali ren~ains constant for crystals

, ~with di.fferent orientation in the stereorraphi.o trianpl!e.
•: Thltu this transition fron hi!-h ter~neratures to low is found

to !)e structurallv insensitive.

* "

. :,McLean [2371 shows that .Auch an experiment nar be
-• •"properly- treated in that case if the flow stress determined

;:at each tenperature ir divided into the value of the nodulus
t oF elasticity at the sano terneratureo

1i In reference [2381 the tennerature dependence was
studied of the resistance to plastic defornAt~ion of• a nunber

0- -179-
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of metals with an fcc lattice. ,ron the results shown on
Fipure 103 it follows first of all that generally for all
the investigated metals the ratio T/O varies verty little
and for metals such as copper and silver, is ,ractically
constant. Consequently, the tenyierature denendence of de-
formation strengthening is almost completely determined by
the structure formed.

In metals with a bcc lattice on the other hand the
flow stress changes substantially with ternerature [239,
21103. In iron the amo'int of carbon does not influence this
denendence. Consequently the flow stress in bcc metals is
much more sensitive to tennerature than in fcc metals, and
undoubtedly nlays a major role in the temmnrature denendence
of deformation strengthening.

Any process involvinr nlastic flor stress may he
treated as the overcominp of an energy barrier. Ther•mal
activation which facilitates overcominp this barrier is anI operation that is carried out by an externall- annlied
stress, the amount of which is determined by the deformation

5 velocity. Consequently it is theoretically Possibl.e to stud.,
the velocity denendence of dynamic strengthening 4ror. the
nositions discussed in the work of Cottrell and Stokes.
iiowever a quantitative evaluation of the effect of increase
in stress AV, deternined by Cottrell and Sto' s in the form-
64r/ = const, obviously has narrow boundaries ol anrl.cation.

"4aasen [241], for examinle, rives the rollowl.nr exinres-
sion for the two temneratures T and T

r,- ar, a + but,

where a and b are constants.

It is assumed that this formula best describe! .he
available data for large stress values. Basinski ane hris-
tian [239) assume that with an abrunt chanre in test temner-
ature the marnitude of is penerallv constant. l'he rule
of Cottrell and Stokes is valid for Pure metals with an fcc
lattice.

At the same time, attennts are already being made to
evaluate the possible increase in Flow stress of a met31
with increase in deformation ,-loc~ty. Vada and l1imura
[2203, studyinr the deformtation of iron and its allois with
vanadium, found that by chanring the deoornation velocity
by ten fold the followinr exvrensions are satisfied:
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a- A,

0.. a 0.= Ar'- 2 I
where A and r are positive coefficients and r < 1; t5", a29
and T arc the marnitudes of the stresses necessary for Pro-

ducinp one and the same de~ormation, and with increase in ":
n per unit of deformation velocity they differ 1w 10 fold.

Summing the ratios in (68) we can determine the di4-
ference in flow stress for the two deformation velocities
which differ by a factor of 10:

Yarada and Koterazawa [221] Produced strain-stress
diaprams for aluminum. ,he.' not only used d.ifferent defor-
mation velocitiesbut also varied the d.-crormation velocity
after 20% expansion. Thus, they constructed curves -or the
S,•, 1 -3 10 2 -1

transition from a velocity of 2.4ol0 to 1.0 sec (curve
C-D on l'irure l04) and for the transition from hi-her ve-
locity to lower (curve 1)-C). B~ased on the data in [221]
Sw, conputed the values of / T I n and Vdn/'stat " the

* comutedstat dyn dnsa
* ran.e from 25 to 50% defornation, which are Plotted on Fir-

ure 105. Let us turn our attention to the pact that the
value of these ratios does not denend on the derree of de-
fornation, iust as in the exnerinent of Cottrell-;tokes.
Furthermore, as follows from iture l0b, the ratios r /tatI

Svn and qVn/tstat practically' coincide.

It is still difficult to say howt peneral these re-
sults are. Probably they bclonr primarily to metals with
an fcc lattice. In retals with a bce lattice the behavior
of the d'slocations under conditions of hirh-velocitv load-
inp differs from the aehanvor o• dislocations in crypstals
with an fcc lattice, rurthermore tic must take into account
that the role of injection imnurities and disnerse s.nara-
tions in these mftals .s rather hiph. All this mav nub-
ntantially influence the relationshi. of the revers.1'le
and irreversible factors in the dvnaric ntrenrtheninr of
retaln with a bec lattice. These concluions to nore de-

aIS.tw'ec ar• confirr'od exnertm[entall". ih- roercrentes r?38, 23":]
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where it was shown that iron is more sensitive to chanpe in
deformation velocity than silver, corner, and aluminum.

C)Z CccA

Fipure 104. Expansion diag~rams of aluminum obtained at a
variable deformation velocity after 20% deformation [221);
the sequence: C-C = quasi-static 4 quasi-static; D-D =
dynamic 4 dynamic; D-C dynamic -o iuasi-static; C-4)
quasi-static * dynamic; 4stat = 2.4-.0-3 sec- 1 , Edyn =
102 sec-l.

2 2
1. 5 , Mn/r2 (kyf/mm2) 4. C1)
2. AD 5. DC
3, DD

(2)

2~0 iu 40 0.

Fipure 105. Dependence of the relative chan-ce in flow
stress on chanre in deformation velocit. In the ranpe
from 25 to 50% deformation: computed from the data in
[22C]: x v transition from quasi-static deformation to
d,,namic; o = transition -ror. dynamic deforration to quasi-
static.

s.tat 'dn dyn/6stat

The deformation distribution and c€rresnondinplyv the
distrifution of deformation strengtheninp in conmonents in
determined by the loadinp diapram. Durinr the nunchinr of
heet billets throurh a transnittinr medium, accordinr to

the diayran shown on nirure 4., the TIaxltral deformation and
hardness are found in the center of the half-snhere (see
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Firure 8). Thit: d-:;triA-ut..ior, is analnrno'z; to thant wit..e c .Y:

oL.'tcirveci duri ' c- q uav; -s~tat ic I!ccn dravir.,r, t he onJ.. lv5'e'
e n ce .I) n r t 1ia t theL lia r (.n e I - r (Ž hr iv c oc.t r. oli 'r r at 5o r,

.u ;;igitlv rreater.

liv thco cCnta'ct nlacor'erent of a charre . the max' ir-7!
strenrtheninris,~ reacticd on the nurr-are (!'ieure ]OE*, ). T'*f.:
S-on L242] varied the si.z'. o." thIe cliart-P dur.i n'- ritr'enrthieni~nr
ov contact detonation of steels with c!ifr4rrent anr o untIr; nr
carL'or. and corrcsrondingli. with diff'erent i nlt.i~aJ harcdncs.s
The increase *i1 'n hiardness, duri.tir contact cdetona-tic'n ntrenrth-
en mv', CIS Would he exrnccte~d, is ,,rei-trr as the inl it I hard-
n e~ isss low-er, and thi.s valve cleTends IJ.ttle on t!he nize -if
the charv'c (in an;' cane "or lc-cronitei),bt thn zone
of ntreri'theni!nr provis :.:tn al

Tin a collision with 'a r'a-t-rnvinr -,late t!.-. ,_.%ze of
the defornation Zone dep~endn MI. thne nater.,i i; air.''n
t he. collinion veloc.~t\ rrom several moters ner scrond to
20 r:/:;ec * Udziro and Sindz IL [2113 trroduce~d a defrornat. ion
zone in a lur-Inur. srw.11le~r than i n con.ner (FIigrure 1,07) Car-
putation . ho%!s. that itit). a rate o! -particle ei snlacerent
or 1 rn/see, tan5'ential strennes are generated ernnlJ to 9S

'n / r ( 9. 5 k- ,f /nmni ) in alurininn, nnd 204 :':n/ri ( 2( 0L . 4h rin 2

The dependence of hardness and riechanni cin 1 ronert les.

of conner on the degree of decformati.on aftcr various t.'ocr.
of punchinr, is shoun on Fi.rurcs 108 and 10).1 T'ror. the re-
sults obtained it follows that strenrtheni.rp at one and
the same dejrree of deform~ation I.- naxirnal after diclrodinto-
nation *ind elect romnayneti 1 pTunchinr anid mTiriimni . aftntr hv.'drn-
static. Wh'len 10c.' the nirerohardness of* COTnner afrter de-
formation under conditionis oil hi~drostatic loading rrows to

160 ;Nn/m 2 (aLbout 16~ kr'/nn 21, after electrohvcirAulic: to 240

: in / rn (about 24 kgf-/nri 2),. and after detoflation 'and electro-

rnap'netic T'unchiflF to 320 1Nr/ri (abiloit 32 kg'-fý/ rn2 ) * 11.s
a signific.cnt additional. ntrenrthen~tin of; corner is observed
that is determined by' t~he defornition vcloci~t-. nhe char-
acteristic of th5.s additional strenrthnninp 35.r. that -it Is
riax'inal iin the riinge 6 el0-21Aii with a larger derree. of
defornntion the difference In lesns.

The microhardnens of cnarse-rrain corner .i..s losrn i.n
absolute value, but the additionnl strongthening after nilsad

deformation remainn the !sare and we can nsn~ur.n that it irs
indenendent of the size. of the original r'raln.



:;tr(:nptii(flinp it,! -aIocI t"(iC- at a r.-os ?rc tin to (.e,(j
~' Vc:~s dflZfl~r~d~e -n hs.ar(nvL;i& that 's T'rcatctr 1:1:,n r'

t~t ~redtict ionl rF (u~ tnd ! (2ab0ll 27) .

A 8C

200\ +D~ ~ a&tjl W

*r C'ltrvaei of cA.rav .icne: o te)
t:rea'-ted :11! contact detonlat ion r42 1: A J2( ttl!
1030 steel; i' A1050' steel; 1) 4).1',t~; :.t3t

nacnt-zThIic1ne.:,, of thec.~'e r: o 2.33; +* .5
8. 0 17. -1.

1# Vistancc fron contact surlacri, rir' -

II' 7
at 1
.7

IN 3

a
!'irure 107, Chanre in derr*..e of~ dvlornmittnn alonr the
lenrth of the ndhtitle aster collision In alurintar (a) and
tn corver (b). The c!errrv o" deocrornotion In the contact
zone rrow., witla Increane In collivdon volocit-. The de-
fornation velocfty rroias vith increase tr. ciirve. nur!ser.

1. ~Jlst;nircc rror. contact ';ur!ncc, nrm'
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A1J
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st" "szrures 7 nuen) e oastv the •e ap c an dan rrei sow d e
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thatso nethoesze ohat detonation is yndenand derof de-iton
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does not lead to srain size reduction.
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Table 27. Nicrohardness of Copper and Arnco Iron After
Various Types of Treatnent

?PCI (2)
O~pa~oTKa "!'

(1I) j Ma* ( 3) 'apHK@-•mno e•"OA , S ¢h - %e '$

Orwnr 2.0. (.. ..
,~le = 225 ,&P .1(05.. o --

P= 250 * ............ -0 25P P 350 a .. . .. . .. 109 --
P 425 * .. . 132
P Goo P 284

nlpoarxa C xiopu•a ,e 0 .09 212G (7):) 129
' . a 6%() 32 259

1. Treatment 6. Defornat. gnn, kba-
2. Hardness RiV 7. 1,ollinr with de$cnrmation

3. Co, e" of 60c and 9,5%
4. Arnco ir•on
S . Anneal {n%

rI

iv-

rt.!.ure 110. Dependence o, harclner. of" n'clel and nickel-
base allots on derree of' deforTlation after dctnnat!on (1)
and hydrostatic (2) loadtnr.

our investi'ations 1244] on the hardness and nechan-
ical proneprties of nickel, n~chror.e- and ll:hlS8;"T steel
(F trure 110) a'.so sho%?ed tlhe main ntrenrthen.nr after oe-
tonation de.fo-r.ation, Vl.'chrore dilrfers rrar. pure ni•,•:el

and l~hh811gT .,geel '-n t'he larre c-radlent or del~or'n-Iion

strenrthenins.. Thi'; relitionshi- !.s retained also durinr
quasi-static and hydrodes.onation derornatinn.
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7he results of studyinr the fine structure ;ndicat. f,
that chanre in the nh-,sical line width (420) o4 connr as
a function of velocit" and derroa of deforration ('iture
i11) as.rces well with the chanpe in the strenrth r.roncrties.

The stress necessary for continuation of the piastic
deformation is proportional to the concentration of defects,
includinp density of dislocations. Hlowever evaluation of
the dislocation structure Is reprcsented oniy inadenuntelv
b%, the density, since 'or aw, d-slocation densit", such nile-
usa are ros5inile which lead to the 4rormation of: hrittl.e
cracks, and a hiy.l. strenrth can not I'e reached. 7Thereforea
not only does the dislocation densitr, have rreat sl.rni icance
b t their distribution by volune of the suhprainrs nnd at small-
Rnrle boundaries an well. 4

In references [245, 246] it -as shown that the nhvs-
cal bioadenine of the x-ray liner is due to the nresence

of defects, the anenular dependence of the ,roadeninr in- I
volves distribution oF the dislocations 1-' volume, and the
ratio on the physical width of the two lines near the ratio
of the tanrents nay Indicate a unIform distribution of dis-
locat~ons and is most desirable.

The concent of a uniforr d'stribution of d-slocations
i. often'not unambi-uous. Tr %we are speakinr about the din-
location s;tructurc, in which no space lattice is tormed for
tl.e cells, then the difference in number of dislocations in
arbitrar-'l selected volumes will characterize the unirorm-
itv of the dislocation distribution.

After the fornation of a cellular structure the dis-
location distribution is dif~crentiated: larre nile-uns
are formed at the boundaries of the cells and reoionn anr-
near that are nore or less 4ree or- ,:s3ocatior-. !n this

case the concept of uni.fornitv in dislocation dtstributon
tnvolv he the dinensions of the cells. The snpller the cell l

dimension, the smaller is the stres! rradi.ent actin7 nor
Individual dislocation arranred inside the cell *n differ-
eat di&rections.

rron the data of meanurinr the .idth o' the x-ra".
linen riven on Table 28 it follows that .'th increase in
the deforr.ation veloc'tv not'only does the dislocation den-
sity 'prou, but also their distribution is r.odi•ied. PB,,

4o00
hv'drodetonation and u.arnetonulned deformation the ratintan* 20
Increases and in fact reacher the ratio 4 00

t1an. 2 0 0
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ripure 111, Chanpe in the Physical line width (420) of

copper as a function of ty-e and derree of deformation. The
symbols are the sane as on Friure 108,

1, (.2) rad*103

The harmonic analysis which we made for the shape of
the x-ray lines of nichrome [244] and the MA-8 alloy [2373 "
showed a different dependence of the size of the nicrodefor- .

' mations on the size of the repion of averaginp for the
quasi-static and dynamic deforiations. The Fradient of
chanre in the nicrodeformations is hirher durtnp dynamic

deformation and the nicrodefornations are distributed in
a smaller volume of the crystal, Thus it in obvious that
the fields of nicrodeformations from the nile-up of dislo-

- ~cations durinr dynamic deformation act at a smaller distance
than durinp quasi-static, The authors of reference [248]
assume that this nust correspond to the more uniform dis-
tribution of dislocations which they Proved on nickel,

There are also data that. pulsed deformation facili- "

tates, the formation of packinp defects, Such results were •"
obtained bv us on a narnesiumn aloy [2473, on the alloy Co-

• HIt-11b, and also in reference [2491 on austenite steel. Hlow-
ever this nuestion requires more careful rroof.

The data of x-ralr structural analysis have been con-
firmed by electron nicroscoric investirations, After quasi-
ntatlc deformation of copper up to •7% (Figure 112) the
mea4oritt of dislocations lie in the rlane (111) of the nri- "
maryp plide system. The dislocations are distributed with
S•~mall vile-ups - tansles, which are not visible on the orir-

• ~inal samples, An was showmg up to =7% of the quasi-static"
S~defornationg the rlide takes piace alonr a sinple platnee H!ere
Sno effective barriers are formed to slow down the notion of

the dislocations, Uhen I )o 7;* a tendenci, in observed for the
oseot of a cellular structure which corresponds to the berin-
ninn of lilde in the secondary systems, ;

S~*- 88
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Table 28. Results of Measuring the Physical llidth of X-Ray
Lines (200) and (400) of Copper and Nichrome After

Different Types of Deformation.
3cs32 0 0(The Ratio , m is Elqual to 1.75 for Coppercs1 4 0 0  tans 4 0 0

and 1.85 for Iichrome: The Ratio rang 200

for Copper and 3.7 for Nichrone)

-s 4 ) ,0, -,
9 1.70 4.0 X0

30 3,14 8.14 , 1,0

(5) 41 3 . 10.4 01) S,06

"(8 110. 1~ ss ;5

(6) 13 3,6 .9 1.13 4.50

Fw~mpuamuuu "'10' S .7.403.312,5#
(2) (2 9 3411 5,0-

1(7) 5.5 1 1 4 34' 7,51

_ _ -

1. Material 0. Eleetrowiapuet~e

2. Copper 9, llydt-ostatLe
3. NIichrome 10. Hydrodetonation
4I. Pu•ching 110 sec'l
5o Hydrostatic 3
6. Llectrohydraullc 12. P2009 rad.103

7, Hydrodetonation 13. r400' rad'l03

I
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After pulsed deformation of copper already at 6 • 5-7%
the cellular structure is completely formed (Figure 113)* At
the wealls of the cells the dislocations form complex and ir-
regular configurations and it is not possible to determine
to which individual glide planes they belong.

AA

4 iJ

a 4

rF£ure 112, Dislocation structure of copper after hydrostatic
deformation: as C a 7%; b. C = 12%; individual pile-ups are
visible with no formation of a cellular structure*

T•he difference in formation of the cellular structure

by quasi-static and pulsed punchinr is determined by the re-
S~spective deformation'mechanism. For the formation of a cel-
, ~lular structure it is necessary that there be an effect fron

more than one glide system and the greater the effective sys-
tems the sooner the cellular structure is formed. Such a re-
lationship was mentioned in reference [2143.

Another characteristic of the dislocation structure•
of copper after pulsed deformation is the decrease in the av-
*rape size of the cells in comparison with quasi-static de-
formation. As follows from Table 295 with increase in the
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Figure 113. Dislocation structure of copper after hydrodeto-
nation deformation up to I a 8t. The cellular structure is
fully formed.

Table 29. Dimension of Cells as a Function of Type and Degree
of Deformation

f"W AuXueP IwS. wXL
WIpooM_ o P% 8o8KCo. NUN.

__ __ __ ._ __ _ ,, ........ .It 464.. .-€cz -

(2) * 1 0
r.u u- 3? 0.7 IA0 112

150 10 0.6 1,00 0,40

20 10 0,33 I0,6 ),13
(3) 21 07 0,46 ).09

3s 0.24 0.44 1.08

ISO 10 0,30 0.00 ),js

I@ Punching 5. Diameter of cells, pm
2. Hydrostatic 6. Average
3. Hydrodotonation 7. Maximal
4. Size of *riginal grain. pm 8. Minimal

degree of deformation the average size of the cells is de-
creased both during quasi-static and during pulsed deforma-
tion regardless of the size of the original grain. The av-
erage diameter of the cells after pulsed deformation is twoora'o



- -

to three times less than after quasi-static. This can be
explained by the fact thatq as a result of the earlier do-

velopment of multiple glide, the barriers which exert resist-
ance to displacement of the dislocations are found at smaller
distances from one another. Such a dislocation structure pro-
duces additional strengthening of the copper.

Unlike copper and nickel, no cellular structure is gen-
*rated (2503 in aluminum by impact contraction, which is ob-
viously due to the low melting point of aluminum.

a

b

Figure 114. Propagation of dislocation loops in bcc (a) and
fcc (b) crystals during deformation by detonation (the ordi-
nal numbers indicate the sequential position of the loops)
(2523.

Several researchers (251, 1063, based on the uniform
dislocation structure obtained in alpha-Fe after pulsed de-
formation, reached the conclusion that at high deformation
velocities no dislocation reactions can take place. However
the results described above and in references (252, 248] show
that during the pulsed deformation of fcc metals a cellular
structure is formed, i.e., the interaction between disloca-
tions also takes place at significant defprmation velocities.
At the same time with the high-velocity deformation of iron
and molybdenum, Burgers dislocations are formed but there is
no cellular structure. According to Hirsh, the walls of the
cells are generated by the interaction betdieen Burgers dis-
locations arranged along different glide systems as a result
of their transverse glide relative to the primary plane.

But as shown in (2523 it is namely such a displacement
in the crystals with a bec lattice that is difficult. And
with high-velocity and low-temperature deformation (4.20 K)
of molybdenum, regular Burgers dislocations are formed that
possess significantly lower mobility in comparison with the
edge components of the loop (the mobility ratio is lWO).
As a result of this the dislocation loop consists of elonga-
ted Burgers components, not suitable for transverse displace-
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ment and binding of the cells. (Figure 114 a). A large part

of the plastic deformation is accomplished because of the
movement, of the edge dislocations at comparatively large dis-tancese.

In fcc metals the Burgers component possesses signifi-
cantly greater mobility, the dislocation loop has an almost
symmetrical shape (Figure 114 b), and the formation of a
cellular structure takes place freely.

The dislocation density .during hydrodetonation defor-
mation of copper is one and a half to two tires greater thanduring hydrostatic, and the grain size does not influence the
dependence t(S) (Figure 115). which in logarithmic coordinates
is linear. Using the method of least squares we found the
parameters of this dependence for both types of deformation
and obtained the following equations:

• oO.l09 81 (for quasi-static deforma-
tion),

Qz 4 . ; " 109g0.65t 1' (for dydrodetonation defor-
mation).

11M..

Figure 115, Dependence of dislocation density In copper an
degree of deformation during hydrodetonation (1) and hydro- • k
static (2) loading; the solid lines represent the grain size
of about 20 ju; the dotted lines Iepresent those of 150 Pm.

1.~ ý • s2 10"1 •:*
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rror the onuat.ons it follow:s that the dislocation
densitv stith increase in & durinr hiph-velocitv defoamation,
rroiws sig~nificantly rore rapidly than durinr quasi-static. i
The results obtained coincide with the x-rp*- data.

IVI

2. Ii: I0" ecl

22

S 7 S "-tF4.%

rirure 116. Deedneof dislocation density on derree of

deformation of nolybdenum 1253]: 1. 2al'O sec ;

1.Qcr. .10

Analogous oeasurarents on the dislocation densit
durinr defornation at a velocit"t of ?.10O-5 and 2.103 sec-1
were carried out on nolybdenun [253]. The curves 4ound i.n
thins naner or the chanes in dislocation density (m,•ure
116) dunlicate our curves obtained for corner nuite well.

In formula (66) the total lenpth of• the nobiln dis-

locations L may he replaced 11", the densit, of the mobile dis-
locations Q n, and Pn nay differe substantiallm, from the total
dislocation densit. cot.p -iinr, in individual instances, all
of0.e

Let us turn ,our attention to the fact that by chanpinr
the defornation veloc'-t", h4" seven to eight orders of marnitude,
as in our exnerinents t; .th copnor, and in the .xnerinents of
"Gi311ert et al vtith nolvbdenum, the dislocation deniit,! in in-
creaned altorether byv everal tires.

.he aut~.ors or reference [253) tentatively estinated 1
thc value or the effectilv: cleavare stress for the derorrattion ',

r copuntotd 'ro:t" frrula (23) wh'ch ones nnt allow for
a TIrcC:I corn.itation or t!.-'- value ,r'e i•';nr or -aria t'on in
t.-e rn:rcx in vide rar. cei, I
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Carrying out partial differentiation of equ-.°on (66) over •,
we finA

(69)

.• -" • -r- -•+' '-- €•.,- (2)

Figlure 117, Influence of deformation velocity on yield strong
of 4340 steel as a function of original mi€roatructuret ,
I* fine-grain martensite; 2. eoarse-grain martennite; 3. bain-rte.

1. 110.29 1n/m2 (kgf•/nm2 2. se sec

I*

WO'0, W''1 2') .
Figure 118. Influence of deformation velocity on yield stress
of martens~te aged steel (1) and type o i -11 steel (2),

I. e n/ 2 (kgf/mm2 ) 2. 9 , se&"1

From the results of this work It follows that the basic
Fontri utron to increase in deformation velocity i s made by

the second term, rather than their density. The authors as-
sume that the data obtained indicate a more uniform distribu-
tieo of the dislocations as a result of which the size of the



tI
path of the dislocations Lz .educed during transverse gliding,
In turn the increase in velocity of the dislocation dieup!ace-
ment, as was shown earlier, is due to the increase in resist-
ance bf the lattice to their displacement.

The influence of deformation velocity on the properties
of the materials is found to be a selective one. Tke range

of velocities in which a significant change is observed in the
strength properties depends not only on the metal Itself, but
also on its original microstructure, and consequently, ,n the
preliminary treatment.

In reference [2543 the influence of deformation veloc-
ity was studied in the range from 10-4 to 10 sec-l on the
yield stress 0.2 as a function of the original structure of

type 4340 steel (0.44% C, 0.75% Mn.0.3% Sig 1.65% Ni, 0.85% Cr,
0.21% Me). By quenching this steel from a temperature of
8400 C in oil, a fine-grain martensite was produced; by quench-
ing from 9300 a coarse-grain martensite was produced, and by
quenching from 8400 C in a salt bath at t = 3150 C, a bainite
structure was produced. All three structural states, as is
clear from Figure 117, act differently in the range of invest-
igated velocities. In semi-logarithmic coordinates the in-
crease in •'o of the fine-grain nartensite takes place uni-

formly over the entire range of velocities with a relatively
small slope of the line. For the coarse-grain martensite at

a velocity of 0.5.10 see1 a sharp break is seen, after which
the influence o! deformation velocity is expressed much more.
For an initial baivtte structure this break appears at a lower
velocity.

Martelasite aged steel with 18% Ni in the state of
quenching from 815° and annealing (4800 C) is strenrthened
more strongly than the others in the entire velocity range
(Figure 118). In type 11-11 steel (0.4% C, 5% Cr, 1.3% M!ot

0.5% V) the yield stress is increased practically at a defor-
mation velocity greater than 0.5 sec-1.

Thus, from the examples given, it follows that the ef-
fectiveness of strengthening by high-velocity deformation to
a significant degree is determined by the original nicrostruc-
turse. It is difficult -o unambiguously analyze the results

cited. One of the possible explanations may be the follow-
ing. In the fine-needle nartensite, whore the distribution
of defects is most uniforn, it is more difficult to produce
additional strengthening factors than in the coarse-crystal-
line martensite which is characterized by a greater hetero-
geneity in the defect distribution. In such a structure there
are fields where the blocking sources are not strong as in the
region of the martensite crystal, therefore the effect of defor-
mation velocity also appears earlier.
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Figur'e .1.1.9o 'Temperatur~e dependence of the i~mpact strengt~h of
steel aftros diff~erent types of-treatment: 1. quenchiLng;
2. tmpact ,loading at 95 khar; 3. specific loading at 220
kbalre

"$.Temperature, oC• 2. al., kJ/a 2 (kgf 2 /am 2

.o' - J a -

69. IS

(2)

•.U

€2 *~) •.•., .'.4. . .

Figure 120. Temperature dependence of impact strength of I
steel after deformation en a shock wave pressure of i-2 kban.

1. Temperature, 0C 2. aK, kJ/m2 (kgfm2/cm 2 )

In marteneite aged steel a quantitative rather rapid

pile-up of dislocations takes place as a result of pi~eOipi-
ration of the secondary phase as an effect of deformation
aging* This effect does not involve any oIfect.from the now
mechanism in the examined dnde of velocitiesp We s know only

that the increase i on aef a shoc velocity amplifies the pfr-
pilec-u of deformation aging [27plc ao

3. Plastic Properties of Hetals

It follows to distinguish the plastic properties of
metals appearing in the process of dynamic loading and the
characteristics of plasticity found in a metal after strength-
ening treatment.

-'19 8- .



The plasticity of moetls in the process of high-velocity
deformation is determined maInly by the deformation mechanism
or by those processes which this deformation induces. We know
that many hexagonal metals (titanium, magnesium, etcetera) are
found to be significantly more plestie under high-veloety
loading, new glide and twinning systems come into play which
permit Increasing the total degree of deformation*'

IlkI

~~Wit

4I

(2 M

Figure 1219 Dependence of plasticity of stainless steel 303
on velocity and temperature of deformation.
I. log expansion 2. , sece1

Interesting research was done by Bogachev et al [255]
on a group of austenite steels having different points for
the onset of martensite transformation. Ouasi-statLi expan-sion of the samples was done on the If-4P machine at a con-
stant deformation velocity of 4 mm/mma, the dynamic expansionwas done on a special device by means of detonating 1.75 g
powder. This suspension was found to be sufficient to frac-
ture the saMsle3 of all the investigated steels. The veloc-
ity of Impact ( .onetion) expansion on the devices of this
type was 10-30 m/sa.c

Before and after deformation the amount of martensite
was determined using the magnetic method.

The 4astic properties during quasi-static and dynamic
tests ar, .nown on Table 30.

The maximal relative increase in plasticity durinp the
cynamic tests is seen in steels on a chrome-nickel and chrone-
manganese base, for which the increase in the nartensite
phase was maximal. In the opinion of the authors, this ef-feet Is determined by the different drop in resistance to
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deformation at the moment of the martensite transition. The
authors assume that by the dynomic deformation it Is possible
to have the phase transitions # 4C and It 4 since as a
result of heating produced by dynamic application of the load,
the reverse transition C +I is accomplished. However, forma-
tion of the t-phase is not very probable at such relatively
low deformation velocities.

F0

Figure 122. Dependence of temperature of transition to the
brittle state during tests for impact strength of steel with
O.l'• C on the deformation velocity: TO is the temperature
of the onset of transition to the brittle state; T~~a is

the temperature corresponding to the half-value of the maxim
mal impact~strength; ?500 is the temperature corresponding

to a0 3 500 kJ/m2 (5 kgfm/cm2). The solid lines pertain to

the V-shaped notch, the dotted lines to the U-shaped notch.

I; . Transiti'on temperature, oC 2. Deformation velocity, mm/sec

Obvi£usly in these experiments also some kind of con-
tribution fo the increase in plasticity during high-veocioty
deformation is made by changing the mechanism of the process

t litself, which the authors unfortunately did not study. This
assumption particularly is canfirmed by the authors' experi-

, ment on 3OKhlOGlO steel in which, by double quenching and i-
intermediate aging, the martensite transformation was delayed.

' ~During dynamic expansion this steel gave a double increaseI
in the relative expansion and more than a triple increase in

W.

the narrowing of the cross section.

7i

The brittleness of the deformed metal has a different
dependence on the conditions of pulsed loading. During contact
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detonation, as shown in the work of Dieter [140], the temp-
erature of transition of steel to the ductile state is sLg-
nificantly increased. At a pressure of 25 kbar the tempera.
ture of the brittle transition grows by 500 C, in comparison
with the quenched one# and at a pressure of 220 kbar the duc-
tile state does not set in before 1700 C (Figure 119).

A different picture is found by detonation strengthen-
Lg through a transmitting medium when the pressure of the
wave is 1-2 kbar. As is clear from Figure 120, the tempera-
ture of transition from brittle state to ductile is even
lowered. But with passage of a certain amount of time, the
temperature of transition again is increased which probably
Is due to deformation aging. In the range of deformation

velocities from 10l1 to 0 4 MIn"1 the Increase In yield
stress of steelg, copper, and aluminum Is not accompanied by
any significant reduction in plasticity (623.

However In a wide temperature range the dependence of
plasticity on deformation velocity Is not monotonic. On rig-
ure 121 a spatial diagram Is given for the dependence of
plasticity of stainless steel on deformation velocity and
temperature £2563. For this steel a drop in plasticity is
seen In the region of deformation velocity of 10 sec'l a and
this drop is more abrupt at low tenperatures,

Interesting results were found in reference [257],
where the authors studied the influence of deformation veloc-
ity on impact strength and determined the temperature of the
onset of drop in impact strength, the temperature at whichthe impact strength reachid half the maximum$ and the temper-

ature at which the impact strength was equal to 500 kJ/* 2

(5 kgf.m/cm 2). The results shown on Fritre 122 show that
the temperature of the half-value a and the temperature at

/2
which a K a 500 We/2 (5 kefem/cm 2) depend on deformation ve-
locity. The temperature of the onset of transition to the
brittle state does not chauge. Hence, we can obviously make
the conclusion that deformation velocity does not influence
the formation of cracks but rather Influences their propaga-
tion.
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HIGH-VELOCITY DEFORMATION AND PHASE TRANSITIONS IN METALS

The use of quasi-static methods for producing hieh
pressures has permitted observing phase transitions in var- :tous materiaas [258n ; here for a noticeable determination of 4

the transformation several hours are sometimes required. At
the same trme thephase transitions are noted durinb passateof shock waves for a time measured in several nicroseconds.
It is interesting to note that using both the quasi-statie •

methods of creating high pressures and tn impact loadpnes
reversible and orreversible phase transitions are observed.Tests on impact loading of graphite permitted establishing

the possibility of producbnr diamonds by retaininn the u£venmodification of carbon after unloading E1913, However the

phase transition of iron under the influence of shock waveshas a reversible character and it is not possible to deter-
mine the h£gh-pressure phase at atmospheric pressure.

The works of Bancroff et al E1923 were the first to
show the possibility of obeerv~np a phase transition under
the influence of shock waves, They observed a bond in the

Juygens curve for iron'at a shock wave pressure preater
than 130 kbar. Then the phase transitions under the influ-
ence of the shock wave were determined on bismuth [194])
antimony [193]3, and other materials [259].

The generation of new phases disrupts the monotonic
path of the curves for impact contraction. The presence of
phase transitions in the process of inpact loading is de-

S scribed in the P-V coordinates by the line with the break
(rigure 123).I interpret the results describnr similar curves we -
can briefly examine the structure of the waver, induced in.
the material subjected to impact contraction. If there i5
no bend on the Huygens curve, then this corresponds to the
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case of propagation in a material of a single shock wave with
a stable amplitude. A bend on the Huygens curve corresponds
to the case when the shock waves in a given pressure range
become unstable and several waves are propagated with dif-
ferent amplitudes.

The phase transition begins at point 1 at a pressure
P (see Figure 123). Between point 1 and point 3, which

lies on the intersection of the adiabatic curve of the sec-
ondary ohase with the wave line 0-.1 a decay takes place in
the shock front. A wave of critical amplitude P moves ahead
of it, and behind it atlower velocity the wave oi the phase
transition P2 Is propagated; here Pt> P1 . On the segment

1-1' after passage of the secondary wave there simultaneously
exist phases of low and high pressure. The segment of the
lt-4P-V diagram describes the state of the high pressure
phase. At point 3 we observe an insignificant bend associa-
ted with the weak entropy discontinuity, generated by the

disappearance of the two-wave configuration and by the re-covery of the single discontinuity surface*

.I
NkI

Figure 123H.auygens curve for a material undergoing poly-
morphous transformiation.

The reverse recrystallisation of the material when
the high pressure is removed leads to a break in the isen-
trope of broadening and to the appearance of expansion
shock waves. From a certain state n on the adiabatic curve
of the secondary phase a broadening takes place in tb,: un-
loading wave along the isentrope mn. Then there ma:, •,'
either a sudden reduction in pressure in the expansi•i .•.
wave converting the material from state n to state k, ,a.. ig
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through the segment nrk, or an insentropic broadening is ob-served up to zer€ values along the curve mnl, In the second ,

case the expansion wave is absent. Intermediate variations
are also possible.

Phase transitions (including melting and evaporation)
may also take place after removing the pressure. In this
case the shape of the Huygens curve does not change. The
phase transitions may be determined by measuring the veloc-
ity of the free surface and by constructing the adiabatic
curve P-V. But this involves considerable experimental dif-
ficulty.

The phenomenon of polymorphism in the shock waves is
determined from the Huygens curve for many metalsssalts, and
rocks. Below we give the materials for which the phase trans-
ition was observed and also show the amount of pressure de-
termining the transition.

Pressure of the shock wave of the phase transition, A
kbar,:

Antimony .-.-... . ..... e....n.... about 115
Bismuth at a temperature, oC

-28 ----.. .e...............- -.- 3103
19 ...... ...... ...... ...... ... 27,2

236 ----...f... ....... 17 , 6
Alpha-iron at a temperature, °C

room-.... - ..........-- -. -C- ---. -. - 32
195 ---- C.. . . 50
884W --- - e CCCCCCCCCC 19

Nickel and chrome stoeels ---------------- 100-180
36% NL + Fe (Invar) ..................... 60S30% Ni + Fe --------. ------. ----.......... 25

Carbon (graphite)-.............---.------. 300-400;
600-700

Phosphorous
red -.-..--...-.-...-..-..-. e... -------- 25-35
yellow ----------.. ----....... -. 70-80

Sulfur -------------------- ----- C.C...... 67-106
Iodine -.-..- .-. e.e....-.e...... ..- .e.. 700
Germanium -. e.....-..........-..-..- ....-.- about 125
Marble ................................ 150
Sandstone -.................-.--........ . about 70
Quartsi

melted -------- C---- ..e .---- -...... 250
NaCl <100> ...... .................... 29
KCl (100> ---------------------------C 20±0. 8
KBr <100> ------.--------------------. 18.5*0.8*
CdS C...................C...........C. 29-32
InSb C-CC ----------C ---C -------- C--C-C 17-20

Darium titanate ......................... 8C'

SWhere the temperatuee is not shown, the material Is at the
temperature of the surrounding temperature.
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The fact of phase transition under the influence of
shock waves has also been established repeatedly by x-ray
and metallographic investigation.

Iron has been studied most fully. The first systematic
investigation of iron fo-lowing impact loading was done by

Smith E1763 who showed that the microstructure of iron sub-
tected to the effect of a shock wave at pressures greater
than 130 kbar, is similar to martensite obtained by abrupt
quenching from the gamma-region. The phase transition isaccompanied by a sharp increase in haro'ness (see Figure 98).

The structure of the steel after pulsed loading, pro-

ducing the phase transition, differs significantly from the
structure after deformation. Figure 124 a shows the micro-
structure of a deformed single crystal of iron after the ef-
feet of the shock wave at a pressure less than 130 kbar, where
the deformation twins are clearly visible. With loading by
shock wave at P > 130 kbar along with the twins a ribbon
relief reminescent of the martensite structure is formed
(Figure 124 b).

a .

Figure 124. Hicrostructure of single crystals of iron follow-
ing Impact loading (1013: a. P < 130 kbar; b. P > 130 kbarg
X 400.

In this paper the difference in the structure of the
crystals deformed at pressures, smaller and greater than the
critical, was established radiographically. Figure 125 shows
the pole figure (211) for two crystals. The crystal, deformed
at P < Pcr' has a pole figure on which along with the reflec-

tions from the planes of the primary orientation there are
reflections from the deformation twins (Figure 125 a). The
crystal, deformed at P > Pcr has no twin reflections on the

pole figure; the structure consists of martensite and the
pole figure corresponds to an almost Ideal flishiyama orien-
tation (Figure 125 b).
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Figure 125. Pole figure (111) of single crystals of Fe+29%
Ni, deformed E101s a, at pressures less than P b. at
pressures greater thani Por

it e important to mention that the composition
and tempera. of the original metal Influences the amount
of critical pressure above which the phase transition is ob-
served. Fowler et al E172, 1993 studied the dependence of
critical pressure on the composition of steel. It was found
that doping iron with chrome up to 10% (by mass) changes the
value of the critical pressure very ILttl*e, however with a
large amount of chromes Per grows and reaches 130 kbar at

20% Cr. Nickel on the other hand slightly reduces the value
of Per"

The temperature dependence of the phase transition
in iron induced by detonation, was investigated by Johnston
et a& E2603 in the temperature range from 78 to 11580 K.
The results which they found are shown on Table 31. i

From Table 31 it follows that by increasing the temp-
erature, the amount of pressure necessary for the transition
in iron is lowered. Along with ttis the authors turned
their attention to the fact that the structure of iron at
T > 7750 K differs sharply from the structure at lower temp-
eratures. After impact loading at temperatures less than
7750 K, in the annealed grains of ferrite twin formations
appear as'observed by Smith.

Above this temperature the transition in iron Is ac-
companied by a sharp reduction in grain suse. The average
diameter of the grains in the annealed iron was 250 pm and
1*.5 pm after the transition. Such a reduction in grain size
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may be due to recrystaljization, since for the occurence of
recrystallization at T < 11000 K, at least one hour is re-
quired.

[
Table 31. Critical Pressure of the Phase Transition in Iron

at Various Temperatures

78 .
S 130 8 4

421 124 1073j40 124 list

M4

1. P cr ,kbarz

1110 %

) 1

iae temperature-pressure. The dotted lines show the the-
oretical computation after Kaufnan,

19 Temperature, OK 2. P. kbar
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Based on these data the authors assume that a critical
point exists at T a 7750 K and P a 115 kbar, which separatesthe region of existence of iron into the various modifications.

This can be shown schematically in the form of the diagram given
on Figure 126. The authors compared their experimental data
with the theoretical computations of Kaufman [2613. The
agreement was found to be good for the * 41-transition. At
lower temperatures where discrepancies exist between the ex-
perimental and computational data, the alpha-phase transforms
into another crystal modification..

In later investigations [262, 263] it was shown that
at pressures above P 1 130 kbar and T C 7700 K, the alpha-Fe
transforms into a hexagonal densely-packed lattice ($-phase)
rather than into the fcc lattice. This same phenomenon was
detected during the static increase in pressure which per-
mitted better determining the characteristics of the 9-phase
graphically establish the existence of a hexagonal phase in

iron under the effect of hydrostatic pressure.

Belchan and Drichamer [267) measured the critical
pressure for the transition of alpha-Fe into the high-pres-
sure phase. According to their research the pressure of the
transition was found to be equal to 130 kbar under these con-
ditions as well, which agrees with the data found in the ex-
periments on shock waves. At the moment of transition e-Fe
*S-Fe a fourfold increase in electrical resistance is ob-
served.

In reference [2663 the lattice constants of the hex-
agonal densely-packed modification of iron were found and
it was shown that up to 300 kbar at room temperature the
ratio c/a does not depend on pressure and has a mean value
equal to 1#603*0.001. Change in the constant is described
by the empirical formulas

a(hdp) Z53

The constant of the bec lattice of iron varies as a
function of pressure according to the expression

a (bcc) -*18W1+ PM•l,0.

The crystallographic transition of alpha-Fe into the
hexagonal modification is accomplished first as a result of
the small change In the interatomic spacing in the direction
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L ,;0( > of t*-e 'cc lattice and necondlv an a reult of the nhift
in the nlancs (110) in the direction [ir ] or [110). The
ratio c/a for the hexa'onal dennseo.'v-nacked Iron I.. less than
for the ideal clense nackinp., but the intertomic -.smacnr 5in
the hex.aronal dan ielv-.acked !ron ia rreater than In thc
alph-iaron. Thur, bv nuch shave transition (as by? the stay
!n other c•s•si as welt) a Prowth in the coordination nurber
"is acconpanied Iy an increase in the interatomic npacinp.
Increasinr. the interatomic snacinr de( 1 1 0 ) o0= the bcc lattice

jeinr equivalent to d(002) for t':,. hexaponal denselv-nacked

lattice.

In a nunber or canes a correspondence is noted betueenthe critic,il nrossu~re of the transi'tion durinr static and ir-

Dact loading.

Table 32. Critj'cal 1.ressure of the Phase Trans~tion in Pis-
ruth b, Various ":ethods o: Treatrient

- Ie.eyan-
(J... -i I el Ipl l euse MNxo ie y*.•b- (6

BNA VCnaavauwl P. Kra. (npx 2S C) Moro 0OWUR~ a no. 6
(1) . j5 ! MCII? npplwe3PUeUu

h.pnCoe . -. . .. 2,9± 1 0,939±0.003
YApuwe uirpymmeee flnp ap61t6 0.tAuopmHponiauoro nomfllxpoic'a.sa (3 25f,4±0.8 0.940:0,002
TaTiquCKoe Ialrpy•eOiIIe (4.) . . 25,4±0.1 0.940±0,001

1. Tvnc of tests 4. Static loadinp
2. Innact loadinrj of a noltonS. r. kbar (at 25 0 C)

Polvcrystal 6. Chanre in snecific volume
3. Imnact loading of a prede- at the moment of the trans-

for,,ed polycrystal ition

In "-eference [268] this question was investipated for
the mhase transition of bisnuth. In the oninion or the author,
the non-aFreement observed In a number of naaers Is due to
strenrtheninp of the metals by innact loadin.n. If the I
strenFthening, is taken into account, then the amounts o• the
critical pressure determined from the dynamic and static
data a.'.ree rather well (Table 32).

In snite of such arreenent, it is diffieult to sup-
rest in both cases that the mechanism of the transition in
the same. It is not clear how, this mechanism ensures a hish
velocity of the transition for a time less than 10-6 sec.
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Probably the shock waves create high dinplacenent stresses B
which are localized in the narrow front of the shock wave.

Ouite interestinr results were obtained in reference
[26], where various materials subiected to iniact loading
were investigated by the methods of x-ray structural analv-
sis. In the powder-forn and molten sanles of nanpanoee
and cobalt they detected a polymorphous transformation.
After the impact effect an irreversible transition of the
powder of alpha-tn (cubic complex lattice: a = 8.9 kX, 58
atoms per cell) into beta-Hn (cubic complex lattice: a = 6.3
kX, 20 atoms per cell) took nlace and the molten sanplen an-
sumed a two-phase structure c(+A.

The original mixture, consisting of two modificationn
of cobalt, alpha (hexagonal densely-nacked) and beta (fec)
with predominance of the hexagonal densely-packed phase as
a result of the imvaqt effect, had a Preater amount o4 the
cubic nhase, and in the zone with maximal temnerature and
pressure (20000 K and 1600 kbar) the alnha-nhase disanneared
comnletely. 4

Under ordinary circumstances the single-nhase state

of the beta-cobalt can not be determined even with abrupt
quenching. in water. This gives a basis for assuninr that
the polymofthous transition observed durinp detonation load-
ing is not the result of purely tenverature changes, pener-
ated in the zone of the shock wave, but Is due to the ef-
feet of high pressures.

An analogous effect is also observed on large-scale
samples: when P = 420 kbar and T = 4700 K. a sirnificant
transition of the a(-Co *&-Co takes place.

In. reference [261 the synthesis of rowders in the
shock wave was also studied: The comnosition of powders of
iron and vanadium of equiatomic connosition under the in-
fluence of impact loadinr converts to the solid solution on
the base of the bcc latt.ce. The lattice cnnstant of the
solid solution is equal to 2.90 kX, which accordinp to the
literature data, corresponds to a solid solution on a base
of iron with 40-50 (atomic) vanadium. Here no linos of
the a-phase, correspondinr in the riven system to low-tenn-
erature equilibrium, were detected.

In the other composition of the equiatonic corr'oition
manpanese-tunrsteng where both cornonentsr do not interact un-
der ordinary conditions either in the liquid or in the solid
state, under the influence of shock waves a solid soliation
is rorred on the base of tunrsten (ripure 127). Here alone
with the solid solution there are the original connonents.
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Evaluation of the lattic, constant of the solid solution rives J

a value of a ^. 3.14 k%. 7he decrease In the lattice constant

to 0.02 kX the authors believe to he due to the dissolv'nr of 1
about 20% (atomic) tin.

Fipure 127. Interaction of nanpanese and tunrsten under the j
influence of a shock save: a. radio.ran of the nixture Prior

to testinr; b. the sane, followinp testinr; the arrows in-

dicate the lines of the solid solution of- nanraneso in the

tungsten.

The equiatoni-c connosition in the systen iron-silicon
corresnonds to the chemical conpound reSi which is stable

from room temnperature to the neltInp Points. ):-ray investi-

s.atton showed that as a result or d:,namic loadin, of the

Powders of these components an Iron silcide !e i uith a

cubic lattice (PI- a x 4.473 kX) and a nslicide with a hex-

aponal nrinitive lattice (11 /nnn, a 2.69 kX, c = 5.11 kX)

are formed. A slirht anount of the orfrinal connonents is

retained.

The authors of [26] studied also the recrvstallization
of the solid nhase under the influence of shock waves in the

system 1'e-.n, where it is uuually done by the nartensite

mechanisn. In thl-s vsten it iv nPossibl to nroduice the o-

-hase as a result of heat treatnent. The authors :'rvectira-

ted an alloy with 24.81) 11n, consi.tins' of two Phases ?+&'

(allov 1) and a sinple-phase CS) alloy with 39.8S IVn (alloy
2). After loadinr by.the shocks wave at a nronsure of 800
and 1600 kbar in alloy 1 the anount of the 6-nhAe•was in-
creased and in alloy 2 linen of tVie -nhasc inneared (ripuro

128). Thus, the .renence of a rhnL;e trannit-on ,urinp in.-

pact loadinp ":as1 confirmed by d-r-,:4 x-rat.' structural inves-
tipation.
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The passave of the shock wave n solid bodies Produces
,hole-'series of Interesting effect.:. llithout nausing to ex-

amine then in detail, let us simply look at several of then.

a1

Figure 128. rormation of the -phase in an-alloy of iron and
39.8% Mn: a. radiogran of the sample Prior to testinp;
b. same, followinr inpact loading.

Under the effect of the shock waves•invar and an alloy
of iron and 30% lI. underpo a phaso transition o! the second
kine from the ferromarnetic state to the naranapnetic r2003.
In a number of semiconductors and insulatcre under the ef-
fect c. impact loads, the electrical condu:ctivity Prows
aharply. This effect was observed at rather high quasi-
static pressures [269].

.' Shock waves may alter the dp'ree of orderinp of the

solid solution. In reference [2?03 the alloy Cu 3 Au was in-

vestipated, After rollinp, recrystallization at 5650 C, and
slow coolinp from 3800 C9 long-ranpe ordering was deternined
in the alloy. In this same alloy, but after annealinp at
4600 C for a period of one hour and quenchinp in water, the
short-range order was established. Investigation of the
Influence of the shock wave on the structure o! the alloy
in the two different oripinal states permitted establishinp

several laws. Beginning from a certain rressure, a disorder-
inp of the alloys takes nlace in both states. Thus, from a
pressure of 290.kbar the electrical resistance of the ini-
tially ordered alloy rrows sharply, When 1' > 290 kbar the
specific electrical resistance is decreased in the disordered
alloy which is also due to the disruption in short-range
order.

Interestinr r-;!.ts have been obtained in recent vears
on the Pulsed effect c• laser radiation F2711. Irradiation
by a laser of a sample oa technical Iron, on the surface of
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which carbon was deposited, leads to a broadening of the x-ray
lines of the alpha-phase and to the appearance of lines of
the gamma-phase.

Consequently, under these conditions a saturation of
iron with carbon up to comparatively high values takes place
for a teime of l10- sea. After such treatment it was possible
to metallographically observe segments having a eutectic struc-
ture. The hardness on the surface is Increased up to 1400 HVr
whereas the hardness of the irradiated iron, which melts under
the effect of the ray, is only 170 HV.

In several cases after irradiation it was possible to
find a martensite fine-needle structure that is characteristic
of medium-carbon steel.

The greatest hardness is that of the white layer form-
ing on the surface of the sample similar to the layer of the
solid melt in the high-carbon steels and cast irons. Prob-
ably the saturation with carbon takes place basically in the
molten metal.

I

I
+1
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